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Ricoeur's dialectical, phenornenological and hermeneutical method of forrning
notions of t h e and self is shown in this thesis to fonn a sound basis for interreiigious
dialogue. This thesis shows how this basis enables participants fiom diverse religious
perspectives to enter into dialogue and increase self understanding and understanding and
respect of the other. Ricoeur's thoroughly Western background is outlined in Chapter 1.
Chapter 2 presents his approach to Tirne and Narrative and Chapter 3 his understanding of
self and other. In Chapter 4 the needs of interreligious dialogue are explored in relation to
his method and applied to various eastem orientations to the absolute. The conclusion is
that f?om radically different orientations to the absolute Ricoeur's methodology opens up
productive space for interreligious dialogue.
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INTRODUCTION

THESIS STATEMENT
My contention in this thesis is that Ricoeur's notion of time and self, and his
methodology, (which is dialectical, phenomenological and hermeneutical) form a basis for
interreligious dialogue. The problem will be to show that Ricoeur's dialectical notions of
tirne (psychological - cosrnic1)and self(idem-ipse [same--sep]) provide openings for
dialogue which enable participants fiom fimdarnentdy different religious perspectives to
enter into dialogue increasing self understanding and understanding and respect of the
other. What is required is an atmosphere in which truth is sought in a non-polemic or nonapologetic manner. Ricoeur's dialectical approach helps to create such an atmosphere by
holding opposing concepts such as self and other or time (cosmic) and time
(psychological, narrative) in a state of tension such that each pole is not ultirnately
autonornous but dependent on the other. Clearly the concepts of t h e and seif are basic to
religious thought in that they are essential for understanding relationships to the divine and
to other human beings and also set the direction for the specific understandings of
salvation, justification or liberation. Ricoeur's unique phenornenological approach is vital

'On the side of cosmic the, reiigious views that waat to overcome the illusion of time, that is,
that envisage tirne as having no enduring reaiiîy' would be located. On the side of psychological
time those that want to establish the value and reaIity of the individud would be locaîed.
'On the side of sarneness for example the religious hope to overcome aii differentiation would be
located, on the side of self the establishment of the individual in an etemai relation with the divine
would be located.

in that it acknowledges a variety of valid and sometirnes opposing views thus preventing
any one particular view fkom being regarded as the one and only tnie view. Ricoeur's

dialectical and phenomenological philosophy uifoms and shapes his henneneutics.
Of the tbree giants of hermeneutic philosophy (Heidegger, Gadamer and Ricoeur),
Ricoeur presents an approach which is most open to the other. Don Ihde explains in 'Paul
Ricoeur's Place in the Hermeneutic Tradition' (Hahn 67-8):
One way of putting it is to Say that with Heidegger, for example, one must

fully enter into Heidegger's world. ... Ricoeur's world, on the other hand,
has enough commonalities with many others that it is easier to enter: it
does not have a singie or single-minded opening, but rather has many
openings and is thus more cornmunitarian.

Gadamer's world falIs between the differences described between
Heidegger and Ricoeur, but it is aiso a very 'Western' or Eurocentnc
world. Its respect for tradition is one which mutes the revolutionary. And
even in the hsion and interplay of horizons, the Gadamerian world is
potentially one which includes and which eases the transitions. Ricoeur's
world does not reduce or ease wch transitions. Its very nonsynthetic
character respects clifferences, although the necessary result is also one in
which the rough edges remain, in which resolution is more hoped for than
achieved. It is one in which, even within oneseK there remain multiple
voices.
Interreligious dialogue is dialogue that seeks a greater understanding of the other and of

the self in relation to the divine. An adequate ground for intemeIigious dialogue would
have to d o w for many openings to dialogue since there are many different views of the
divine which result in various approaches to self understanding and understandimg the
other. At the sarne time as there is an aiiowance for many openings to dialogue there must
also be a strong respect for the other. If it is tme that Ricoeur's dialecticai
phenomenologicai hermeneutics is the hermeneutical approach which best respects the
dserences of the other and has many openings making it most accessible, it would only
make sense to explore this approach as a ground for interreligious dialogue. 1 will show
that Ricoeur's dialecticai thought applies to both Western and Eastern thought and
provides a cornmon ground f?om which interreligious dialogue may be conducted.
Aithough attempts have been made to apply Ricoeur's thought on language,
symbols, time and self to aid in the dialogue between others there has not been an attempt
to use his methodology dong with his notions of time and seif as a basis for interreligious
dialogue. My procedure wiil not be to critique Ricoeur's philosophy but rather to apply it
to an area to which he hirnselfhas not paid a great deal of attention but which appears as a

natural next step in his dialectical development.

RICOEUR'S STANDING IlSI CONTEMPORARY SCHOLARSHP
Two highly respected anthologies on hermeneutics both give prominent place to
Ricoeur's contributions. The A m e ~ c m
Academy of Reli@on produced a two volume
work by David E. Klemm with the title HermeneuficalInquiry in 1986. A little more
recently (1 990) the State University of New York Press published The Hemeneufic

Tradition: From Asî to Ricoeur and Tramjonning the Herneneutic Context: From
Nietzsche to Nimcy edited by Gayle L. Ormiston and Alan D. Schrifk Their wmments on
Ricoeur will provide a clear understanding of Ricoeur's importance to the hermeneutic
tradition.

Within the hermeneutic tradition David E. EUernm (HenneneuticafInquiry 1: 225)
descnbes Ricoeur as "one of the more important thuikers in the current cross-disciplinary
debate over the methods and theories of interpretation." Klemrn points out that Ricoeur
has made major contributions to recent discussions in a variety of fields:

He has made major contributions to ment discussions in the history of
philosophy and religion, philosophy and history and religion, Man&
theory, Freudian theory. behaviorist psychology, social ethics, political
theory, philosophical anthropology, the study of symbol and myth, biblical
criticism, philosophy of language, stmcturalism, literary criticism, theory of
metaphor, philosophy of action, and theology (225).
The diverse interests reflected in Ricoeur's thought revolve around his quest for meaning

in human existence, that i s self understanding, fiom the perspective of finitude. Self
understanding for Ricoeur is always a matter of interpretation and is thus indirect,
mediated through a multitude of perspectives. His particuiar talent of mediating opposing
perspectives and resisting the temptation to regard any particular point of View as absolute
helps to set his method apart and make it a promising vehicle for interreligious dialogue.
For the purposes of this thesis, Ricoeur's innovative thought in grafting the
hermeneutical method ont0 the phenornenological method are of key importance. KIemm

recognizes this contribution in his second volume of Henneneuticaf Inquiv: me

Interpretation of Exisence. He notes that it is nom the influence of Heidegger, Gadamer,
and Ricoeur that understanding came to be regarded as "a sociaf activiry that we engage

in as human beings, as a dialogue with others about a subject matter that interests us, and
as an ongoing event of appropriation in the medium of language" (1). He includes
Ricoeur's essay "Existence and Hemeneutics" in his anthology to show how Ricoeur
bridges the gap between the modem hermeneuticd concern with the text and the
postmodem hermeneutical concern with existence. Kiemm States "Ricoeur intends to
mediate between modem hermeneutics as epistemology-methodology [understanding as a
mode of knowing which presupposes an ideological basis] on one hand and postmodem
hermeneutics as practical philosophy or speculative ontology on the other hand
[understanding as a mode of being which places a strong emphasis on existence]" (177).
Ricoeur finds a point of mediation between the modernist and postmodernist perspectives
in the Husserlian notion of sigmfjmg expressions. In keeping with his ontology of finitude,
however, he does not follow Husserlian phenomenology to a transcendental reduction
where the transcendental subject is revealed as the source of meaning. Rather the source
of meaning for Ricoeur is the notion of human existence. Ricoeur's approach remains
throughly grounded on the temporal level and focuses on language as a key aspect of
human existence.
In agreement with Husserl, Ricoeur understands meaning as being conveyed
through linguistic expressions. Linguistic expressions bear meaning through signs which

carry a sense and reference. Husserl, operating h m ideological presuppositions, argues

that fiom various acts of intending ("meaning-conferring acts") the content, self-identical
and logicdy objective aspect of meaning is revealed. Klemm notes that "a meanhg is not

a mental act or a psychological event but the objective and ideal content of mental a d '
(1 8 1). Language contains within its structure the possibility for double or multiple

meanings. The phenomenological level stnves towards the univocal (logical expression)
nature of language, the hermeneutical level arises out of the polyvalent nature of language.
While Husserl would regard "expressions of Me" (Dilthey) and "symbols" as deficient
expressions (that is figurative), Ricoeur, wanting to preserve the practical, temporal nature
of reality, argues that they must be added on. In other words, Ricoeur argues that the
upper logical level and a lower figurative level of language may be grafted together
(&raftinghermeneutics onto phenomenology). 1 see Ricoeur's innovative methodology as
opening a way for the absolute nature of religious thought to be brought into play with the
practical, everyday concems of human existence.

in the Ormiston and Schrift collection, Ricoeur's contribution is presented as
providing a reconciliation between Gadamer's philosophical hermeneutics with its claim to
universality grounded in language and Habermas's critique of ideology which sees
language as bound to ideologies and distorting the balance in relationships. Ricoeur in his
essay, "Henneneutics and the Critique of Ideology" shows that even though the
approaches of Gadamer and Habermas were opposite (Gadamer sought to overcome
alienation or distanciation fiom tradition with a hermeneutics of ontology while Habermas
sought liberation fiom tradition through a critique of ideology) there was cornmon ground
in the critical dimension of both. The critical ground was not imrnediately apparent in

Gadamer's hermeneutics since its roots were in Heidegger's initiai cntical stance towards
onto-theo-logid prejudice and had to be re-appropriated vis-à-vis the text. Thus,
although distanciation from the tradition for Gadamer was the fault that dialogue seeks to
overcome, distanciation created by the writing of a text, giWig it an autonomy from
author, historicai context and original audience, is what makes interpretation possible.
The text as an embodirnent of tradition thus provides an instance for critique within the
hermeneutic tradition. A conneaion between hermeneutics and ideological critique will be
very usefbl in an attempt to bring various traditions into dialogue with one another,
especially one that recognizes the vdidity of both approaches. For Ricoeur, whde both
hermeneutics and ideological critique make universal, opposing clairns (universal
ontological scope of linguisticality, for Gadamer and a universal unrestriaed and
unconstrained communication, for Habermas) both projects are legitirnate and in fact
complement one another. Since religious traditions make universal and opposing claims
Ricoeur's approach looks promising for Our project of bringing various traditions into
dialogue.
One fùrther major work concerning Paul Ricoeur must be mentioned in situating

hun in contemporary scholarship. The Philosophy o f P d Ricoeur is the title of Volume
XW of The Library of Living Phtlosophers.Lewis Edwin Hahn is the editor of this 1995
volume which contains 25 critical essays and Ricoeur's responses to those essays. This
work shows that Ricoeur has made substantial contributions to hermeneutics, serniotics,
semantics, literary criticism, ethics, and religious language. Ricoeur's dialectical

hemeneutical-phenomenological method stands out throughout the work. This is not to

say that his method is beyond critique. L. Jonathan Cohen in his review of this volume
notes that it is Ricoeur's ambition to mediate between opposing views rather than to
discover the best supporteci truth about sorne controversial issue. He notes that Ricoeur's
method is more about sense modification rather than tmth-validation. For analytic
philosophers whose main concem is truth-validation Ricoeur's method will seem slippery.
For those who are open to a broader and more fluid understanding of tmth Ricoeur's
method wiil provide valuable insights. In the realm of interreligious dialogue 1believe it is
important not to assume too rigid a definition of tmth. For this reason it is not the purpose
of the present work to defend Ricoeur against this type of cnticism. Rather, the purpose

and innovation offered in this thesis is the application of Ricoeur's method to the area of
interreligious diaiogue. Certainly there remain questions to be answered about Ricoeur's
method but the intluence his thought has had on the hermeneutic tradition and his
contributions to many fields of study commend his method to be considered for its
applicability to interreligious dialogue.
In terms of introduction a brief description of Ricoeur's method and the way it
relates to interreligious diaiogue is cded for.

RICOEUR'S PvilETHOD
For Ricoeur the didectical project of expressing the meanhg of a human subject
and its actions reaches into ail areas of human existence including the sacred. His
theological thought has been guided by a feeling of "absolute dependence" with the
conviction "that the word of man had been preceded by the 'Word of God"' (Hahn 5).

Faith and reason form difTerent levels of discourse within Ricoeur's didectical
phenomenological hexmeneutic understanding of human existence, yet both faith and
reason strive to answer the fundamental question of who we are as human beings.
Ricoeur's contention is that the human self is essentially a mediating being,
creating its own story through drawing out of the flux of events a coherent order. The self
is an intersection between opposing viewpoints. It is through mediation and the creation of
a new order that the essence of the selfarises with its own meaning. This mediation is not
some fiee floating construct but is drawn nom a depository (tradition) of prior
understandings of the interconnected nature of "reality''.
To illustrate the process of mediation we may tum to Ricoeur's Time and

Nmative Volume 1. Here he shows that fiom a chronological point of view time and
eteniity appear mutually exclusive if tirne is considered as a series of instants with no
duration or extension and etemity is considered to be the ever present (only duration or
extension). From a temporal point of view, however, tirne appears as giving nse to
endless discordance while eternity is the state of concordance and tirne is seen as a limited
distension of a three fold present formed through intention (memory, attention,
expectation) while eternity is regarded as endless distension. Mediation between time and
eternity occurs on the temporal level since time is in a dialectical relationship with etemity
to set its direction, create hierarchies and set its limit. On the temporal level tirne
participates in the concordance of which eternity is the fulfilrnent. On the chronological
level the instant has no duration and therefore no dialectical relation with etenity. The
move fiom chronological time to temporaiity is a move fiom the realm of random events

to the realm of the human organization of events, the realm of rnediation.
The self as a fundamental mediating being lies at the hart of Ricoeur's dialectical
method which might be generally viewed as the dialectic of same and other. The dialectic
of same and other takes many dinerent forms and there is no absolute resolution of each
dialectic. One dialectic leads to or prepares for another thus resulting in an expanding and
interrelated dialectical universe.
Ricoeur's dialectic develops through a unique synthesis of the thought of Hegel
and Kant. Ricoeur borrows the structure of Hegel's diaiectic but not what he perceives to
be its outcorne, the collapse of the dialectic into absolute knowledge or spirit. In other
words, Ricoeur differs from Hegel in that he views the dialectic as ongoing, not able to
reach Absolute Knowledge. Absolute Knowledge, for Ricoeur, is a limit concept that may
be approached but not achieved, just as for Kant the knowledge of the "thing in itseif"
could only be approxirnated. The "thing in itself" is unconditioned and thus atemporal. For
Kant reason constantly seeks the unconditioned or atemporai but does not attain it. Thus
for Kant there exists an unbridgeable gap between the temporal and the atemporal.
Likewise Ricoeur's dialectic does not corne to an end, it achieves finite syntheses which he
recognizes to be insecure and open to subsequent modifications. Hegel's dialectic may be
characterized in terms of the pride of absolute knowledge, Ricoeur's dialectic is one of
hope, a hope that cannot be reduced to kn~wledge.~
Since the temporal and atemporal poles of Ricoeur's dialectic cannot be collapsed,

3Vanhoozer,Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur States: ' n i e irreducibility of
reIigious symbols to concepts, of hope to knowledge' forces Ricoeur to turn fiom the hubris of
Hegel to the h d t y of Kant" (40).

the one into the other, but are nevertheless related, this implies that there is an element of
reciprocity in each pole such that one pole can only exist in relation to the other. Ricoeur's
comection with Kantian thought in this respect is especiaily strong. Kant identified time
and space as fundamental a priori intuitions fiom which an individual produces a synthetic
understanding of reality. Ricoeur presents a view of reality that is also moulded by
synthetic understanding as imagination. He explores the idea that tirne is an extension of
the sou1 and that the selfevolves through an imaginative process in which possible worlds
and possible ways of being are proposed. These proposed ways of being provide guidance
for human action in shaping reaiity. It appears, then, that Ricoeur's recent work on the
dialectical relation of timehon-time and seluother develops fiom the fundamental a priori
Kantian intuitions of tirne and space (space deals with that which separates one fiom
another and thus with the relation between self and other).

RICOEUR'S DIALECTIC AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Our first glance at Ricoeur's dialectic shows that he is looking for meaning by
considering fundamental aspects of human existence such as time and self The meanhg of
human existence is also a chief concern of faith. What is the relationship between
Ricoeur's thought and faith? Does the level at which Ricoeur denves the meaning of the
human subject and action d o w for a rnediation between various faith stances? C m
Ricoeur's dialectic strengthen current understanding and practice of interreligious
dialogue?
Ricoeur's early religious perspective focussed almost exclusively on Christianity,

and he still identifies himselfas a Christian philosopher. He considers himself as being
bound to biblical faith but seeks to practice an autonomous "philosophical approach" so
that philosophy is not subordinate to theology.' He thus suives to present to his readers
arguments alone "which do not assume any cornmitment from the reader to reject, accept,
or suspend anything with regard to biblical faith" (Oneself24). Indeed throughout al1 his
philosophical work Ricoeur arives to maintain an "agnostic (agnostique)" (24) or an open
approach to the question of God. In other words, the question of God is not approached
in Ricoeur's philosophy in terms of discovering or articulating an exclusive and dlinclusive belief It is the open ended nature of Ricoeur's dialectical methodology that
makes him one of the most productive and creative philosophers of the 20th century.
Does East meet West? Are the two necessarily related? Are they nurtured and
sustained by each other, or are they independent, autonomous and opposed to each other
in a way that no exchange or dialogue is necessary? The march of time toward a goal, as
the Linear, historical, Western way of thinking, is ofien contrasted to a great cyclic view of
birth, death and rebirth, as the basis for an ahistorical, mystical Eastern thought pattern.'

4Cf.Le con@ des interprétations (403). Conceming the task of the philosopher Ricoeur says:
1 am not inclined to say that he brackets what he bas heard and what he believes,
for how could he philosophue in such a state of abstraction with respect to what is
essentiai? But neither am 1 of the opinion that he should subordinate his
philosophy to theology in an ancillary relation.
m
e cycle of birth, death and rebirth

- sa&ra - is one of the early and basic presuppositions

in Indian thought. Although this doctrine was articulated in the Upanisadic p e n d it no doubt
originates fiom earlier beiiefs (cf. Noss & NOSS 90). Reaiity is viewed in t e w of this cycle and
moka (liberation) is conceived as a release fiom this cycle.

Although this contrast may be somewhat of an oversimplincation6 it does reflect the fact
that Eastern and Western ways of thinking result in fascinating and dinering perspectives

on the moa common and basic aspects ofreality such as tirne, seif and other. Do those
who traditionaily look westward improve their vision by also glancing eastward?' Do they
who traditionally look eastward improve their vision by dso glancing westward? In other
words, is diaiogue helpful?* One might even go so far to inquire, as we will in this thesis, if
60fcourse both circular and liaear ways of thinlang exist in the East and West. Reinhold
Niebuhr, a theologian who had a iàr reaching &ect on the development of American political
thought, wrote in The Seifand the Dramas of History:
In the history of Western civilisation the efforts to comprehend history
ontologically have been many; but they d fidl into two primary categories: A) the
classical idea of the historical cycle, and B) the modem idea of historicd
development ïhis modem idea which has been elaborated since the Renaissance
takes such various forms as the Hegelian dialdcal view of histoncal development
and the supposedly unmetaphysical and purely scientific idea of development in
the thought of the social Darwinists (62).
Niebuhr views the cyclic and forward movement patterns as dimensions on which the
drarna of IZe is played. The cyclic pattern corresponds to the biotogical cycle of buth, He and
death and the forward movement pattern corresponds to the steady growth of natural forces. If
Niebuhr is correct it is clear that the two thought patterns are reciprocaily related in explaining the
dimensions of human life.
Ricoeur's thought also is both circdar and linear. The formation of a narrative identity is
accomplished through the circular mirnetic activity and the cycle of tirne and narrative as he states
at the beginning of Time and Narrative, Volume I %mebecornes human time to the extent that it
is organized after the manner of narrative; narrative, in tuni, is meaningfûl to the extent that it
portrays the features of temporal experience" (3).
' ~ h edifferent perspective might be illustratecl by the role of Christology in the West which deals
primarily with the problem of how Jesus the man can also be fruly G d versus its challenge in the
M a where there is a whole host of incarnations or avuîikas which raises to the fore the problern
of the uniqueness of Christ.
'Harold Coward argues that it is becorning even more clear that diaiogue is essentid to
understanding one's own tradition. He states:
many Christian theologians are concluding that Christian thedogy cannot continue
to be formulated in isolation fiom the other religions, and that, in fkct, fkture
developments in Christian theology will be the direct result of serious dialogue
with the other religions (13). In footnote 1 on page 1 13 he cites Paul Tillich, The
Fuiure ofReligions;J.M.Cmody, "A Next Step for Catholic Theology,"
Theology Today 32 (1967) 37 1-8 1;Klaus Klostermaier, "A Hindu Christian

dialogue does not in fact constitute the ground upon which any view of tirne, self and
other is formed.
In his book PluraIism: Challenge to World Religions Harold Coward shows that

while theistic religions by focussing on God may have a point of contact for interreligious
dialogue, the gap between nontheistic religions such as Buddhism and Advaita V&nta9
remains. For Coward, nontheistic thought such as Miidhyamüca Buddhism and Freudian
analysis make clear that there are limits to the human cognitive process which renders

human thought incapable of absolutely conceptuahhg reality. He rejects silence as an
answer to this situation.

The implication of this discussion is that the Miidhyamika Buddhists are
correct. When the limitations of theologizing are taken senously, al1 future
theologizïng with the intent of establishing ultimate claims to knowledge
must cease. 1s the correct vision for the fùture one in which thousands of
theologians of the various religions ail around the world sirnultaneously put
down their pens? What then, silence? While the Miidhyamika Buddhists
and modem skeptics and positivists might approve of this option, silence
must be rejected as the correct vision for the fùture of theology and
Dialogue on Truth," Journa( of Emmenical Smdies 12(1975) 157-73; R.H.
Dnunmond, 'Christian Theology and the History of Religious," h u m a i of
Ecumenical Studies 12( 1 975): 389-405 and several other prominent thedogians.
"'But one point, not yet recognized by theologians taking this approach, is that centring on God
is a serious obstacle to Buddhisis (26). Wowever, a potential problem is Hick's use of the term
'Goci' as an a priori in a way that seems unacceptable to the Buddhist and to Advaita Vedanta
Hindus" (30). 'LThroughout the preceding chapters the problem of the divergence between the
theistic religions and the nontheistic religions, such as Buddhism and Advaita Vedanta Hinduism
continually reappeared" (98).

religions ( 105).
Coward argues that through criticai dialogue we can corne to a better understanding of
Our own particular understanding of transcendent reaiity. In Oneselfus Another Ricoeur
gives serious attention to the skeptics' point that the hurnan cognitive process is not able
to absolutely conceptuaiize reality and shows clearly how dialogue not only enriches one's
self understanding but is an intrinsic aspect of it. In this thesis 1 will show that Ricoeur's
work provides a direction and a rationale for interreligious dialogue, especiaily between
theistic and nontheistic religious views.
Living religious traditions are in an ongoing dialogue with that which is other than
the tradition. To the extent that members of a religious tradition refuse to engage the
present issues they will find that their practices become less and less understandable and
meaningful within their culture. Dialogue, engaging the other dialecticdy, is a fact of Life
for religious traditions. If one is looking for a common feature among religions, dialogue
and dialectic would fit the bill. A phenomenological-hermeneutical investigation suggests
itself as an appropriate way to understand this common factor among religions. Since
religions are dialectical in nature a better understanding of the process of dialectical
thought and its limitation should lead to a better understanding and communication among
the various world religions.
Hemeneutics, under the influence of Heidegger and Gadamer, developed fiom its
initial concem with understuidhg the theory of interpretation of texts (especiaily sacred
texts) to an inquiry wncemed with the mode of being that discloses a world. The
hermeneutical shift involves a shift in fundamental presuppositions regarding the nature of

reality. Sacred texts, ofken making claims to provide comprehensive and exclusively true
interpretations of reality, provided the starting point from which hemeneutical theories
were developed prior to the shift. Hermeneutics in that context was s u b s e ~ e nto
t a
particular tradition. With the hermeneutical SM,however, there is an increasing
recognition of the interdependent nature of reality and the relativity of the point of view of
various interpreters.'O DEerent times, different cultures resdt in different views of reality
and these different views are both deposited in and grounded by sacred texts. From sacred
texts dl-inclusive interpretations of reality, which one may cd1 faith stances, are often
posited or maintained. The awareness that other texts are making authoritative claims
regarding the fundamental nature of reality and that other faith stances exist offer
challenges to any authoritative claim. Questions and critiques arise regarding the various
exclusive claims. What become the criteria for finding truth? The present age of pluralism,
grounded in science and technology, stands opposed to one or even any religious text
providing comprehensive truth. Reason, logic, science, empiricism, technology are arnong

'%terdependency seems to be one of the most fiuidamental tàcts of We. Each person cornes f?om
other persons and thus each person is related to ail other persons. The whole biologicaVecoIogical
life cycle shows an interdependence. The food we eat and the air we breath form a complex
interdependent net in which human beings play a sigdicant role. Not only are people biologically
interdependent but also physically. Maîîer, space and time take on meaning in relation to human
consciousness. Clearly then the diaiemical-benneneutid view of human beings as essentially
mediating beings (i .e. beings of eros/fkïth/imagiaation) has a strong fûndamental basis.
interdependency puts one in a position between king a distinct individual an other and being a
part of the same. When sameness is emphasized the self may be regardeci as an aspect of the whole.
This aspect fiom some points of view may be regardeci as essentidly containing the whole
(%ikara, for example) or it may be recognitedas having some real and distinct feaaires as it
participates in the whole (Ramanuja, for example). The stress on othemess in its r a d i d fonn,
denies that it is possible to UI@ the whole in any way. The celebration of Werence and the view
that Merence cannot be synthesized without doing violencc to the individual forms a counter pole
to the atternpt to see interdependency as ultimately culminating in oneness. Ricoeur's diaIectica1
hermeneutical view attempts to mediate between these two poles.

-

the key words or canons of truth for Our present era. Notions of faith and the authority of
sacred texts are being cailed into question by the thought patterns surrounding these key
words. In this modem context hermeneutics becomes an attempt to situate the interpreter
within an intercomected, interdependent historical reaiity and expose the possibilities of
understanding and choices that exist for the interpreter. Frorn a modern hermeneutical
viewpoint the essence of the 'subject' is understanding. Understandhg is not just
something that a 'subject' does. Rather understanding is the way a subject constitutes
reality for itself. Reality is not that which e i a s outside of the 'subject', but the being that
the 'subject' participates in and to some extent forms and creates. Being in tension with
tradition produces the truth of reality which surpasses the truth which may be obtained
through any particular method.
In other words, with the world becorning smailer through improved
communication, the hermeneutic approach of atternpting to understand sacred texts has
become expanded in the face of many sacred texts. Hermeneutics, once a method in the
hands of individuals for articulating and understandmg a particular tradition or a faith, has
become a philosophy which grounds various methodologies, but cannot itself be
comprehended through any one methodology. It is my contention that philosophicai
hermeneutics is beginning to take on the formal characteristics of a meta-religion. As a
meta-religion it is no longer determined by a single tradition which it serves but transcends
individual traditions and links them together. Whiie the presuppositions of a particular
religious tradition which aim toward a comprehensive explmation of reality are not able to
be maintained easily in a multi-cultural world, the presuppositions of henneneutics, which

include relativism, contextuaiism, interrelatedness etc are much more compatible with a
multi-cuiturai, scientific, technological milieu. Hermeneutics itselt; then, for Ricoeur and
hemeneutic philosophers in general moves from a secondary role of interpreting certain
religious texts to a more primary role of interpreting reality itselE Through hermeneutics
one is able to situate various traditions and traditions of interpretation within an
intercomected whole. This hermeneutical view of redity stresses the daim of others for
recognition and opens up seIfIfconceptsto cnticism. For some this view appears very destabihing since reality appears to be founded on shifting sands with no rock of certainty
to provide orientation. Nevertheless, the intercomected nature of reality presses itself
upon us with increasing force in a pluraliaic society.
The focus of this thesis is an investigation of the possibility and grounds of
interreligious dialogue stemming fiom Ricoeur's conception of dialectic. If interreligious
dialogue is to be success£Ùlthere must be at least some minimal cornmon ground on which
various discussion partners c m meet and evaluate one another. 1 propose as a meeting
place and criterion of evaluation the notion of well being and wholeness since well being
and wholeness are qualities that are desirable in any culture. Although the terms "well
being" and "wholeness" are very vague and take on dSerent meanings in varying
contexts, they do, however, convey a fundamental human need which is common but
cannot be adequateiy articulated in any single way. In light of the criterion of "well being"
and "wholeness" we may ask: "In what ways do Ricoeur's dialectic and its consequences
for interreligious dialogue improve the lot of the individual or group on the various levels
of existence (i.e. personal, social, cosmic, spiritual)?" Employing the notion of weli being

and wholeness allows for an evaluation of the spirihial aspect in terms of other aspects of
being." Thus while revelation may produce a circle which founds the f ~ t act
h on the act
of faith itself, the act of faith does not found the whole person and thus there are other
critena (i.e. psychological or sociological) which rnay be employed by the believer to
reflect on and evaluate faith.I2Ricoeur, hunself, continually examines reality fiom various
levels or perspectives as his Le conflit des interprétations: fiwi d'herméneutique (Paris
1969) illustrates. By maintaining an agnosticism as to the identity of the other or Other in

the various dialectics he refuses to end the conflict of interpretations. H5 invites
interlocutors to draw their own partial conclusions on their path towards wholeness. The
various religious views such as Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism may thus be used to
critique and e ~ c each
h other vis-à-vis the well being of nations or individuals. The entire
religious perspective may Iikewise be passed through the sieve of critique and enriched by
way of psychological and sociologicai theories. What 1 have been refemng to as the notion
of well being, Ricoeur considers as the goal of "ethical intention." He defines "ethical

"An attempt will be made to avoid combuiing an essentiaiist view which defines religion as "the
s a c r e .or "ultirnateconcern" with the comparative approach. Sam Gill 'The Academic Study of
Religion" Journal of the American Academy of Religion L m 4 (1994: 970) remarks that such a
combining:
tends to be blind to any potentially negative (as evaluated in these same t e m )
aspects of religion, blind not only to the Ionestowns and the Wacos, but also to the
poverty, suBering, oppression, and violence tbat are aspects of almost every
religious tradition.
In light of Gill's comment,the sense of weU king we are using as a criterion of evaluation should
not be held as the ultimate and ody criterion of evaluation but as one which provides a temporary
focus in appreciating the uniqueness of each discussion partner.

12Cf. Edward Schillebeeckx The Understanding of Fazth: Inferpretationand Criricisrn, trans.

N.D.Smith (New York: Seabury Press, 1974) 150-155.

intention": "azningat the ' g dive ' wzth andfor &ers, injust i ~ ~ t u t i ~ (Oneself
ns"~~
As Another 172). What we are looking for is a way to relate the various methods that

people employ to understand and shape reality within a comprehensive and ever expanding
diaiectic.
The question naturaliy arises as to what extent the deconstructing of absolute
positions distorts the pole. This is where Ricoeur has been accused of sleight of hand and
of redehhg concepts in such a way as to make them meaningiess. Certady Ricoeur's
approach involves a degree of distortion. Indeed, any dialogue, as we will see, involves
stretching certain concepts or views. Ricoeur is weii aware of this and seeks to articulate
ways in which the stretching may arise 60m within the tradition. One way he does this is
by recogninng that dialogue takes place on a certain level and d o w s for another level in
which the radical claims of absoluteness may be appreciated. In other words, Ricoeur's
dialectic in the temporal realm moves toward an absolute position but in not completely
escaping the temporal flux ret ains an element of relativism.l4
The otherness of the other is approached in many different ways in each culture.
The vast variety of methods and their corresponding methodologies may be open to a
meta-methodology, that is a rnethodology which aüows for the appreciation of each

"Ricoeur is following Aristotle's use of the tem "good He" or "Living well." He appeals to
Aristotle's reasoning as a defense agaiast the charge that these t e m are too vague to have any reai
meaning. '7sthe discussion threaîened, once again, by vagueness? Not at aii. The 6rst great lesson
we receive fiom Aristotie is to seek the fundamental basis for the a h of the 'good Me' in praxis.
The second is to attempt to set up the teleology internai to praxis as the stnicturing principle for the
aim of the 'good Life"' (1 72-3).
''%me represmts change and thus has the as+ of relativity, others by their mere presence also
relativize. Non-fime or etemity represents stiiiness, no growth and the self considered as the same
focuses on unity or absoluteness.

specinc methodology vis-à-vis its particular subject and d s o provides a way to harmonize

''

the various methodologies within a dialectic aimed towards wholeness. On the other
hand, it may be that some methodologies are irreconcilable with others in every respect.
Jacques Derrida's method of deconstruction, for exarnple, privileges the othemess of the
other to such an extent that dialogue which assumes or searches for common goals or
viewpoint is ruled out.

16

Demda argues that simply to invite the other into dialogue or the dialeaical

situation is to no longer respect the other as other. In this case dialogue and dialectic are

not considered as desirable options for they presuppose a meeting place fiom which a
whole could be posited. For Derrida, however, there is no concept of a whole which
subsumes the other and he thus rejects any idea of mediation. Rather a relationship of
othemess is realized by recognizing only the play of dserence, that is, through respecting

15Ricoeur'smethodology, because its essence is mediation, rnay thus qualify as a metamethodology.
'6Derridais inspired by Nietzsche's refusai to search for a founding tnith. Gabriel Marcel, one of
Ricoeur's teachers, offers a critique of Nietzsche's approach:
Nietzsche's thought can oniy be judged consistent if in spite of everythmg it
recognizes that a certain type of tnrth, for example, scientific truth, must be
transcended. But does not this movernent of going beyond inevitably end up with
the founding of a superior tmth? If one imagines that he can escape this necessity,
is he not inevitably setting off on a road which leads to delirium? [Gabriel Marcel
Tragrc Wisdom und Beyond tram. Stephen Jolin and Peter McComick
(Northwestern University Press, 1973) 181.
It should aiso be added that certain types of Buddhist thought are cmpared to
deconstnictionist thought (cf. Roger Jackson "Matching Concepts: Deconstructive and
Foundationalist Tendencies in Buddhist Thought." Journal of the American Academy of Religion.
LVIV3, (1989) 56 1-589 and Bimal Krishna Matilal, "1s Prasariga A Form Of Deconstruction?"
Journal of lndian Philosophy 20 (1992): 345-362.

the integrity of the other and not trying to bnng it into any form of synthesis. The problem
which deconstruction identifies is that in any form of synthesis something is lefi out or
excluded for the sake of harmony. To fuliy respect the othemess of the other would not
involve an attempt to place that other in a dialogue or dialectical relationship and it would
ultirnately rule out any form of comrnunity.

If the deconstnictionist attempt to M y respect the otherness of the other is fully
embraced it would spell an end to any dialectical mediation and indeed to the idea that any
methodology would be a path to truth. The radical deconstructionist stance would

certainly stand opposed to an idea of hemeneutics as a meta-religion and as a space in
which dialogue could take place. To adopt a radical deconstructionist stance, however,
would be to arbitrariiy opt for an absolute stance f?om which reality is to be judged.
Ricoeur's stress on reality as interdependent is at least as possible as the radical
deconstructionist stance and it also makes it possible for others to get dong with others

and to communicate with them. The deconstnictionist critique may serve, then, as a
reminder of the limits of methodologies and mediation. Methodologies and a meta-religion

are ultimately prevented by othemess fiom providing an absolute or total mediation of
various views or traditions. In other words, each method or religion will l a v e some
remainder, for it is not able to exhaust the otherness of the other and even the combined
effort of methods applied fkom difFerent levels and viewpoints wiil still leave a remainder
for the "essence" of othemess is to resist synthesis. The challenge then, in a postmodem
world is for dialogue to continue despite fundamentaily dflerent viewpoints.

CHAPTER ONE

- BACKGROUND

FORMATIVE INFLUENCES ON RICOEUR'S DIALECTIC
Westem thought develops in a number of directions out of a variety of opposing
approaches to reality (Le. monism, dualism, realism, idealism, analytic philosophy,
existentialism). Similar issues are dealt with in Eastern philosophy but From a different
perspective. For example, sirnilar issues arise in the Western discussion between monism
and dualism (baseci on differing interpretations of reason and reality) as arise in Eastern
philosophy between hYcaraYsAdvaita (Monism) philosophy and Madhva' s Dvaita
(Dualism) philosophy (based on differing interpretations of reason and reality as expressed

in Vedinta). Both monistic perspectives must deal with the appearance of diversity and
dualistic perspectives must deal with the drive of reason towards unity. Although
Ricoeur's methodology arises out of Westem thought it will be shown how his
methodology is appropnate to Eastern thought as well.
As a way to become more familiar with Ricoeur's methodology it will be helpfùl to

consider the contributions to his thought tiom some of the key Westem thinkers.17 In
order to situate his philosophical position we will draw to aîtention the main philosophers

17J0hnW. Van Den Hengel The Home ofMeaning: The Hermeneutics of the Subject of Paul
Ricoeur (New York: University Press of Arnerica: 1982) ix states: "To engage the philosophy of
Paul Ricoeur is to insert oneseif into the cornplex history of Western thought ..."

who had a formative and lasting eEect on his dialecticai approach. In chronologicai order"
we will consider: Immanuel Kant (1 724- 1804), G.W.F.Hegel (1770-183 1)' Edmund
Husserl (1859- l938), Jean Nabert (188 1- l96O), and Gabriel Marcel (1889- 1973). The
bnef summaries of the contributions of these thinkers to Ricoeur's dialectic will lay the
b a i s upon which the fùndamental dialectics of time and narrative, self and other are
developed (in chapters 2 and 3) with respect to thinkers such as Aristotle and Augustine,
Descartes and

Spinoza and Lévinas. In chapter 4 Ricoeur's development of

these fùndamental dialectics will be applied to interreligious dialogue.

Immanuel Kant

- Limits

Questions about the relationship of thought (whether based on self evident laws or
revealed tmth in Scripture) and the empirical world are nindamentai to both phiiosophers
and religious thinkers. If Ricoeur's methodology is to act as a ground for interreligious
dialogue it will have to be able to mediate various perspectives from rationalism,
empiricism, idealism, and rnetaphysical thought. Ricoeur' s modification of Kantian

thinking provided guidance in this respect.
During the 17th and 18th centuries the intellecnial world was stretched between
the two poles of French Rationaikm and British Empiricism. German Idealism, proclaimed
and developed by Imrnanuel Kant, stood in the rniddle. Kant, in his quest for certain,
universal and necessary knowledge, continued the Cartesian vision of philoso phy which

'8Chronologicalorder was chosen to r d & the flow of Western philosophical development in
Ricoeur's thought.

stressed the gap between subjectivity and objectivity. He took subjective reasoning with its
a prion principles as the focal point in the quest for universal and necessary knowledge.
Kant argued that the content of knowledge cornes from experience but the form of
knowledge lies in subjectivity.
That ali Our knowledge begins with experience there can be no doubt. ...
But, though d l our knowledge begins with experience, it by no means
follows that al1 arises out of expenence. For, on the contrary, it is quite
possible that our empirical knowledge is a compound of that which we
receive through impressions, and that which the faculty of cognition
supplies from itself (sensuous impressions giving merely the occasion)

(Critique of Pure Reason 14).
According to Kant, knowledge is a transcendental synthesis that is occasioned by
experience. That which is experïenced, the phenornena, is not the thing-in-itself (Ding-ansich, nournena) for according to Kant there is no way of knowing if the apriori intuitions

of time and space and the apriori categones (which make up subjectivity) are applicable
to the nournena. With his arguments that a priori principles form the conditions for the
possibility of knowledge, the Kantian view of reality is from the perspective of an a priori
subject. This a prion subject is a subject devoid of any psychological resonance and
autobiographical reference. It is the transcendental deduction States done t hat accompany
the acts of the transcendental subject. Ricoeur does not foilow Kant in this respect.
According to Ricoeur, the Kantian conception results in an exalted cogito but the price
paid for this is "the loss of its relation to the person who speaks, to the 1-you of

interlocution, to the identity of a historical person, to the self of responsibiiity" (Oneself
11). The real self for Kant consists of the universal p ~ c i p l e sof rationai procedure, the

real self for Ricoeur is more complex, both subjective and objective.
For Kant, perceptions are primarily of a subjective nature, occasioned by some
object which in itself'is unknowable, for the human mind is oniy able to receive it in tems
of the apriori categories available to it and there is no guarantee that these categories are
entirely adequate to provide the knowledge of the thing-in-itself. Kant thus draws a sharp
distinction between the noumenon (the thing-in-itself) and the phenomenon (the
representation of the thing-in-itself). Since understanding darts with apriori principles
(that is pnnciples that are based on theory and not experience), pure reason is unable to
bridge the gap between the noumenon and the phenomenon. Thus, according to Kant,
reason has its limits, and these limits are determined by the given -- that is through Our
representations of 'things-in-themselves." We cannot have any knowledge of things-inthemselves, we cm only conaruct representations of them.
Kant's approach provides no immediate and intuitive access to existence. The
Cartesian cogito, in Kant's view, was only able to provide a feeling of existence which
accompanies representations. This feeling did not amount to self knowledge. The feeling
which accompanies representations was for Kant subject to the critique of reason.
Ricoeur, with a phenomenological approach, makes use of the division between being and
the subject in the form of époché

((in which accurate description is called

for while holding

questions about the thing-in-itselfin suspension). The époche, then, is the opportunity for

an indirect route towards self knowledge. Since, however, things-in-themselves can not be

known, the route to the self is ongoing. Description is a process which employs the
imagination to bring out sirnilarities and dinerences with various objects and properties.
From a phenomenological approach, then, the imagination plays a key function in
understanding reaiity. As we will see (120) the creative imagination plays a key role also in
Ricoeur's thought especidy in regards to metaphor and narrative t heory.
With no immediate and intuitive access to existence the question arises as to "How
are synthetic a priori judgrnents possible?" Kant felt that his answer to this question
solved all metaphysical problems and effected a Copemican revolution in philo sophy .lg
Indeed, Kant's critique of dogrnatic metaphysics destroyed the scholastic philosophy of
the eighteenth century. His solution to all metaphysical problems is that they are completely beyond the grasp of the human mind. He argued against the possibility of knowledge
arising fiom applying the categories to noumena. Likewise to apply the a priori intuitions
space and t h e or the categories to things that are not directly experienced by the senses,
realities beyond the spatio-temporal world, such as God or irnmortality, cannot result in
knowledge. Kant illustrates what happens when the categones are applied to that which is
not experienced with 'antinomies'

-

that is to say, mutually contradictory propositions

each of which can apparently be proved. These antinomies, according to Kant,

'%ICritique ofpure Reuson 7, Kant states:
We here propose to do just what Copernicus did in attempting to explain the celestid
movements. When he found that he could make no progress by assuniing that ai1 the
heavenly bodies revolved round the spectator, he reversed the process, and tried the
experiment of assumùig that the spectator revolved, while the stars remained at rest. We
may make the same experiment with regard to the intuition of objects. I f the intuition must
conform to the nature of the objects, 1 do not see how we can know anything of them a
priari. If, on the other hand, the object conforms to the nature of our fàculty of intuition, 1
can then easily conceive the possibility of such an a prion' Imowledge.

demonstrate the Unpossibility of metaphysical k n o ~ l e d g eAIthough
.~~
Kant strongly
argued that reason was iimited to this finite world he did not wish to demolish belief in
God. Although knowledge of God was not possible there was still room for faith, the bais
of which is to be found in the human moral sense, the 'praaical' as distinct nom 'pure'
reason. These Kantian insights are very important in Ricoeur's project of developing his
view of the self and truth within the practical and moral redm. They provide a distance
from metaphysical or absolute concepts so that they do not control the realm of
knowledge but Ieave room for perspectives fiom the metaphysical realm in practical Me.
Thus, Kant's contribution to the critique of subjective consciousness is that he
firmly established knowledge as something dflerent nom al1 thinking about the selfapart
from experience. Although experience is necessary to occasion knowledge, knowledge for
Kant consisted only in that which was apriori certain. Self reflection of the Cartesian
type, which is not occasioned by the empiricdly given, then, cannot result in knowledge.

The grounding of al1 knowledge, even the existence of God, in the Cartesian cogito is thus
mled out. The realization that the seif'positing subject is not the most fundamentai reality
helps to open up for Ricoeur a conception of the self such that the self may be dialectically
constituted through various experiences. For Kant, however, if the existence of the selfis
not the most fundamental reality, what is?
Although Kant did not begin with the question of Being and indeed discounted the
q e i t h W. Clements, Fnrdnch Schieiermachec Pioneer of Modem Theology (London: C o b s ,
1987) 1 1 nicely sums up Kant's view: 'We are endowed with awareness of a 'categorical
imperative', the voice within of moral obligation, which, when obeyed, sigrdies Our
aclaiowledgment of a moral lawgiver. God is thus an inference fiom the moral sense, not a
conclusion to an abstract argument of 'pure' reason."

question of Being as the basis for a 'foundationalism', he nevertheless taught a
'foundationalism'. His foundationalism was strictly formai in nature. Through his
distinction between form and content, and locating the absolute cause in form, Kant
believed that he could avoid the infinite regress that results in searching for an absolute
cause (Critique @Pure Reason 155). Form would be of a non-temporal nature.
Ricoeur employs a Kantian mode1 for showing the possibility of holding
temporaiity and non-temporality, as well as other opposing points of view such as freedom
and nature, together in reciprocal dialectical tension. Ricoeur, however, does not focus on
the concept of form as containhg the absolute but rather on the idea of the good.
Ricoeur's dialectic brings together the opposing points of view by orienting them towards
the 'highest good'. For Ricoeur this highest good fhds its ultirnate expression in Jesus
Christ who represents the self-temporalization of God. In Jesus Christ is seen the ideal
unity of the human person, the closest approximation to the absolute. In Jesus Christ,
Ricoeur sees the relationship between temporai experience and a non-temporal

-

empirically unknowable reality symbolically expressed.
Locating the Link between reason and sensibility in Jesus as the Christ provides a
basis for understanding the fundamental nature of human beings. In this light human beings
may be described as beings with two aspects that are not perfectly mediated but strive
towards the perfect mediation as exemplified in Jesus Christ. It would seern that Ricoeur's
reciprocal dialectical approach gives a certain embodiment to the ideal to which a person
is oriented. In Freedom and Nature the type of freedom which the human being aimed for
was not an absolute fieedom but a freedom to acknowledge the fundamental structures of

human existing and to consent to them. Likewise the idea of the Good is an ernbodied idea

- Jesus Chna - which represents the rational aspect of the dual human nature. It thus
seems that Ricoeur assumes a conception of Christ as being uniquely and exclusively the
essential mediator between God and humankind. This, of course, is one of the main
themes of the Reformation and reflects Ricoeur's CalWust background. It brings to mind,
however, certain questions. What about the idea of Good in other cultures? Does Buddha
represent the embodied idea of Good for Buddhists? h a r a for indus?''
The idea of goodness provides direction and meaning for human existence and self
understanding. To increase understanding is to gain an eniarged self, a selfwhich develops
towards the non-temporal. Ricoeur states: "To understand ... is to receive an enlarged seif

from the apprehension of proposed worlds which are the genuhe object of interpretation"
(Henneneutics& the Human Sciences 182-3). The growth of the self then, must be a
growth towards the perfect mediation as exemplified in Jesus Christ and from the point of
view of other cultures what they consider to be the embodiment of goodness. A 'Kantian7
lirnit is placed on this growth, however, since it is not possible for the self to know itself
in-itself.

"Ricoeur believes that there is an original bond betrveen human beings and the sacrai which is
understood as the awareness of the reciprocity between the 'temporal' and the 'non-temporal'. The
state of innocence in Ricoeur's view would be 'non-temporal' reality. Regeneration restores the
state of innocence and goodness. Ricoeur thus beiieves that the state of innocence and goodness is
more fundamentai, and constitutes human beings at a deeper level than sin. Ed,according to
Ricoeur, is not inherent in sensibiiity, nor does it arise from a complete perversion of the rational.
"Rather evil cornes about when the fiee will (Wiiikür) adopts a ma.& which subordinates the
pure rational motive, respect for the mord law, to sensible motives" (Anderson 2 16). Lu other
words, rationality remains intact when mixed with sensibiiity but becornes rnisdirected. The FaU for
Ricoeur, depicts the loss of humankind's relationship with non-temporal reaiity which does not
literally occur with the actual MI of an historical individual (i-e. Adam). Ricoeur argues that evil,
as radical as it may be, is not as primordial as goodness (Cf. The Symboizsrn of Evil 156).

Histoncal activities of reconstruction take place on the temporal side of the
dialectic and rational activities of reconstruction take place on the non-temporal side. The
non-temporal is ultimately represented as myth and within the various fhmeworks of myth
various rationalities are operative to guard against error. The rationalities can not,
however, provide a bais for tnith, which, if it is absolute, must originate atemporally.
Myth, representing the atemporal, provides an orientation for temporal activity. The t h e

of myth is radically dBerent from the tirne of history for the time of myth has continuing
iduence in the present. The tmth to which the myth points is a tmth that is aiways
happening. Myths, then, cry out for interpretation in order to be made relevant to the
present historical time.
Ricoeur's Kantian understanding that the knowledge of objective experience is
grounded upon certain unknowable apriori categories of the mind leads him to conclude
that human histoly c m o t be determined solely in ternis of causality within the ernpirical
(spatio-temporal) world but must include in its organization a non-temporal aspect, an
orientation towards an unchanging relevance. This transcendental idealist approach to
knowing implies that temporal intuitions are mutually related with non-temporal
categones. For exarnple, the human expenence of fieedom according to this approach
would be dependent upon non-temporal conditions, that is ideals. The mutuality between
the temporal and the non-temporal, however, prevents these ideais from being absolutized
and the dialectic ending up haily in the atemporal or spirituai pole, as in Hegel's absolute
idealisrn. Ricoeur states: "between absolute knowledge (which is claimed by Hegel and by

Barth) and hermeneutics it is necessary to choose" (Henneneutics& the Human Sciences

193).

In Ricoeur's hermeneutics, reason is constantly seeking the unconditioned but it is

not able to achieve it. Ricoeur's Mew of tmth is a dynamic or a concrete one of
approaching an absolute. The absolute rnay be mdested in a variety of ways but any
manifestation does not completely capture the absolute. Another way of expressing
Ricoeur's approach is that it is an acknowledgement that the lirnited character of selfknowledge necessitates a path of d e c i p h e ~ gnot only interior signs (which would provide
a direct route to the absolute) but also extenor signs (an indirect route) as one rnoves
towards the absolute. If the absolute cannot be completely captured the question arises as
to how one distinguishes a 'me' cognition of the self, God or ultimate reality from a
'false' one. Kant argued in his first Critique that knowledge was limited to phenornena and
that nournena - the thing in itself - could not be known. Thus a person rnay have
knowledge of the 'phenomenal self but knowledge of the 'noumenal' or 'transcendental'
selfis cut short. People are not often content with limits. Christian hope as 'deliverance'
fkom the temporal flux may represent an attempt to go beyond the 'Kantian limits'. Hope
is hope, however, because it falls short of absolute certainty.

G.W.F. Hegel - Dialectical Mediatioo
Hegel was initially deeply impressed by Kant's philosophy, but later became
convinced that the Kantian limitations which barred reason fiom the realm of metaphysics
were unjustifieci. Hegel reacted against Kant's understanding of reason by developing a
phenomenology of mind or spirit which was in the process of coming to know itseif in32

itself. For Kant the knowing subject was excluded from the metaphysical realm (thus
consigned to the temporal), for Hegel the subject constituted the metaphysical realm.
Ricoeur's concept that the subject is essentially mediating between temporality and non
temporality is thus situated between the thought of Kant and Hegel. A review of the
influence of Hegelian thought on Ricoeur's methodology will help to cl*

the way

Ricoeur relates to the absolute which is a key element in interreligious dialogue.

In Kantian diaiectics the mutually contradictory character of temporal acts and
non-temporal states is manifesteci as these are extended to metaphysical realities. On the
other hand, according to Hegel, the dialectical process is one of a continual unification of
opposites which ultimately belong to a whole. Ricoeur reads the Hegelian movement in
terms of diverse aspects of temporal reality reaching an absolute unity in an atemporal
whole. Ricoeur, however, with his own dialectical approach, stops short of an ultimate
Hegelian reconciliation of opposites and situates human beings within a continual contlict
of interpretations. In short, Ricoeur's dialectic is not merely recognition of contradictory
natures nor simply a synthesis of opposite~.~
Ricoeur's mediating approach between Kant
and Hegel leads him to regard the duality between the temporal and non-temporal poles of
his dialectic as reciprocally related with the human subject as the mediator. Ricoeur dong
with Kant assumes that in order for there to be experience and knowledge of an objective
world a structure of comectedness is required. Kant describes this connectedness as the
'transcendental unity of apperception'. Ricoeur's task is to show how the temporal

PRicoeur does, however, feel that his thought is closer to Kant than it is to Hegel (Cf. Conflct
412-15). He states: "For rny own part 1 feel myself doser to Kant W y - to the Kant of Religion
wzthin the Limits of Reason AZone - than to Hegel" (48 1,490).

(expenential) and non-temporal (rational) poles may be dialectically mediated without one
behg collapsed into the other and what this means for the understanding of the self
Ricoeur's method for arriving at self-consciousness is similar to Hegel's with the
dialecticai movement towards absolute spirit. Ricoeur, however, ultimately resists the
attainment of this absolute spirit (Ricoeur rads Hegel as proposing a collapse of the
dialectic with the attainment of absolute spirit) in a totality. In other words, Ricoeur does
not regard the mediation of same and other as fkally ending up in a whole where
otherness is cornpletely effaced. Within a conscious whole there are aiways contradictory
movements such as a teleologicai rnovement towards meaning opposed to an
archeological movement towards origins.
Hegel, in his Phenomenology ofMind, considers spirit or mind as an indirect way
to understand the process of becoming conscious (Husserl's phenomenology was a direct
phenomenology of consciousness). Hegel's phenomenology does not then regard
consciousness as the centre of meaning. In psychoanalysis there is also a decentring of
consciousness. The Freudian psychoanalytic view sees consciousness as arising out of the
unconscious. Consciousness anses fiom a realrn that precedes it. Ricoeur explains:
Here too consciousness is intelligible to itself only if it allows itself to be set
off-centre. Spirit or Geist is this movement, this dialectic of figures, which
makes consciousness into "self-consciousness," into "reason," and which,
with the help of the circular movement of the dialectic, finally reafnrms

immediate consciousness, but in the light of the complete process of
mediation (Freud & Philosophy 462-3).

For Hegel the spirit is sequentially constituted by various figures "master and
slave, the stoic exile of thought, sceptical inciifference, the unhappy consciousness, the
seMce of the devoted mind, the observation of nature, the spirit as Iight, etc" (Freud &
Philosophy 463). As consciousness moves through each of these figures it enters the
process of self-recognition in another and is thus doubled. Consciousness becomes a self
Ricoeur explains: "An exegesis of consciousness would consist in a progression through

aü the spheres of meaning that a given consciousness must encounter and appropriate in
order to refiect itself'as a self, a human, adult, conscious self" (Freud & Philosophy 463).
The home or centre of the self is not located in the psychological ego but in the figures
themselves. Consciousness is a movement through extemal structures which becomes
intemdized. Self-consciousness for Hegel is achieved at the end of a process. The real
seE according to Hegel, does not consist of the particulars dong the way to selfconsciousness but is a self of universal mind.
Ricoeur fhds a counterpart to Hegel's archaeology in fie Phenomenulogy o f

Spirit by drawing out of Freudian psychoanalysis an implicit teleology. Ricoeur reads
Freud as providing a thematized archaeology of the self, a dialectical counterpart of
Hegel's unthematized teleology (cf. Freud & PhiIosophy 46 1). It will thus be useful to
review Ricoeur's reading of Freud in Freud & Philosophy: An E s q on Interpretution in
Our attempt to understand Hegel's contribution to the formation of Ricoeur's dialectic.
Uncovering Origins - Freudian Archeology
Ricoeur situates Freud's psychoanalysis (which he regards as an archeology of the
selffiom the unconscious) within the realm of language and hemeneutics. Within a

comprehensive philosophy of language, psychoanaiysis is located in the realm of symbols
or double meanings. This sphere of symbols and double meanings requires deciphering in
the form of interpretation if understanding is to take place. One symbol, however, may be
capable of many difFerent and even confiicting interpretations. Interpretations may be of
two different sorts. On the one hand, there are those that seek to unmask, demystify or

reduce illusions (psychoanalysis initially f d s within this group for Ricoeur) and those
which seek to expand meaning (Hegelian phenomenology will faIl mainly within this
category). Symbols should not be understood merely in terrns of analogy. While analogy
provides a more or less direct or simple relation between the apparent and latent meaning,
dream work is much more cornplex, cunning and open to distortion. Interpretation of
dreams requires a deeper understanding of symbols. What this means for hermeneutics is
that reflection is not intuition but interpretation. One must not assume that the subject and
object are as they present themselves in the dream-text. The subject then is not the locus
of certitude but is itself an object of desire.
Interpretation scrutinizes signification in an attempt to determine the essence of
what it points to. The concept of essence implies a unity. On its own signification would
reduce interpretation to Iogical atomism. In opposition to signification stands the
equivocalness of symbols. Ricoeur states: "It is not enough to struggle against sophistic
equivocity; a second fiont must be opened against Eleatic univocity" (Freud md

Philosophy 2 1). The question that anses about the equivocity of symbols is whether they
are covering up something as agents of deception, or do they indeed provide a revelation,

an expansion of meaning. Henneneutics of suspicion seeks to disclose what is being

covered up while hermeneutics of rational faith seeks to expand meanuig.
Syrnbols cal1 not only for interpretation but also for philosophic reflection because
they are embodied not only in rituals and emotions but also in myths the great narratives
about the beginning and the end of evii which derive theû true rneaning Eom the symbol of
salvation. Reflection and symbols are interdependent. Ricoeur defines reflection as "the
appropriation of Our effort to exist and of our desire to be, through the works which bear
witness to that effort and desire" (Freud and Philosophy 46). The two hermeneutic
enterprises of reduction of illusions and expansion of meaning both shift the origin of
meaning fkom the immediate subject of reflection - 'consciousness'. The origin of
meanhg in the hermeneutics of suspicion may be the will to power, or the genenc being or
the libido and in the hermeneutics of expansion it may be the 'sacred' as something other
than consciousness.
The intemal psychical world and the extemal world of reality are brought into

contrast by the id and the ego. Reality as the opposite of fantasy is regarded as factual.
Reality is first the correlate of consciousness and then of the ego. "Whereas the
unconscious -- the id -- is ignorant of tirne and contradiction and obeys only the pleasure
principle, consciousness -- the ego -- has a temporal organization and takes account of
what is possible and reasonable" (Freud & Philosuphy 324). The unconscious is
structured like a language. Ricoeur states: "1 have tried to show that psychoanalysis is a
unique and irreducible fonn of praxis; as such, it puts its finger on what phenomenology

never perfectly attains, namely, 'our relation to Our ongins and our relation to Our models,
the id and the superego"' (Freud & Philosophy 4 18).

Expansion - Hegelian Teleology
Psychoanalysis, by focussing on a hermeneutics of suspicion, does not tell the
whole story of the self and consciousness. Suspicion does not live on its own, it requires a
conception that is relied upon to critique. It is necessary to place this hermeneutics of
suspicion into a dialectical relation with a hermeneutics of faith to bring the story of selfconsciousness closer to completion.
It seerns to me that the concept of an archeology of the subject remains

very abstract so long as it has not been set in a relationship of dialectical
opposition to the compiementary concept of teleology. In order to have an
archê a subject must have a telos. If1 understood this relationship between

archeology and teleology, 1 would understand a number of things. First of
al1 1would understand that my notion of reflection is itself abstract as long
as this new dialectic has not been integrated into it. The subject, we said
above, is never the subject one supposes. But ifthe subject is to attain to its
true being, it is not enough for it to discovx the inadequacy of its selfawareness, or even to discover the power of desire that posits it in
existence. The subject must also discover that the process of "becoming
conscious," through which it appropriates the meaning of its existence as
desire and effort, does not belong to it, but belongs to the meaning that is
forrned in it. The subject must mediate self-consciousnessthrough spirit or
mind, that is, through the figures that give a telos to this "becoming
conscious" (Freud di Phiïosophy 45 9).

Hegel and Freud agree that "the selfalready prefigures itself and moves toward
itself within desire

- Begierde" (Freud& Philosophy 465).

Although there are points of

correspondence between Hegel and Freud regarding the movement within desire towards
culture, Freud's economic perspective sees the genesis of the movement as a return f7om
the object-libido to narcissistic libido whereas for Hegel "spirit is the truth of We, a tmth
that is not yet aware of itself in the ernergence of desire, but which becomes self-reflective

in the Me process of becorning conscious" (Frnd & Philosophy 465). For Freud the
restlessness of life (Unruhigkeit) is defined as a drive or impulse, for Hegel it is
noncoincidence with one's self Noncoincidence with one's self implies a negativity, a rival
consciousness. The dialectic of the two consciousnesses reveals desire as hirmm "oniy
when it is desire for another consciousness'~(Freud & Philosophy 466). This desire for
another consciousness is the desire to overcome pure self-division thus ultimately
consciousness desires itself through the mediation of the other. The dialectic of archeology
and teleology provides a perspective from which one may understand the
complementarity, rather than a purely antithetical relationship (a nonrnediated opposition),
of the henneneutics of suspicion with the hermeneutics of faith.
Ricoeur's notion of complementarity is not simple for he respects the integrity of
each system of thought and looks only for relations of homology such as a dialectic of
archeology and teleology (which clearly appears in Hegel but must be brought out in
Freud). Ricoeur States: "'Whereas Hegel links an explicit teleology of mind or spirit to an
implicit archeology of life and desire, Freud luiks a thematized archeology of the
unconscious to an unthematized teleology of the process of becoming conscious" (Freud

& Philosophy 461). Ricoeur's aim here of showing a dialectical relationship between the

temporal (archeology of consciousness) and the non-temporal (teleology of meaning) in
psychoanalytical thought helped him to better understand the constraints to specdative
thought and guide him in his project of articulating dialectical relationships or contlicts of
interpretation in other areas, such as structuralism.
The skill involved in successfùlly showing a dialectical relationship within a realrn
of thought involves coming to a thorough understanding of the basis of that thought and
the dynamic Life of that thought. In order to respect the integrity of a way of thinking the
dialectical relationships must be drawn out of the thought and not imposed on it. Respect
for the integrity of each system of thought is a vitally important feature especidy when we
corne to the topic of interreligious dialogue. Respect for the integrity of each system and

an understanding of the constraints to speculative thought opens up an area for dialogue
between partners that may have opposing concepts of the divine or absolute.

Edmund Husserl

- Phenomenology

In interreligious dialogue one of the problems is to understand what the self is in

relation to the other and to the divine. How do people with opposing understandings of
the self'bring their seif-understanding into dialogue. Ricoeur employs a modification of
Husserlian phenomenology for working out a philosophical anthropology equal to this

task. A review of Husserl's phenomenology is thus called for before an examination of
Ricoeur's modifications is presented.
Edmund Husserl argued that thought was not dependent on the extemal world and

was not determinable through approxirnate and statistical regularities. The foundation of
40

thought, according to Husserl, was in the ideal realm with its certain, fornial laws of logic.
This ideality is not subjectively created by individual acts of thought but is formed f?om
strict, general and objective laws. It is comprehended in the correlates of intentional acts

and in the inherent movement of consciousness "in thought" with its meant-objects.
Husserl's method is to first focus his attention on an investigation of meaning. This
tum towards meaning implies an epoché -- a suspension of the question of empincai
facticity. This is the phen~rnendo~cai
reduction. It is followed by an eidetic reducrion
which employs a method of free variation3 of acts of consciousness (perceiving' judging,
wishhg, and irnagining) on the instances of a phenomenon of acts of consciousness to
deterrnine an invariant structure (eidos). The subject, then, is not simply a passive
consciousness but rather the "I" actively constituting experience by applying a priori
essences to empirically given data. As a constituter of experience, the "1" is not open to
reflection nor is it an object of refiection or intuition. Husserl, nevertheless, argued that
the '7'' could be investigated through a third form of reduction, the transcendeentuf
rehction. This reduction seeks to unwver the structures of subjectivity fiom which a
prion essences originate. The structures of consciousness, then, are universal and are
those from which the self-world structure of consciousness emerges.
Freudian psychoanalysis of the unconscious and Stnicturalism, however, cast
suspicion on the priority and foundational nature of the transcendental subject. This
suspicion provided a strong impetus for Ricoeur to look not so much towards the

a ~ r e evariation is a technique of imaginatively consideMg a phenornenon h m various angles
and observing what rernains constant thmugh the various changes.

transcendental subject as the ground for knowing but towards language (a communal
creation) as the transcendental ground. Ricoeur articulates a philosophy of the subject in
terms of a theory of discourse and a theory of text. The individuai subject emerges from
the realm of the inexpressible and the communal, structurai realm of language through the
creative power of metaphor and the order creating power of emplotment. Ricoeur's
phenomenologicai approach stands between Hegel's and Husserl's since it is not a direct
phenomenology of self-consciousness locating its figures in the transcendental I nor is it a
phenomenology of Spirit locating its figures in the histokal movement of world events.
Language, in Ricoeur's mediating philosophy, is regarded as a mediator between selfconsciousness and world and with this transcendental ground for phenomenology he
preserves it f?om idealism.
Ricoeur explains that phenornenology has its root ongin in Cartesian doubt but "in
Husserl the cogito becomes something other than a first truth upon which other truths
should follow in a chah of reasons. The cogito is the oniy field of phenomenological tmth,
and within it al1 claims to sense are brought before the presences which make up the
phenomenon of the world" (Husserl: An Analysis ofHis Phenomenology 4 ) .

For Husserl the cogilo is the only field of phenornenologid truth whereas for
Descartes the cogito was the first truth upon which other truths should follow. For
Husserl the goal of logic is to separate out the general conditions of deduction.
Phenomenology is the unfolding of the ego, thereafter termed "monad" in the Leibnizian
manner. It is the "explication of self" The constitution of the Other plays the same role in
Husserl as the existence of God does in Descartes in preservhg the objectivity of my

thoughts. But if the ego appears able to be transcended only by another ego, this other ego
must itself be constituted precisely as outsider but still Ni the sphere of experience
belonging to the ego.
With Descartes the gap between subject and object became radicalized. In what
way is an incarnate cogito related to objectivity? For Ricoeur this question involves the
fundamental relation of the voluntary and the involuntary. It is not that a subject is merely
considered in terms of the voluntary and an object in terms of the involuntary, rather there
is fundamental reciprocity between the voluntary and the ïnvoluntary constituting the
subject. Ricoeur approaches the question of the relation between the subject and object
with a descriptive strategy rather than an explanatory procedure for the latter does damage
to the phenomenon. The descriptive strategy aims at revealing essential structures which
are involved in the voluntary-involuntary relation.

The body is a structure which is capable of objective determination (involuntary)
and it is precisely this aspect of the body which loosens its ties with the cogito.
Phenomenology, however, focuses on the intentional (voluntary) character of the
consciousness in relation to an objectivity. Consciousness then is necessarily
"consciousness of ..." and is outwardly directed. One of the ways this outward movement
may be expressed is through willing. Ricoeur's analysis of willing reveals that the one of
the will (voluntq) organizes the many of the involuntary.

In order to get at the essence of the will Ricoeur brackets the passions which
enslave the will and strive to n u w it. The passions are therefore a distorthg Muence, a
fault, a principle of disorder fiagrnenting the will, ridiculing its autonomy and striving to

manifest its weakness. Ricoeur wants to consider the will before its fall, before it is
diaoned by the fault. The fault then is not part of the eidetics, rather it is an empirical
human condition, it is not a necessity of existence but an accident. The fault cannot
essentidy distort fieedom. Rather the fault arises in the sphere of empirics which flow
f?om the physical body. The fault is a self-mortification of fieedom. Consciousness being
consciousness of something thus opens the door for the fault to enter. Against the
empirics of the fault (passions) myths of innocence are constructed to highlight its
captivity and dramas of çalvation are constructed to show its transcendence.'' Ricoeur
regarded captivity and deliverance of freedom as one and the same drarna and sought to
arrive at a poetics of the will through bracketing (this is the second bracketing) this drama.
The will, however, receives its tieedom as a transcendence, that is, freedom is
grounded in transcendence. In other words transcendence is an essential aspect of
fieedorn. Since the will is an essential aspect of the cogito and freedom is an essential

aspect of the will a ground of being cannot be established simply fiom the resources of the
cogito. An attempt to ground being oniy on the cogito necessarily fails for it must draw

fiom the sphere of the fault in order to account for fieedom. That is, fieedom exists only

in relation to a bondage or potentiai bondage. Thus, when the cogito is posited by the
cogito it forgets that it is a being possessed prior to possessing. Ricoeur writes: "We

should form an absolutely fdse idea of the cogito ifwe conceived of it as a positing of the
selfby itself; the self as radical autonomy, not only moral but ontological, is precisely the

241tthus appearS that the empirics of the huit constitute a basis upon which myths are f o d .
That is, myths are employai to explain or explore the empirical reaiity in its relation to the eternal.

fault" (Freedom mtd N a ~ r 2
e6). Empirics are thus an essential aspect of the self or cogito
and the idealism of Husserl's phenomenology will prevent him f?om coming to an
adequate conception of the subject.
Ricoeur's poetics strive to articulate the self in terms of a gift of being. His poetics
is an attempt to recapture a philosophical way of speaking that has been forgotten by
those who seek to ground the self in the selfpositing cogito. In The Voluntary and the

Imoluntary Ricoeur seeks to re-situate the cogito in reality "as a hope lived out under the
act of consent to a necessity which it neither creates nor dominates" (Scott 28).
Ricoeur's poetics is a project in which the wili strives to grasp its own essence.
But the will is precisely this act of self-understanding. The will cornes to recognize its
ground in nature which is the locus of a radical necessity. in recognizing nature as its
ground the possibility opens up of an atfirmation and admiration of being which poetry
expresses.
Ricoeur's phenomenology is in accord with Husserl's focus that spirit (in terms of
logic and necessity) has ontological pnority over nature (which is empiric and thus
accidental). Ricoeur, however, argues for this pnority in a different way. The involuntary
is for the sake of the voluntary. That is, aithough ontologically one starts with logic and
necessity for understanding nature, logic and necessity serve the empiric and accidentai
nature. The law of gravity may be descnbed logically and in terms of cause and eEect,
however the existence ofgravity is accidental, it could have operated differently or not
have existed at ail. It seems to me that Ricoeur's point is that some sort of cosmic will
made things be the way they are and one cannot go beyond that will for a cause and effect

or an explanation in terms of necessity. Ricoeur's view thus differs f?om Husserl's belief
that "Nature is relative to absolute spirit" because spirit is essentially self individuating
(self positing) whereas a thing is not essentially an individuality and receives its essence
only in terms of a perceiver. Ricoeur's project, in distinction from Husserl, is to replace
Husserl's empty "1 think" (the voluntary aspect of the "1 think" with no direct connection
to the involuntary) with a phenomenology of the "1 am" which involves a reciprocal
relationship between the involuntary and the voluntary.
Ricoeur seeks to show how speech constitutes the essential element of freedom in
which the "1 am" grasps itself and its world. For Ricoeur, the sou1 is "anabmis,the rising
toward being" (FuiiibieMan 13) because it suffers from the Ioss of being. In other words
there is a gap between the finite and infinite. The gap is not absolute, however, because
neither the finite nor the infinite can be isolated on its own. The corning together of the
finite and infinite is where the meaning of life resides and this region is articulated in
rnyths. Ricoeur States: "Today, for us, myths are no longer explanations of reality, but,
precisely because they have lost their explanatory pretension, they reveal an exploratory
signification; they manifest a symbolic function, that is, a way of expressing indirectly the
bond between man and what he considers sacred (Conflict 426). Reflection thus has a
mythic base without which it cannot exist. Reflection strives to interpret the works in
which human beings have sought to understand themselves. This striving for
understanding makes it apparent that the cogito is not utterly self-possessed and
transparent. Archaeological, teleological and sacred symbols constitute the source for
reflection. "The symbol gives reason to think that the Cogito is within being, and not vice

versa" (S'bolism of Evzl356). Ricoeur's belief is that the bond between human beings
and Being is one that is niptured and restored and this loss and restoration is proclaimed in
the symbols of the sacred. Symbols are bound to the primordidy sayable and to the
unsayable so that something both speakable and unspeakable gives to symbols their
density and opacity. Recognition of the "1 am" thus occurs after the self understanding of
the "I am." The "1 am" is spoken to from out of the preconstituted richness of speech.
This self understanding is reached through an appropriation of meaning which is
accompanied by a disclosing of Being. This ontology is a logos or discourse about Being
which human beings do not command. An ontology may be worked out because human
beings are at once both desire and saying.
For Ricoeur, phenomenological hermeneutics is bound to the task of appropriation
motivated by the will to believe in order to advance ideal rneaning toward real reference:
This advance of (ideal) meaning toward the (real) reference is the very sou1
of language ... the ideal meaning is a void and an absence which demand to
be fiiifilled. By such fu1filling7language cornes into its own, that is to Say,
dies to itself .. what we thus articulate is a signifying intention that breaks
the closure of the sign, which opens the sign onto the other, in brief, which
constitutes language as a saying a saying something about something

(Confict 87).
Speech is something mystenous: "The upsurge of saying into Our speaking is the
very mystery of language" (Conflict96). As opposed to Husserl's irnperious cogiito
depositing and reactivating meanings (a resporsibility beyond its Uiherent power), Ricoeur

regards appropriation not so much an action by a subject but rather an action on a subject.
A text has an autonomy which impinges on a CO@.

A subject is thus appropriated to or

appropriated by the matter of the text. Ricoeur states: "So 1 exchange the me, master of
itseE for the self; disciple of the text" (Hemenez~tics& the H

m Sciences 1 13).

Husserl's failure to reach a transcendental subject and Ricoeur's articulation of
why his project had to fail has important implications for the concept of the self in
interreligious dialogue. On the phenomenal level Ricoeur shows that the selfis linked to
the involuntary, natural world and is constituted (not simply posited). It is on the
phenomenal level that discussion about the self a n take place between dflerent faith
stances which on the level of salvation, justification or sanctification (which some may
regard as a fieedom tiom the involuntary) regard the self in radically different ways. In
other words, the relation of the self to the absolute may not be a good place to start interreligious dialogue since on this level there may be mutualiy exclusive views as to how the
self relates to the absolute (i-e. the self may be regarded as the absolute itself or it may be
regarded as an illusion). On the phenomenological level or philosophical level (the level of
temporality) the relation of the self to the voluntary and involuntary is an issue and dl
religious thought would have to give some account of this relation. In other words, there
is a common need to explain the meaning of human actions on the temporal level and this
common need could provide a point of departure for a dialogue that could result in an
enriched conception of the temporal self and its relations.

Jean Nabert - Originary Experience
A methodology that forms the basis for interreligious dialogue must be able to take

into account the various forces that drive the participants fonvard in their quest for
salvation, justification or liberation. Jean Nabert's understanding of philosophy as
reflection strongly shaped Ricoeur's methodology in this respect. Nabert's article Les

Philosophies de la Réflexion in Encyclopédie Franqaise (19.04-14 - 19.06-3) begins by
distinguishing two basic approaches to reflection:

... de distinguer une réflexion où c'est l'absolu qui se réfléchit dans le
mouvement d'une conscience particulière et une réflexion qui constitue,
d'abord, le sujet lui-même et ressaisit, après cela, immanentes a ses
opérations, les lois et les normes de l'activité spirituelle dans tous les
domaines (1 9.04- 1 5 ) .
For Nabert, reflection does not lead back to an individual realinng through intuition his or
her origin or destiny within a static absolute. Rather the individual recognizes within him
or herselfan originary dynamism -- a desire to be. Nabert thus regards human existence
findamentally as the embodiment of feeling' a feeling that affirms the goodness of life and

is expressed by the actions of the individuai. Through reflection an individual cornes to
realize that the structures that he or she affirms reflect that desire to be. When value, for
example, is placed upon the family structure, the fact that the family structure was created

and vaiued reflects the desire to be. In other words, the belief that irifants are to be cared
for and nurtured and taught is an expression of the desire to be and the aamiation of the
goodness of life. Nabert thus argues for reflection to be understood as desire and not mere

intuition. Nabert was the first to alert Ricoeur to the idea that reflection must be
interpretation, that reflection is indirect, mediated through symbols and signs. He explains
Nabert's view in his introduction to Nabert's Eiementsfur an Ethic (xvii-xviii):
The philosopher of reflection does not seek the radical point of depamire.
He has already begun, but in the mode offeeling everything has already
been experienced, but everything remains to be understood, to be
"regrasped" - using the happy phrase of Jean Nabert - clearly and
rigorously. These initiai feelings are evidence that reflection is desire and
not intuition of self, enjoyment of one's being. Reflection is justified as
reflection by what seems to precede it, to obscure and lirnit it. It is this
same movement which gets hold of itself within its initial confusion and
"directs itself to the affirmation toward which the entire moral expenence is
ordered" (EZementsfor an Ethic 4). For reflective philosophy, to begin is
not to state a first truth; it is "to reveal the structures" of what precedes
reflection, the structures of spontaneous consciousness. To begin is to
show that in this consciousness there is an order which can be understood

and which can help one understand why this self has not yet attained
satisfaction, why reflection is desire.
An individual self does not stniggle arbitrariiy to overcome its ignorance of self but

is guided by an ethical aim? In other words, the history of an individual struggiing to

VIhe ethical aim is distinguished fiom the moral duty. Moral duty evolves in the Kantian scheme
of things through a "critique" of the good. For Nabert ethics means 'ihe reasoned history of our
effort to exist, of our desire to be" (Ricoeur's introduction to E h e n t s For An Erhic xxi).

overcome errors, seductions and fdures operates, perhaps unconsciously, with the
guidance of an ethical aim in an attempt to fuid true orientation and deep wiii. Nabert's
dynamic self stands between Kant's rational self and the intenorist self of Maine de Biran
(1766-1824). Reflectïon for Naben is not a critique of knowledge and on the other hand it

is not diminished to a "dimension of inwardness". Ricoeur explains:
It is because reflection on action cannot give birth to a critique of
knowledge that the two modes of reflection can aid each other. "A just
conception of the relationships between reason and consciousness depends
on their solidarity." This "cornplementarity of reflective analysis applied to
the order of knowledge and of reflective analysis applied to the domain of
action" distinguishes Nabert both Eom the critique which reduces the
"dimension of inwardness" to transcendentai knowledge and from
Biranism, which professes to derive transcendental consciousness with its
exigencies of objectivity nom the primitive fact of willing (xxi-Si).
For Nabert human existence is to be understood from a standpoint that transcends both
rationality and existence. Ricoeur regards Jean Nabert as being the only French
philosopher who successfuily mediated the antithetical trends of intellectualism and
interiority, judgment and life, truth and existence. In Nabert's philosophy the selfis freed
from dependence upon the structure of theoretical reason and its source is located in a
primary originary affirmation which is an act that is ever pnor and never given.
Nabert's unending project of recapturing the originary act rnay be thought of as a

type of archaeology but it is not phenomenology since phenomenology focuses on present

meaning separated fiom the act as such. By approaching the originary act Nabert hopes to
bring about a healing of the non-coincidence of the selfwith itself. Ricoeur believes that
the non-coincidence is not to be healed on the philosophical level and thus retains an
aspect of phenomenological reflection modeled on Marcel's 'second reflection'. Like
Husserl's 'epoche' this 'second reflection' introduces a distance within reflection itselfbut
does not assume Husserlian ideaiism or concept of the life world.
Nabert's reflective philosophy opens up an area between the transcendental self
and a purely rational self. This area is the area of human action, the action of reflecting on
the origin of being and living with the "desire to be". This aspect of temporal human
existence is also the concern of religious thought as may be clearly seen with the many
different myths of the ongin of human existence. Dialogue between different faith
perspectives within this area could also result in better understanding of how the selfis
situated in the world. Ricoeur's refusal to find healing on the temporal level indicates the
essential non-coincidence of human existence with itself This area is an area of seeking for
saivation, justification or liberation, this is the area of the self seeking itself 1s not this the
theme also of Eastern philosophies -- a quest for the true self or the perfection of the self!
The true self is found when the self is in tune with the ultimate source of existence
(Brahman, Buddhahood, Heaven or Tao).

Gabriel Marcel

- Concrete Existence and Reflection

Dialogue takes place when people with dflerent life experiences and perspectives
encounter one another. Dialogue partners are joint participants in some aspect of life

experience and hope to gain a better understandimg of their endeavour and the endeavour
of others. Gabriel Marcel's existentid approach helps Ricoeur develop the dimension of
participation in his methodology. Participation helps Ricoeur ground his methodology in
experience.
Participation is a key word for Marcel. Participation, as openness to others and
involvement with them, is what characterizes personhood. This stress on participation
Unplies rejection of the Cartesian autonomous s u b j e ~and
t ~ ~a rejection of the Kantian
alternative of autonomy versus heteronomy. (This again supports Ricoeur's contention
that the seifis constituted.) The human person for Marcel is the being who is both fiee and
dependent.
As opposed to the existentid point of view, the technological point of view

(which focuses on the techniques for manipulating objective reality) regards the individual

as "an agglomeration of functions" (Tragic Wisdom 12). The technological focussing on
function causes despair for function alone is empty. There is a deep need within human
beings which can only be engaged through reflection and irnaginati~n.~'
The technological
view suffers under illusion, the illusion that "this world bears its own justification in itseif'

(Tragic Wisdom 26). When Marcel expresses his concens about the technological race to
conquer space as an attempt to escape earthly reality, he states: "The tmth is that 1 can
26Marcelstates:
1 would go so far as to ask if the cogito (whose incurable ambiguity can never be
too clearly exposed) does not realty mean: 'when 1 think, I am standing back fiom
myself, 1 am raising mysetf up before myself as other, and I therefore appear as
existent.' Such a conception as this is radically opposed to the idealism which
defines the self as seIf-~~nsciousness
(Being and H m h g 104).

27ForMarcel reflection carmot operate where there is no imagination. Cf. T w c Wisdorn (133).

find my tme self again ody on condition that 1 become attuned once more to the reality in
which 1 participate" (T ' c Wisdom 194). In the foreword to Gallagher's biography of
Marcel, Marcel makes the poignant comment: We do not belong to ourselves: this is
"

certainiy the sum and substance, if not of wisdom, at least of any spintuality worthy of the
name."28For Marcel human reaiity is the visible unity of being and having.
Marcel discovered that experiences and interests in Me, especially poetry and
drama, constitute a kind of secondary reflection which enables the philosopher to deal
with what is yet ineffable. Pnmary reflection is purely analytical and reductive. It dissolves

the concrete into its elements. Secondary reflection, on the other hand, is reconstructive or
synthetic opening up to the philosopher an area for thought and imagination similar to the
Husserlian epoché. Ricoeur's narrative theory perhaps has its origins with Marcel's
philosophy in which everything cornes from drama and everything leads to it as well (Cf

Tragic Wisdom 23O).
For Marcel retlection is an aspect of experience. He States in The Mystery of

Being" :
The more we grasp the notion of expenence in its proper complexity, in its
active and 1 would even dare say dialectical aspects, the better we shall
understand how expenence cannot fail to transform itself into reflection,

and we shali even have the right to say that the more nchly it is expenence,

28KennethT. Gallagher, The Phzlosophy of Gabriel Marcel: Foreword &y Gabriel Marcel (New
York: Fordharn University Press, 1975) viii.
wQuoted in Trogic Wisdom xxiv.

the more, also, it is reflection.
Expenence as mediated through the body is for Marcel the primary focus of his reflection
on existence. Ricoeur, on the other hand, takes experience as mediated through language

as his prirnary focus for reflection. In tight of Marcel's stress on experience understanding
becomes the sympathetic expenential penetration of the essentiai structures of the
situation. In other words, comprehension is above all compassion.
Marcel's stress on participation implies that an experience of existence cannot

stand completely on its ownMIn other words the notion of an autonomous self is an
abstraction and not an essence. The "essence" or ego of the self is rather given in
experience as a being-by-participation. It is not, however, specific behaviours that d e h e
what it means to be human but rather "exigences, like those embodied in the idea of tmth,

which go beyond al1 behaviour" (T-c

Wisdom 34). According to Marcel, ontological

exigencies like love, hope, and fidelity are not recognized by a s o l i t q ego but only by a
subject-in-communion. In other words, it is the 1-thou relation that gives access to being.
Freedom for Marcel is defined as the absence of any form of self-alienation. He
states: "1 act freely if the motives of rny act are in line with what 1 can legitimately regard

%arcel explains his conviction regarding the irreducible nature of existence:
That is to say, 1 have never been able to understand the question tbat certain
philosophers have asked, notably Schelling and more recenly Heidegger, the
question that goes, "How is it that something exists, that an entity is?" From the
beginning my answer has been that this question today d e s no sense at al1
because it implies a possibility which is not p t e d to us, the possibility of
abstracting ourselves in some way from existence or of placing ourselves outside
existence in order to behold it. But what we are able to behold are objects, thuigs
which share in objectivity. Existence, however, is nothing of the sort; existence is
prior. ... existence is not only given, it is aiso giving - however paradoxical this
sounds. That is, existence is the very condition of any thinking whatsoever.
(Tragic Wisdom 22 1)

as the stmctural features of my personaiity" (Tragic Wisdorn 86). Intersubjectivity exists
only when there is fieedom, the fieedom for the individuai to be open to others. This
freedom cornes by way of a fundamentai or stmcturd assurance which is not necessarily
easy for an individual to discern.

Whenever we try to translate it into a general proposition we greatly risk
distorting it. To speak of structural conditions, as 1 have just done, seems
to involve a cornmitment to a fornalism. But an existentid assurance is
opposed to any formaiism whatever. To attain such an assurance we must
again tum to poetry, to poetic experience (Tragic Wisdom 3 9).

On the other hand there is the existentid assurance of finitude and the sinister possibility
of being so preoccupied with death that the concems of others seem stupid. For Marcel a
philosophy of anxiety must be balanced by a philosophy of hope which is perhaps the
primordial existentid assurance.
Participation may be multi-levelled but at each level it is only participation which
allows there to be a self An attempt to comprehend reality within a system, as so many
philosophies do, is to abandon participation in the concrete. The attempt to observe reality
in a detached way is misdirected because it is an abandoning of existence. Marcel's
philosophicai method is to trace out the nchness and depth of the expenence of
participation.
For Marcel, Being is not some sort of abstraction, it is nat a problem that may be
solved through applying appropriate techniques but it is mystery that is essentiaiiy related
to the seIf Marcel States:

A problern is something met with which bars my passage. It is before me in

its entirety. A mystery, on the other hand, is something in which I find
myself caught up, and whose essence is therefore not to be before me in its
entirety. It is as though in this province the distinction between in me and

before me loses its meaning (Being and Having 100).
The distinction between problem and mystery is centrai to Ricoeur's philosophy, it brings
out the intrinsically unfathomable nature of a finite self, constantly creating itself, related
to an infinite whole. While Marcel acknowledged the possibility, indeed the necessity of
despair, (Cf Being and Having 1 19 ) he also saw hope as an essentiai aspect of concrete
human existence. Faith and hope spring out of what Marcel cails "...une expérience
existentielle de la joie, de la plénitude" (Eniretiens 87).
Marcel helps Ricoeur to articulate the understanding that the temporal area of

human acting is an area of participation, mystery and hope. The mystical as the source of
the self is a cornmon theme throughout world religions even in the East". In Upanisadic Vedhtic thought the mystery of Brahman, the source of the self, is that Brahrnan is both
"qualified" and "unqualified. " This further confirrns my argument that this area which
Ricoeur maps out, the area of human action, is an area where interreligious dialogue is
necessary and fniitfil. As an area of mystery this philosophical level invites explorations
and discoveries through dialogue and dialectic. Dialogue and diaiectic are recognized as

" ~ i kKuen Tong in The Philosophy ofPaul Ricoeur, Hahn, states: 'We find ahost everywhere
in the Eastern traditions of reflective thought the identification of the ultimate source with the
mystical." He goes on to point out that %e mysticai is redy not sometbg that is ahen to us but
is essentiaiiy constitutive of our own existence: it is indeed the quintessence of existence itseif"
(5 13).

giving nse to the selfand in this way an understancihg of the self is further clarified. As an
area of hope it is an area where one may be participahg with others on a joumey towards

justification, sanctification or liberation.

VARIOUS LEVELS OF RICOEUR'S DIALECTICAL THOUGHT
The bnef survey of some of the major influences in the development of Ricoeur's
dialectic provided an understanding of the major stmctural features of his thought. As his
dialectic developed it went through a series of changes in its focus.
In hi@ school Ricoeur took the side of Aristotle in the batîle between realism and

the idealisrn expounded by Descartes and Kant (cf Hahn 4). In his early work on
Husserl's phenornenology, following WW II, he attempted to extract the descriptive
essence of phenomenology from its idealist interpretation by exploring the dialecticai
relationship between the voluntary and the involuntary with the intent of widening the
eidetic field to include the practical sphere of human activity. He focussed on the themes
of the disproportion and fallibility of the human subject that arose in the dialectic between
the finite and infinite. Evil did not appear to be a structural aspect of finitude but
contingent and historicai. The concrete form of evil could not be obtained through a direct
reflection on the human subject but had to be reached through symbols and myths
regarding its origin. Evil, then, as a part of the ontological constitution of the self, showed
that the self could not be reached through direct reflection but required a detour through
symbols and myth. This ran directly contrary to Husserl and Descartes who proclaimed the
immediateness and transparence of the subject to itself and set Ricoeur off in the direction
of language especially the creative power of poetics.
Ricoeur's search for the meaning of the subject continued in the 1970's despite the
critiques of philosophy of the subject launched on many fronts which regarded linguistic

and social structures as irrelevant to the subject's search for meaning. During this period,
Ricoeur, partially as a result of his work on evii, turned to Freudian psychoanalysis to
expand his symboiic mediation of the subject in the direction of ail sign systems. Through
Freud's work he uncovered a dialectic of a reductive interpretation in Freud's search for
the origin of the subject which was opposed to the ampling interpretation he employed
when focussing on the surplus of meaning in the symbol. The self then came to be located
between the conflict of interpretations of a teleology of meaning and an archeology of
consciousness. Acknowledging the contributions of conflicting interpretations, one setting
limïts to the other, to the ontological status of the self helped Ricoeur to overcome the
critique of the philosophy of the subject. Each interpretation operates at a certain level.
Applying this understanding of the levels of interpretation to structural analysis, Ricoeur
realired that on the objective and systematic semiotic level signs operate within a system
made up of interna1 relations. On the semantic level, however, the pnmary unit of meaning
is not the sign but the sentence, made up of signs. Through the sentence "someone says
something to someone about something in accordance with rules (phonetic, lexical,
syntactic, stylistic)" (Hahn 22). The self cornes to understand itself through the mediation
of signs by the sentence. In other words, the selfis drawn out of the objective, atemporal
realm of events (the level of signs) into the temporal realm of rneaning (the level of the
sentence).
In 1975 Ricoeur published The Rule of Metaphor. The meaning of the metaphor
arises as the level changes fiom that of the word to that of the sentence. The impertinent
attribution of the metaphor was not a mere rhetorical ornament but rather opened up by

seeing-as an extraiinguistic order of "being-as". This redescription of reaiity is the
reference of metaphor.
M e r 1975 Ricoeur came to look to larger units of discourse -- the text. He found
that the diaiectic between explanation and understanding, played out on this level, became
the major concem of hermeneutics. At the tirne of Dilthey explanation pertained to the
natural sciences alone and understanding to the human sciences creating an ontoiogical
dualism between spirit and nature. Ricoeur recognized that understanding a text caiied for
explanation. The text fùnctioned as a mediator between explanation and understanding.
Around 1977 Ricoeur began to expand the notion of the text to include action. The acting
subject became the focus of Ricoeur's thought, hence another shift in the focus of
hermeneutics to human action.
With the shift to human action the issues of time and self, central issues in
philosophical and religious thought, emerge as the governing themes of Ricoeur's
phenomenological hermeneutics. Ricoeur's Time andNc117ative (written in the 1980's)
focusses on tirne and OneselfAs Anorher (written in the early 1990's) focuses on the self.
It is these fundamentai dialectical relations, providing mediation on various levels of reality
that 1 will look to in my attempt to further cl*

the necessity, place and role of

interreligious dialogue in hurnan culture. A detailed look at these dialectics follows.

CHAPTER 2

- TIME AND NARRATIVE

COSMOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME

Does Ricoeur's dialectical concept of time and narrative open up a diaiectical
space in which the integrity of various Eastern religious views (dealing with fundamental
issues and the way reality is perceived) may be respected and at the same time brought
into dialogue with Western perspectives? Ricoeur's three volume work on tirne and
narrative draws from the history of Western thought on time and brings together the
concept of time in the naturai world (time as movement) and the psychological
understanding of time (extension) through his concept of narrative identity. The levels of
rnovement and extension are mediated in the self and it is through this mediation that the
selfis formed.
In the Western world time is characteristically thought of as histoncd and linear.
Furthemore, fiom its Judaic roots, time is conceived of as a creation of God, who is in
personai relationship with Israel. The identity of the nation of Israel is rooted in history
rnediated through many genres of narrative, deposited in their tradition and canonized in
their scriptures. Israel's identity unfolds throughout the development of history and is
anchored in stories such as the deliverance from Egypt, the giving of the Law on Mt.

Sinai, wandering in the wildemess and entering the Promised Land. The identity of the
Israelites is maintained through the reteiling of these stories in their contemporary

situations. These stories afnm the faitffiiness of God in bringing salvation to the
Israelites. Saivation is conceived of as being in harmony with the personai creator of all
being. In this respect Western thought on time is rooted in a psychological approach
which involves memory, intention and expectation.
Eastern thought ofien considers tirne as circular rnovement ruled by an impersonal
and dl-encornpassing order. The problem of the identity of the self may be tied to the
instant, as in Buddhism, where the selfis continually recreated each instant. An abiding
identity is then seen as an illusion and the goal of overcoming the illusion is reaiized with
no-self. On the other hand, as in Advaita Ved5nta thought, the selfmay be identitïed with
the creation of time itselfand the self may be seen as the whole. The goal is to realize that
the individuaiity of the self is an illusion, the selfis ultimately the whole reaiity, including
time and space. In both Hindu and Buddhistic thought there are many stages or levels that
individuals pass through on the way to the realization of the absolute. The various levels
of overcoming the temporal self to bring it back to its roots in the absolute moves in the
opposite direction of personal temporal Westem self-understanding which strives towards
its roots in temporality.
Ricoeur's narrative theoty provides a meeting place for these diverse views. He
leaves in suspense the understanding of the Other (a personal God or an impersonal
cosrnic process) and focuses on the practical level, the level of human action. It is on this
level that Our self-understandingor self-overcoming is worked out and it is on this level
that we form Our understanding through Our interaction with others.

Modem Views of Time

Reciprocity between being and tirne is the foundational building block of Ricoeur's
philosophy. This theme was pioneered by Martin Heidegger (1889- 1976) who believed
that the imporiance of the question of being was obscured to the extent that time was
neglected or taken for granted as the possibility for an understanding of being. In other
words, if being is conceived of only as presence, and the other dimensions of time (Le.
past and future) are not taken into account, then a narrow and misleading conception of
being resdts. Heidegger, as Ricoeur e~plains-'~,
in his thought on time:
reserves the term temporality (Zeitiichkeit)for the most originary form and
the most authentic experience of tirne, that is, the dialectic of coming to be,
havbg been, and making present. In this dialectic, time is entirely
desubstantialized. The words "fuhire," "past," and "present" disappear, and
time itself figures as the exploded unity of the three temporal extases (Tirne

andNamutive 1: 61).

''Ricoeur acknowledges that a fundamental difference between his project and Heidegger's is that
while Heidegger seeks for an understanding of Being in general, he himself is more focusseci on an
anthropology. Ricoeur states:
I am well aware that a reading of Being and Time in a purely anthropological
sense runs the nsk of completely missing the meaning of the entire work inasmuch
as its ontological aim may be misconceived. Dasein is the "place" where the being
k t we are is constituted through its capacity of posing the question of Being or
the meaning of Being. To isolate. the philosophical anthropology of Being und
Time, therefore, is to overlook this major signification of the central existentid
category of that work. Yet in Being anà Time, the question of Being is opened up
precisely by an analysis that must firsthave some consistency as a philosophical
anthropology, if it is to achieve the ontological breakthrough expected of it (Time
and Narrative 1: 6 1 ).

According to Heidegger time and being are i n t ~ s i c d yrelated, it is rnetaphysicd thought,
having forgotten the basic question of Being since Plato and Aristotle, (CE Being rmd

TNne 2) which seeks to maintain a seductive, deceptive, and inauthentic dualisrn of
enduring substance and thought. Heidegger, seeking an understanding of Being from its
authentic perspective, locates thought and understanding within the sphere of temporality.
Understanding according to Heidegger, always involves projection upon an horizon, in
fact understanding is projection and vice versa. For Heidegger (Cf. Being and Time 185),
it is this projection which constitutes the basic nature of Dasein (the being for whom its
very Being is an issue33)which is self-transcendence. Projection upon an horizon, always
involves self-projection.
The horizon for al1 beings is Being. Being is the context in which an entity may
manifest itself, that is be given or understood. The understanding of Being, however, can
only take place when Being itseff is projected onto another horizon, that is the horizon of
time, which is the horizon of Dasein's temporality. Heidegger terms this horizon
Temporality." It thus becomes clear that ontology, the science of Being, directs us back to
the temporality of a specific being, Dasein. Heidegger States: "it is precisely the analysis of
the truth-character of being which shows that being aiso is, as it were, based in a being,
narnely, in the Dasein. Being is given only if the understanding of being, hence Dasein,
"Heidegger, Being and Time (32): "Dasein is an entity which does not j u a occur arnong other
entities. Rather it is ontically distinguished by the fhct that, in its very Being, that Being is an issue
for it."
One of Being and Time is titled T h e interpretation of Dasein in tenu of Temporality,
and the explication of time as the transcendental horizon for the question of Being." Also cf.
Martin Heidegger, The Basic Problems of PhenomenoZogy, tram. Albert Ho&adter (Bloomington:
Mana University Press, 1988) xxv.

exists" (Basic P r o b h s 19). Heidegger concludes in Being and Time that access to Being
is through Dasein. In other words, ontology is established through an ontical being and it
is precisely in this ontic-ontological relationship that understanding appears as a mode of
Dasein. Ontology itselfis thus based in temporality and any thought of an abiding presence
is misleading. Temporality is not pure presence but a unity of past and future.
For Heidegger, time properly belongs to the sense of being itself and he strove
through examlliing Darein (the place where Being itselfposes the question of the meaning
of Being to itseif) to show the intrinsic connection between being and tirne. In other
words, Heidegger identified Dasein as the locus of mediation between time and being and
sought to show how time and being are to be understood in tems of their reciprocity.
When they are understood as separate phenornena contrasting one another, being is
understood simply as permanence and tirne is determined through movement and the
possibility for the disclosure of being is overlooked. For Heidegger, being-toward-death
provided the direct access to authentic human existence. The linking of time and being
forms a foundation and a goal in Ricoeur's philosophical anthropology articulated in h e
and Narrative and OfleselfAsAnother. He does not, however, follow Heidegger in taking
a direct route to the authentic self through being-toward-death but takes an indirect route
through narrative mediation.
Heidegger's approach towards an understanding of "temporality" plays a key role
in shaping the hermeneutical tradition which Ricoeur foIiows. Hans-Georg Gadamer @.
Feb. 11, 1900, Marburg, Germany), who was a main influence in the development of
Ricoeur's hermeneutical thought, developed hermeneutics as understanding occurring

within a temporal framework [effective-historical consciousness (wirkungsgeschichtiiches
Bewujtsein), application, fiision of temporal horizons]. Temporality has important
consequences for the relation between truth and method since iftruth is temporal in nature
then it cannot simply be found by following a prescribed method3' which would be
appropriate if truth were static and absolute. Tmth as static and absolute directs us
towards a oneness of reality, a oneness that could conceivably be discovered through a
prescribed method. Temporality, which implies change, directs us towards the multiplicity
of reality. In a situation of multiplicity, a prescribed method will not necessarily lead to
tmth.
Gadamer, in agreement with Heidegger, believed that understanding is the essence,
the mode of There-being (Dasein -- human being), not merely a possible behaviour.
Gadamer seeks to discover what "is cornrnon to al1 modes of understanding and to show
that understanding is not subjective behaviour toward a given 'object', but towards its
effective-history -- the history of its infiuence" (Dialogue and Diuiectzc xix). Gadamer' s
understanding of effective hiaory and emphasis on the value of tradition sparked a lively
debate with Jürgen Habermas, a debate which we might characterize as between temporal
and nontemporal methodology. The issue was the way in which truth may arise out of
dialogue. Does it arise, as Gadamer argued, fiom the fiee play of language or is there a
methodology that may be foliowed in dialogue which results in universal consensus as

"If the questions that one poses to reality are temporal in nature and reahîy itself is temporal in
nature, one cannot simply assume that a particulai. method would be able to adequately reveal ûuth
in every insbnce. Cf. Otto Pôggeler Martin Heidegger's Path of Thinking, tram. Daniel
Magurshak and Sigmund Barber (Atlantic Highîands, NJ: Humanities Press international, Inc.,
1987) 220-22 1.

Habermas contends?
According to Gadamer, the centre from which Our whole experience of the world
unfolds is finite language which is intimately related to the totality of beings. The
belonging of thought to language and language to world makes truth possible. Language is
thus the mediator between thought and world and Gadamer believes that this mediator is
adequate or capable of expressing al1 truth. Furthermore, belonging to a speech
community is al1 that is required for one to have a dialogicd equality. Hermeneutics then is
ontological in nature and universal in its scope.
Language opens up to human interpreters a specitic limited horizon frorn which
new insights into reality may be gained. Language is not to be regarded as a tool but
"something that proceeds us and whose play we subrnit to" (Dialogue andDialecficsx).
Although we live wholly within language, language is not a captivating force but a door of
liberation. It allows us to question, that is, it makes it possible for us to be conscious of
Our world and of the history of which we are a part?
Tradition for Gadamer is a form of authority embedded in language and is not

*Gadarner's assertion in Tnïth and Method that "being that can be understood is language" is
based on the understanding that the qualities that give ianguage its special characteristics of
disclosure are: i) essential self-forgetfulness [by this he is referring to its structure, grammar and
syntax which are not at ai1 conscious to living speakmg] ii) its 1-lessness [whoever speaks a
language that no one else understands does not speak speaku~gdoes not belong to the sphere of

-

the 1but to the sphere of the we - the form of operation of every dialogue can be described in
teofthe concept of the game]; iii) the univenality of laaguage, so that an act of meaning
caanot transcend the bounds of language ["language is not a dehiteci realm of the speakable, over
agaht which other reaims that are unspeakable might stand. Rather, language is aiiencompassing. There is nothing thaî is fùndamentally excluded from being said, to the extent that
our act of meaning intends it."(Cf. Tmth and Method 64-67)]. Language thus plays the role of the
transcendent.

necessariiy a distorting force for knowledge but is a necessary requirement. Gadamer's
co~ectionof authority with knowledge rubs Habermas the wrong way. Habermas, who
holds to nontemporal principles of symmetry neither agrees with Gadamer that merely
belonging to a linguistic cornrnunity guarantees dialogicai equality nor does he agree that
authority has a place in knowledge. Habermas thus disagrees with Gadamer's belief that
language is a door of liberation, and thus he does not agree that hermeneutics is the way
to discover tnith. He sees rather, tradition, with its idealism, as an oppressive force
seeking to assert its authority, aiding a compt establishment to legitimize its clairns by an
appeal to tradition or ideals. Tradition becomes an oppressive tool in the hands of those
who dominate, and since tradition is embedded in language, Habermas seeks to find a way
of conversing which frees one f?om such distortion. In other words he seeks to find a way
to conduct a dialogue which exposes hidden presuppositions, unmasks prejudices and
fiees fiom the tyranny of tradition. The issue is whether language with tradition is able to
reveai temporal tmth through dialectic or whether language and tradition must be
transcended to reach an atemporal tmth. This is a basic question also for interreligious
dialogue. The issue is of levels. On the atemporai level there is no room for an ongoing
dialectic. Contrarily, the temporal level consists of an ongoing dialogue.
The question of the universality of hermeneutics, for Ricoeur, comes down to
asking whether one assumes a condition of finitude as Gadamer does which implies that

one must take seriously historicity, pre-understanding, and prejudice or to say no to the
condition of finitude and search for a regulative idea that is capable of opening up a future
of freedom from the past and indeed fiom finitude itself.

Ricoeur argues that language is Our way of organinng and making sense out of the
flux of reality. Through narrative, si@ficant events are chosen and linked together to
f o m a story with a beginning a rniddle and an end. Language is the way human beuigs
situate themselves in the world. Language is the way the seifis constituted. Henneneutics
for Ricoeur l a d s to self-understanding. Language involves appropriation of that which is
alien in order to arrive at a new self-understanding, a new situation in being. The past does
not close off the future, rather for Ricoeur, the hture remains open. A text presents to the
reader new possibilities for being which may be appropnated.
The perspective of the temporaVatempora1 is brought into question. Ricoeur seeks
mediation but regards understanding on the side of the temporal. The atemporal is a
source of critique but is beyond understanding. For analytic philosophers that makes it
rneaningiess, for Ricoeur it is a source of hope. ûthers, such as Derrida, attempt to
understand the se& or lack of self, from the atemporal.
In an attempt to get away from any idea of presence in the constitution of a self,
Jacques Demda (1930-) argues against a temporal view of the self or any concept of an
abiding self For Demda, a present moment of consciousness cannot serve as a ground for
knowledge because it is composite (a unity of past and fùture) in nature and changing.
That which drives the process of change m u a be something dflerent fiom the present
since the present never really arrives. This aspect of difference which both differs from the
present and defers the present and thus creates time is cailed by Derrida "différance.,337 If

"Cf. Jacques DemdaMargins of Philosophy:
We know that the verb dlfférer (Latin verb dtferre) has two meanings which seem
quite distinct; for example in Littré they are the object of two separate articles. in

the present does not ground knowledge, the things that are perceived or intuited as
present are not able to ground knowledge.
Demda focuses his attention on language as a locus for the deconstruction of the
concept of presence. According to ~emda,"even the structure of the signifier-sigmfied
presupposes a metaphysical concept of presence. Nietzsche, as Demda understands hm,

was trying to get away from the idea of presence by regarding reading as a process of
"originary" operations. Onginary operations do not require grounding in some pre-

existing abiding presence so meaning is not determined by an extemal abiding sign or
referent. In other words meaning springs forth fiom creativity. According to this way of
reading Nietzsche, he was outside of the metaphysical tradition. Heidegger, however, read
Nietzsche as one who was still within the metaphysical tradition. For Heidegger, according

this sense the Laîin d m r e is not simply a translation of the Greek diapherein,
and this will not be without cùnsequences for us, linking our discourse to a
paiticular Ianguage, and to a language tbat passes as less philosophical, l e s
origuially philosophical than the other. For the distribution of meaning in the
Greek diapherein does not cornport one of the two motifs of the Latin drfferre, to
wit, the action of putting off until Iater, of taking into account, of taking account
of time and of the forces of an operation that irnplies an economical calculation, a
detour, a delay, a relay, a reserve, a representation - concepts b t I would
summarize here in a word 1 have never used but that could be inscribed in this
chain: tempomation. D~j'iérerin this sense is to temporize, to take recourse
consciously or unconsciously, in the temporal and temporizhg mediation of a
detour that suspends the accomplishment or fiilfilment of "desire" or "will," and
equally effthis suspension in a mode that annuls or tempers its own effect.
And we wili see, later, how this temporization is also temporaiization and spacing,
the becoming-time of space and the becoming-space of tirne, the "origùiary
constitution" of time and space, as metaphysics or transcendental phenomenology
would say, to use the language that here is cnticized and displaced.
The other sense of d@érer is the more cornmon and identifiable one: to be
not identical, to be other, discernible, etc. ... (8).

"Cf.Jaques Demda Of Grammatologv, trans. Gayatti Spivak (Baltimore: John Hopkins
University Press, 1976) 19-26.

to Demda, sense ail1 resided outside of language, Heidegger thus continued the tradition
of breaking the unity of the word into signifier and signified. The later Heidegger,
however, came to see that the dEerence between being and the entity (signified and
signifier) is space which precludes presence. Derrida explains:
Western metaphysics, as the limitation of the sense of being within the field
of presence, is produced as the domination of a linguistic fom. To question
the origin of that domination does not amount to hypostatizing a
transcendental signified, but to a questioning of what constitutes our
history and what produced transcendentality itself. Heidegger brings it up
also when in Zur Seinsfrage, for the sarne reason, he lets the word "being"
be read only if it is crossed out. That mark of deletion is not, however, a
"merely negative syrnbol." That deletion is the final writing of an epoch.
Under its strokes the presence o f a transcendental signified is effaced while
ail1 remaining legible. 1s effaced while still remaining legible, is destroyed
while making visible the very idea of the sign. In as rnuch as it de-limits
onto-theology, the metaphysics of presence and logocentrism, this last
writing is also the first writing (Of Gramrnc~toIogy23).
Clearly then, one of the main features of deconstructionist thought is the
questioning of any form of permanence. Being is flux and any thought of an abiding self is

an illusion. Meaning aises through creativity and has no permanent ground.
Deconstructionist thought questions al1 claims to Iegitimacy that rely on unchanging ideals
or customs especiaiiy those that claim some form of universality. The basis for its critiques

lies in the beiief that dzfférmce has the last word and there can be no abiding presence in
the moments of t h e . Looking to the moments of time as the source for the seifresults in a
seifwith no duration and here we can see a kinship with some Eastern thought.
Ricoeur does not seek after metaphysical absolutes but searches for a way to
understand identity in a dynamic way through narrative. He tries to mediate between the
theoretical laying to rest of metaphysics on the basis of a cosmological view of time and
the abiding presence of the ideaiistic Cartesian self by looking to the practical realm, the
realm of human action, as the place where the selfis constituted and meaning is created.
The meaning of the selfcannot be found on the cosmological level shce there is no
abiding presence and the abiding presence on the idedistic level of the Cartesian self is
unable to connect with the empirical world (as we will see in Chapter 3). If an
understanding of the self is to occur it must be sought in the practical level, the level of
human action and interaction. Ricoeur presents a theory of action, and it is through action

and narrative that selves acquire an identity. In his book Time ondNmative, Ricoeur
elaborates his theory of narrative as a refiguration of time which results in an identity for a
subject. Ricoeur further elaborates his theory in Oneselfm Another in which he connects
the identity of the subject to action. Ricoeur changes the concept of subject [(moves £tom
the Cartesian scheme of subject-object) which assumes a distinct inner and outer world

(mind and body)] to that of a selfwhich is disclosed through the dialedic of self and other
than self This indicates the irreducible significance of one's own body as one body acting

among others. The story of these actions gives definition to the

For Ricoeur,

intentionality (why an action takes place) is intrinsic to action and is nevertheless related to

causality (which may lead back to a who) being intrinsic to events. Ricoeur States: "The
power to act consists precisely in the conneaion between these two inquines and reflects

the necessity to tie 'who?' to 'why?' through the 'what?' of action" (Oneself 110).
Demda's thought pushes toward the pole in which al1 is regarded as flux. To
believe that this is the ultimate nature of reality is an act of faith. Sirnilar views may be
encountered in Buddhist doctrines of impermanence and nothingness. What aspects of
existence do we extrapolate towards an ultimate view? The decision is not clear cut as the
existence of many different religions pointing to different concepts of ultimate reality attest
to. IfDemda is correct his view of reaiity amounts to a theoretical construct to critique
claims to legitimacy grounded in presence. The ultimate views, findamental beliefs
regarding the nature of reality, play a role of providing a theoretical construct fiom which
a critique of experience or a grounding of experience may take place. On the level of
experience the critique and ground are complementary. The critique requires the ground to
formulate itself as critique and the ground requires the critique to give it identity.
Ricoeur's mediating approach has limits, it stops short of ultimate reality which is the
dornain of faith. Ricoeur's belief is that the ultimate cannot be known, the human rnind
"A self as one body acting among others has history which gives it a permanence in character
(brought out through narrative) as opposed to a substance, permanence in tirne. Ricoeur argues
that the intercomection of events constituted by emplotment aiiows us to integrate with
pefmanence in time what seems to be its contrary in the domain of sameness-identity, namely
diversityi variability' discontinuity, and instability.
The seifalso has an ethical aim (teleologicaI perspective) which is primary over morality
dehed by obligation to respect the norrn. Narration serves as a natiiral transition between
description and prescription.

cannot transcend the polarities that give rise to existence.

PAUL RICOEUR'S NARRATIVE THEORY
For Ricoeur the hermeneutical circle which yields rneaning for tife does not revolve
around tirne and etemity or finite and infinite as constituting mutually exclusive poles but
rather focuses on the mutuality of discordance and concordance as mediated in a dialectic
of tirne and narrative. Ricoeur states: " t h e becomes human t h e to the extent that it is
organized after the manner of a narrative; narrative, in tum, is meaningfùl to the extent
that it portrays the features of temporal experience" ( T h e and Narrative 1: 3). The
mysterious and ungraspable movement of time prevents an ordering of the present into a
unified whole for the movement of time yields only a vanishing present which ultimately

has no extension. Narrative, on the other hand, creates an order out of disorder, brings
brute events into a unified logical whole. On the temporal human level, the interplay
between time and narrative creates meaning. Meaning is associated with the creation of
order, a space in which we live. As we create order through narrative activity we also
discover order as coming to us. In other words, if there is to be meaning, there must be
some fundamental order that precedes Our subject-object view of the world. The
fhdarnental order as an absolute, however, must be mediated if there is to be space in
which to live. In other words, human life requires an opening between the stillness of
eteniity and the dissonance of tirne.
Ricoeur's narrative theory has particular interest as an instrument for interreligious
dialogues since the great traditions of the world have in comrnon the feature of being
wmmunicated by means of narrative. At least for preliminq purposes narrative is
employed in pointing the way towards truth or in revealing tmth. On the one hand,

Western traditions generaily approach a concept of an abiding seiffiom a psychological

view of time and thus seek to overcome the discordance of time as movement . On the
other hand, Eastern traditions often focus on time as movement and approach a concept of
the individual self as illusion. They seek to overwme the psychological conception of
tirne. What is common to both is the use of narrative (attested to by sacred books within
their traditions) to cornrnunicate their understanding. Ricoeur acknowledges the integrity
of both poles, time as movement and t h e as extension. He views narrative as not leading
directly to one view or the other but as mediating between two opposing but valid views.
Ricoeur's view of reality involves a fûndamental dualism.

Ricoeur's Duaiism

For Ricoeur reality that can be grasped by the human rnind arises out of a dualism
manifested as concordance and discordance. This dualism is mediated on the temporal
level through narrative as opposed to the Cartesian mind-body dualism which looks to the
metaphysical level for resolution. Ricoeur's mediation occurs at various levels of human
expenence such as the levels of linguistics, praxis, narrative and ethics.
When diEerent poles exist in a tension with one another there is a resistance within
each pole vis-à-vis the other by which identity is rnaintained. The resistance may have the
structure of mutuality as Ricoeur has shown with his analysis of the voluntary and the
involuntary. This has implications for human relations which are polar in nature. in hurnan
relations resistance may be manifested as a violence towards the other, a seeking to
overcome the other in order to secure one position from being dominated or absorbed by

another. If, on the other hand, there is a recognition that each position exists not only in
distinction from the other but dso in dependence on the other, the necessity to maintain
identity through violence is overcorne. An attempt to destroy or absorb a different position
would be seen not as a victory of one over the other but as a distortion. When those who
hold a position rest assured with the knowledge that its ultimate ground is not threatened
by another position then they are fke to appropriate uisights which originate from those

whose thought emerges from a devotion to the other position.
Ricoeur's approach towards others is educational. Rather than maintaining a
distinction through violence towards the other Ricoeur advocates learning more about
one's self fiom the other, really listening to the other. This means having enough
confidence in one's own identity that one is willing to nsk engaging others. Identity has
fluid aspects and inevitably goes through change. Change may corne about even when
there is no awareness or conscious reflection on it. Ricoeur's approach is that it is better
to reflect and engage than to be tossed about by unconscious reactions to events and
positions of others. The educational view provides more control for the identity of the self.

Discordance - Time
In order to understand the dialectic Ricoeur is proposing as the creative milieu for
meaning, it will be helpful to examine his theory of tirne (discordance) and its relation to
eteniity (concordance). Ricoeur argues that there cannot be a pure phenomenology of
time. He States: "A constant thesis of this book [ T h e cmd Narraiive] will be that
speculation on time is an inconclusive rumination to which narrative activity alone can

respond. Not that this activity solves the aporias through substitution. Ifit does resolve

the- it is in a poetical and not a theoretical sense of the word" (1 :6).Cosmological tirne
is something extemai to the mind and cannot be totaLiy grasped as a phenomenon.
Ricoeur's analysis of time does not have the metaphysicai goal of discovering its essence
but rather articulating its aporias. A dialectic that resides arnong aporias wiil clearly be
fluid. Ricoeur's view is that in this environment hope is what leads to meaning. The
aporias set a terminal difficulty to thinking, the solution to the aporia must be sought on a
dflerent level - the level of action. With the activity of organizing events into a unified
narrative whole the discordance of time is resisted. The aporia directs the work of thinkuig
to the reaim of action but the action of resisting discordance cannot achieve a cornplete
Mctory. The complete victory can be hoped for in the reaim of faith."
%coeur in his 'Reply to Stephen T. Tyman' in The Philosophy of P a l Ricoeur ed. Lewis
Edwin Hahn (475) explains the meanhg of aporias in relation to the problem of evil. This
explanaiion would seem to apply mutatis mutandis to the problem of tirne.
KarI Jaspers employed the verb "to fàil" (scheitem) in a dynamic sense, mciking
the aporia a terminal dificulty, produced by the very labour of thinking. Action
and feeling are summoned to give to this aporetic situation not a solution but a
response destùed to rnake the aporia productive, that is, to continue the work of
thinkùig in the domain of action and feeling.
For action, evil is above all that which is but should not be and must be
combatted. In this sense, action reverses the orientation of the gaze. Whde
speculative thought asks: where does evil corne fiom? Action strives to reply to the
sole question: what is there to do against evil?
Action, however, cannot be the final word. Moral evil is not the whole of
evil. Even the conversion of a bad will would leave unanswered unjust suffering.
Lamentation and complaint give it a distinct voice fiom that of confession and
accusation. Tt is then the task of practical wisdom to pur@ these poignant
affections, to accompany what can imleed be cailed the work of moumiag. 1s there
a wisdom capable not only of teaching but of accompanying a complete
renmciation of complaint? Several paths are open here, no longer within the
iimits, but beyond the limits of reason alone: participation in the sufEering of
Christ,even in that of God, in accordance with one or another of the great
traditions of Christian mysticism? Renomcement of the desires that give rise to
suffering, in accordance with certain traditions of Far East mysticism?

Ricoeur chooses Augustine as the one who best articulates the aponas of tirne. St.
Augustine (354-430) meditates on t h e in Confessions XI.
What then is t h e ? if no one asks me, 1 know; i f 1 wish to explain it to one
that asketh, 1 know not; yet 1 say boldly that I know that, if nothing passed
away, time past were not; and if nothing were coming, a tirne to come were
not; and if nothing were, time present were not. Those two times then, past
and to come, how are they, seeing the past now is not, and that to come is
not yet? But the present, should it always be present and never pass into
tirne past, verily it should not be time, but etemity. If time present (if it is to
be time) only cometh into existence because it passeth into time past, how
can we Say that either this is, whose cause of being is that it shail not be;
so, narnely, that we cannot truly Say that tirne is, but because it is tending
not to be? (XIV.17)
For Augustine eternity means that al1 things are together, there is no succession. What
then is time and how does it exist? If it exists as present how long does the present
extend? He starts his answer by considering years as present and keeps reducing4' the
extent of the present looking for an indivisible point that may be called present:

If an instant of time be conceived which cannot be divided into the smallest
particles of moments, that aione is it, which may be called present. Which

4'The seems to be sornethiog that one may be aware of ody in a limiteci way. It is someihing one
can not quite grasp. As soon as it seerns like you have it, it disappears. if time is a mediating or
harmonizing force it couid be &end to a melody which has the abiiity to make a person happy or
alter one's mode but the melody is fleeting, it keeps withdmwing and the only permanence it has is
through repetition.

yet flies with such speed from future to past, as not to be lengthened out
with the Ieast stay. For Xit be, it is divided into past and future. The
present hath no space. Where then is the tirne, which we may c d long? 1s
it to come? Or if we do not Sayy"It is longy7because it is not yet, so as to
be long; but we Say, "It will be long." When therefore will it be? ... then
does t h e present cry out in the words above, that it cannot be long. (XVI
20)

He is thus led to the problem of how time is measured. He States:
"1 know that we do not measure, nor can we measure, things that are not;

and things past and to come are not." But tirne present how do we
measure, seeing it hath no space? It is measured while passing; but when it
shall have passed, it is not measured; for there will be nothing to be
measured. (XXZ 27)
When we seem to be measuring tirne by movement, such as the rising and setting
of the sun, we are not measuring present time in itself(since it has no extension), we are

not measunng sornething real. Only things present exist. Augustine argues that p a s and
future must exist since they may be taked about and they must exist in the present and in
the soul.
In the soul there are these three aspects of tirne, and 1 do not see them

anywhere else. The present considering the past is the memory, the present
considering the present is immediate awareness, the present considering the
future is expectation. If we are allowed to use such language, 1 see three

times, and admit they are three (XX 26).
The concepts o f past, present and future appear as present to the mind. Augustine
concludes that the measuring of time occurs in the mind. Time is thus an extension of the
mind :
It is in thee, my mind, that 1 measure times. ... In thee I measure times; the
impression, which things as they pass by cause in thee, remains even when
they are gone; this it is which, still present, 1 measure, not the things which
pass by t o make this impression. This I measure, when 1measure times.
Either then this is t h e , or 1 do not measure times. Oa(W 36)
Time is considered f'kom the perspective of an interior human reaiity with Augustine's
conception of tirne as an extension of the mind.
Augustine, as we have seen, first meditates on the being and nonbeing nature o f
tirne and then on the problem of measuring t h e . He at first remarks that it is oniy the past
or future that can be measured since they may be said t o be long or short. "Later, by
placing the past and the future within the present, by bringing in memory and expectation,
he will be able t o rescue this initial certainty fiom its apparent disaster by transfemng onto
expectation and ont0 memory the idea of a long future and a long past" (T'me and

Nanative 1: 18). Augustine thus proposes to the enigma of time lacking being the thesis
of a threefold present. To the enigma of measunng that which has no extension Augustine
proposes the thesis of the distension of the mind.The idea of tirne as a distension of the
mind is opposed to the concept that time is movement o r the measurement of movement

of celestid bodies." Ricoeur sees Augustine as concluding:
We now know that the measurement of time owes nothing to that of
extemal motion. In addition we have found in the mind itself the fixed
element that allows us to compare long penods of time with shon penods
of time. With the impression-image, the important verb is no longer "to
pas" but "to remain". ... We must not think that this recourse to the
impression terminates the hquiry. The notion of distentio animi has not
been given its due so long as the passivity of the impression has not been
contrasted with the activity of a rnind stretched in opposite directions,
between expectation, memory, and attention. Onfy a mind stretched in
such dflerent directions can be distended ( T h e and Narrative 1 : 1 8).

The present then is not a point but a "present intention." The impression remains in
the sou1 through the actions of the mind in expecting, attending, and remembering.
Ricoeur quotes Augustine:
Suppose that 1 am going to recite a psalm that 1 know. Before 1 begin my
faculty of expectation is engaged by the whole of it. But once 1 have begun,
as much of the psalm as 1 have removed fiom the province of expectation
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For Augustine time is the comprehensive background in which movement occurs. He states
(Confessions XI. .xxiv):
Do you command me to concur if someone says t h e is the movement of a
physical entity? You do not. For 1 Ieam that no body can be moved except in t h e .
... when a body is moved, it is by time that 1 measure the duration of the
movement, fiom the moment it begms until it ends. ... a body may at one point be
moving, at another point at rest. We measure by tirne and say 'It was standing stili
for the same t h e that it was in movement', ... Therefore time is not the movement
of a body.

and relegated to the past now engages my memory, and the scope of the

action which 1 am performing is divided between the two faculties of
memory and expectation, the one looking back to the part which 1 have
aiready recited, the other looking forward to the part which I have still to
recite. But my faculty of attention is present al1 the while, and through it
passes what was the future in the process of becoming the past. As the
process continues, the province of memory is extended in proportion as
that of expectation is reduced, until the whole of my expectation is
absorbed. This happens when 1 have finished my recitation and it has al1
passed into the province of memory (Tirne and Narrative 1 : 20).
Ricoeur concludes:
Augustine's inestimable discovery is, by reducing the extension of time to
the distention of the soul, to have tied this distention to the slippage that
never ceases to find its way into the h a r t of the threefold present

--

between the present of the future, the present of the past, and the present
of the present. In this way he sees discordance emerge again and again out
of the very concordance of the intentions of expectation, attention, and
memory (Time and Nmative 1: 2 1).

If time is the source for discordance, what becornes of the concept of etemity?
Ricoeur identifies three major ways emerging out of Augustine's Confessions in which his
meditation on eternity affects the speculation conceming t h e :
Its first hnction is to place ali speculation about time within the horizon of

a Iimiting idea that forces us to think at once about time and about what is
other than time. Its second function is to intensa the expenence of
distentio on the existentid level. Its third function is to cal1 upon this

experience to surpass itself by moving in the direction of eternity, and
hence to display an intemal hierarchy in opposition to Our fascination with
the representation of a rectilinear line (Tirne and Narrative 1 : 22).
1

Augustine assumes that etemity exists as that which was not created, has no before
and afier, is not subject to change and fiom which time and change have been denved. As
with time, the existence of etemity is not Augustine's problem, rather how it exists is the
puzzle. Time exists because God created it out of nothing, but this leaves the question of
how a temporal creature may be made through the eternal Word. While time is never still
eternity is for ever still, al1 is present, since nothing moves into the past. The threefold
present of time contrasts with the present of etemity which has no past or future. God's
act of creating time then has no before since before God created tirne God created
nothing. This nothing aiiows tirne to have a beginning and an ending, time therefore is
transitory and this allows it to be fully experienced as transition.

The radical diEerence between time and eternity accounts for the ontological
difference that separates the creature 6om the creator, yet there remains a link. Augustine
states: "What is the light which shines nght through me and stnkes my heart without
hurting? It filis me with terror and burning love: with t e m r inasmuch as 1am utterly other
than it, with buming love in that I am akin to it" (Confessions XI.ix).*' There is the
--

--

--

-

43Quotedin Ricoeur, Tirne and Narrative 1:27.
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possibility of being more or less like the etemal. One can thus move towards or away fiom
the pole of etemity. Ricoeur comments: "At the very heart of temporal expenence, it
produces a hierarchy of levels of temporalization, according to how close or how far a
given experience approaches or moves away from the pole of eternity" ( T h e and
Narrative 1 : 28).
For Augustine, conversion and ecstasy do not put an end to the temporal condition
of the soul, they only eliminate wandering and then send the soul off again on a journey.
Ricoeur States: "Peregrination and narration are grounded in tirne's approximation of
eternity, which, far f?om abolishing their dinerence, never stops contributing to it" (Time
and Nimative 1 : 29). Ricoeur aims at "extracting fiom the very experience of tirne the
resources of an intemal hierarchization, one whose advantage lies not in abolishing time
but in deepening it" (Tirne and Narrative 1 : 3 0).
Etemity as a limiting idea defines the creative milieu. Being defined it has a limit
but creativity desires to go beyond lirnits into forbidden territory The forbidden temtory
of the etemal puts an end to dialogue for those who dwell there. For the seekers of the

etemal (as opposed to those who believe they have grasped the view of ultimate reality)
dialogue is the path. Ricoeur's dialectics has limitations, it is valid only in the temporal
realm. Those who take as the basis for relating to others their own faith cornmitment
grounded in ultimate reality will have to resort to polemics, not dialogue, in their relations
with others.

Concordance - Narrative
In contrast to the discordant experience of time Ricoeur examines Aristotle's

concepts of emplotment (micrhos) and mimetic activity (mimesis).Mtrrhos refers to the
plot of drama (tragedy and comic) while mimesis refers to the plot of lived temporal
experience? Mimesis, in Arktotle's usage, is not a copy but a creative imitation or
representing of something that takes place in one stage - the human creativity of
organizing events by emplotment. The organization of events stresses the element of
concordance over discordance.
Ricoeur examines muthos to discover how mimetic activity takes place. He hopes
to show through Anstotle's theory of muthos, which he describes fkst in Poetics in terms

of tragedy, that the "paradigm of order, characteristic of tragedy, is capable of extension
and transformation to the point where it can be applied to the whole narrative field" (Time
and Narrative 1: 38). This investiture of order in the narrative field is observed in

Aristotle' s tragic model apart from every temporal characteristic. Here, then, is an extreme
contrast with the Augustinian distentio mimi which pictures the discordant expenence of
lived t h e dispersing concordance. Aristotle's muthos is the creative ordering of
discordance. The features of concordance derived fiom muthos are: "completeness,
wholeness, and an appropriate magnitude" ( T ' e and Nmative 1: 3 8).
Ricoeur sees the notion of the whole as being pivotal. A whole has a beginning,
rniddle and an end. These are not temporal but logical and necessary. The time that is
required to move from beginning to middle to end is not the time of the world but the
work's time. That is, ody the time of the necessary events is considered, vacuous times,

%ristotle's mimesis m e r s fiom Plato's in that for Plato mzmesis indiates a copy or identicai
replica which is two fold dinerent fiom the ideal model (things imitate ideas, and works of art
imitate things). Ricoeur's goal will be to show the interweaving of muthos and mimesis.

such as what a character did between two events, are excluded. The interna1 comection of
the plot then is not chronological but logical, logical not in the theoretical sense but in the
practical sense. The universals that practicai logic seeks are "poetic" in nature. "That they
are universals is beyond doubt since they can be characterked by the double opposition of
the possible to the actual and the general to the particulaf' (Time ami N m t i w 1: 40).
The opposition of the possible to the actual is illustrated by the poet who tells of such
things as might be as opposed to the historian who tells of things that have been. The
things that rnight be are things that rnight have happened according to what a certain kind
of person might Say or do either probably or necessarily. Ricoeur concludes: "In other
words, the possible and the general are not to be sought elsewhere than in the organization
of events, since it is this Iinkage that has to be necessary or probable. In short, it is the plot
that has to be typical" (Time and Narrative 1 : 40-4 1). Universais are thus generated by a
plot and are based on the intemal connections of the action of the plot. Ricoeur States:
"To make up a plot is already to make the intelligible spring from the accidental, the
universal from the singular, the necessary or the probable from the episodic" ( T h e and
Narrative 1: 41).

Ricoeur assumes that underlying the world there is an accidental or probable
aspect which exists in a dialectical relationship with an ordering possibility. The possibility
for Ricoeur's diaiectic thus stems from a fùndamentai view of reaiity. The difference
between Ricoeur's approach and fùndamentai religious faiths is that Ricoeur holds this
view as provisionai within the realm of hope and not certainty. The temporal realm is not
where fùndamental reality can be known absolutely but is the realm of hope. Dialogue then

is valid when it operates within the realm of hope but it breaks d o m when a faith stance is
asserted as absolute. Ricoeur's dialectic mediation does not lead to a clarification of
absolute reality but to better ways of living within a particular view which cannot be
absolutely proved or refbted.
Dialectical Mediation
Having articulated the temporal character of human experience and the activity of
narrating a story Ricoeur now goes on to test his basic hypothesis that there exists
between the two "a correlation that is not merely accidental but that presents a
transcultural form of necessity. To put it another way, time becomes human to the extent
that it is articuiated through a narrative mode, and a narrative attains its full meaning when
it becomes a condition of temporal existence" ( T h e and Narraiive 1: 52). Ricoeur
explores the mediation between time and narrative after the mode1 of the threefold
mimesis (mimesis,, mimesis, and mimes&) bbased on prefigured, refigured and configured
t h e . Ricoeur's plan is to draw out the temporal aspects of teaual configuration (which
Aristotle ignored in his understanding of emplotment). The time of emplotment, according
to Ricoeur, plays a mediating role between linear t h e in the practical field of events and
the refigured time of our temporal expenence. He states: "We arejolowing therejore the
destiny of a prefigured tzme that becomes a refigred time thrmgh the mediarion of o
configred fime" (Time und Narrative 1: 54).
Temporal succession descnbes the temporal elements ont0 which narrative tirne

grafts its configurations. It is these temporal elements in action that, as it were, beg for
narration. Augustine's three fold present can easily be rewritten in terms of the three

temporal structures of action. The present of the future may refer to goals, the present of
the past to motivation and the present of the present to the agent. The ordering of these
temporal elements in interdependence on one another forms the ground for narrative (CE

Time und Narrative 1 : 60).
Ricoeur describes in detail each of these temporal elements. He begins with
mimesis, :
To imitate or represent action is tira to preunderstand what human acting
is, in its semantics, its symbolic system, its temporality. Upon this
preunderstanding, cornmon to both poets and their readers, emplotment is
constructed and, with it, textual and literary rnimetics (Time and Ninmtzve
1: 64).

The prefiguration of actions arises out of the realm of mimesis, which is the nexus of
structure, symbols, and temporal succession.
Mimesis, is concerned with the "as if' of the plot. The plot serves a mediating
function between the preunderstanding of the order of action and its temporal forms and
Wtewise its post understanding. The plot mediates between individual events and the story
as a whole". It mediates by bringing together heterogeneous factors such as agents, goals,
means, interactions, circumstances, unexpected resultsa. Finally the plot mediates by
combining two temporal dimensions, one chronological and the other not.

"

Or as Ricoeur says, "ernplotment is the operation that draws a configuration out of a simple
succession," (Time and Narrative 1: 65).

" "A narrative makes appear within a syntagmafic order aii the components capable of figuring
in the paradigmaûc tableau established by the semantics of action" (Timeand Narrative 1: 66).

The episodic nature of narrative time pushes towards the Iinear representation of
time while the configurational dimension pushes in the opposite direction. The factors on
the side of the episodic nature of narrative are: 1) the phrases which suggest that the
phases of action are in an external relation ("then, and then" to answer "and then what?"),
2) the episodes constitute an open series of events ("then, and then" to add "and so forth")

and 3) the fact that episodes lmearly follow one another as in the time common to physical
and human events.
On the side of the configurational dimension Ricoeur points out that 1) the
transformation of "the succession of events into one meaningfûl whole which is the
correlate of the act of assembling the events together and which makes the story
foUowable," ( m e and Narrative 1 : 67) 2) "the plot imposes the 'sense of an ending' on
the indefinite succession of incidents" and 3) the repetition of the story contradicts the
'arrow of time'.
Mimesis, focuses on the reader who completes the work by joining mirnesis, to
rnimesiq. Mimesig, however, as a theory of reading must be complemented by a theory of
reference. A work projects a world which constitutes its horizon. A work or a speaker

seeks "to king a new experience to language and share it with someone else" (Time and
Narrative 1 : 78). The experience has an intemal horizon in that more and more details

may be given to descnbe the expenence and an external horizon in that the expenence is
potentially related to everything else within the entire world. Ricoeur concludes that
language does not constitute a world for itself but attests the othemess of the world.
History has its reference to what did happen "through the traces of the past that have

become documents for the historian7'(Tirne and Narrative 1: 82). Narrative, on the other
hand, is told as though it had taken place. Ricoeur states: "In this sense, fiction would
borrow as much nom history as history borrows from fiction. It is this reciprocal
borrowing that authorizes my posing the problem of the infeweaving reference between
history and narrative fiction" ( T h e and Narrative 1: 82). Ricoeur argues that it is human
time that history and literary fiction in common refigure.

The imitation of action is more than just the organization of events since it takes
into account the role of a spectator or reader (mimesis&in reaching its fuifilment.
Munesis, functions as a criterion of the probable or possible of mimesis, and thus
considers how the work is received. Poetics cannot lock itselfup within the closure of the
text. Ricoeur argues that "The Poetics does not speak of structure but of stmcturation.
Structuration is an onented activity that is only completed in the spectator or the reader"

(Tirne and Nmatzve 1 : 48).
The moments in Ricoeur's dialectic may be sketched as foliows:
time
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Ricoeur's andysis of temporaiity acknowledges the vaiidity of the poles being and
non-being and a f b n s that human existence requires both and is essentidy mediating. For
religious views that appeal to an absolute in the form of one of these poles f ~ t requires
h
a
stepping out of existence. One pole on its own does not explain existence, both are
required. This indicates an incompleteness to any particular religious view. A faith stance
which tries to present a comprehensive view of existence from one particular view is
necessarily incomplete according to Ricoeur's understanding of temporaiity.

Revelation as Narrative

In the context of Christian theology, the gap between the creator and creation is
mediated by revelation through canonized scriptures and by the supreme revelation of the
incarnation-Karl Barth and Paul Tillich have each influenced Ricoeur's approach to
revelation. Barth, with his emphasis on God as whoily other, highlights for Ricoeur the
integrity and irreducible character of the other who remains unknowable from the side of
human reason. Thus, Barth helps Ricoeur to understand the limits of human
comprehension through reason and dialogue. Tillich with his method of correlation
provides an interesting contrast with Barth and presents what arnounts to a direct route to
understanding the divine. Ricoeur w i l l opt for an indirect route and maintain on the
temporal level an agnosticism conceming the ultimate character of the divine. Both Tillich

and Ricoeur are iduenced by existentialist thought, especially its development of the
concept of care as the fundamentai structure of Dasein, and Martin Heidegger's
approaches to tirne. Heidegger sought to expiicate Being within the horizon of tirne,

although Tillich would go on to ground Being in the divine whereas the early Heidegger
would not." Ricoeur views revelation as taking place in a creative way in the context of a
refiguration of the flux of reality vis-à-vis Christ as the ideal exemplar of the highest good.
Ricoeur achowledges that temporal beings cannot fùily grasp the highest good but can
strive towards it. Christ as the exemplar of the highest good is God's revelation to human
existence in the form of attesting to the fundamental nature of goodness. Certain founding
events, the Exodus, Mt. Sinai, and suprernely for Christian revelation, the incarnation,
attest to God's faithfulness, goodness and etemity and these revelatory events are
mediated to the comrnunity of faith through narratives.
The views of Barth and Tillich will also serve as exemplers of different approaches
to dialogue. Barth's emphasis on the whoily other results in an approach to dialogue
which may be described as exclusivist. Tillich's correlation and view of Christ as the

'%le
Heidegger attempts to m e r the question of the meaning of Be@, he does aot attempt
to answer the question of what transcends &hg. Tillich, however, is concemed with the question
of what transcends Being. Clayton explains the difference between Heidegger and Tillich on this
point: "According to Heidegger the existentid is grounded in the ontological. According to Tiliich,
the ontological in which the existentid is grounded is itselfgrounded in the theological." (Clayton,
The Concept of Correlation, 173.)
For Heidegger, the ontological ciifference results in an awareness of the finiteness of
Dasein and with this awareness the fear of death. Tillich's thought is parailel to Heidegger's at this
point since for Tillich ultimate cuncem is an intrinsic aspect of Dasein and refiects Dasein's
estrangement fiom essence, that is, tme Being. Both Heidegger and Tillich view understanding or
theological knowledge (as Tillich refers to it) as arising through a transcendence of the gap between
existence and essence. For Heidegger transcendence has the nature of projection, for Tillich
transcendence has the nature of participation in the transcendent. Transcendence, then, for both
Heidegger and Tillich, does not reach for sornetbing that Lies spatially beyond human existence but
rather is the essence of existence. For Tiliich, theological knowledge is concemed with a return to
essence, the transcendent ground-of-Be&. Paul Tillich, Systematic ïïzeology 1:157 n9 states:
"From the beginning to the end, knowledge means 'union with the unchangeable,' with the 'really
r d . "'

exemplar of the highea good lads to an attempt to include other religions and for other
religions to find theû ultimate meaning in Christ. Both the exclusivist approach of Barth

and the inclusivist approach of Tillich stress the atemporal pole, the ultimate ground of
reality. Ricoeur's philosophical approach is to take more seriously the temporal pole - the
pole of the particular - and place it in an unresolved dialectic with the ultimate ground.
Karl Barth
Karl Barth @. May 10, 1886, Basel, Switz. -- d. Dec 9/10, 1968, Basel) is one of
the most important of the Zûth-century theologians and is generally regarded as the leader
of the Neo-orthodox movement. Barth's thought developed out of the context of
dialectical theology which was wrestliig with the tension between the Word of God and
the word of humanity. On the one hand the Orthodox or Fundamentalist theologians
emphasized the infallibility of the word of God, on the other hand the Liberal theologians
emphasized the word of hurnanity and saw merit in the human endeavour to reach up to
God. The question for the dialecticai theologians was how these opposite words were to
be related to each other. As we will see, Barth's understanding of the relationship calls
into question fundamental assumptions of both the Liberal and Orthodox theologians.
The doctrine of the autopistia of faith, taught to Barth by Wiihelrn Hemnann (his
most influentid tacher) becarne fiindamental for Barth. Rumscheidt descnbes the
doctrine: "Its basic factors are the absolute transcendence of God and the impossibility of
proving his existence scientifically. Faith is in no need of an ancillary science for its

legitimisation."" Barth thus emphasizes the autonomy of two poles and this autonomy will
shape his thought on the way they relate or do not relate to one another.
The infiuence of a dialectical methodology is seen throughout the writings of Kar1

-

Barth in the many ftndamental contrasts such as Yes - No, negative positive, finite infinite, above

- below, human - divine. These contrasts imply that there is a gulf that

must be bndged or transcended if there is to be a relationship between the infinite and the
finite, the divine and the h ~ r n a nRevelation,
.~~
according to Barth, is that bridge. Clearly
then, a focal point of Barth's dialectical thought is his understanding of reveiation. We
proceed to clanfy what Barth means by revelation and why it is necessary, the meaning of
transcendence in general and Barth's particular understanding of it.
The term transcendence, which Barth applies to God, may have several different
senses?'

The verbal root (transcend) of the noun 'transcendence' has the sense of

'passing-beyond', 'surpassing', 'excelling' , or 'exceeding' some k e d boundary or limit .

The noun, however, often does not stress the dynarnic aspect of 'movement beyond' but
rather indicates a more static, and to the extent that the dynamic aspect is retained, relative
quality of supenority. If the dynamic concept is cornpletely removed from the noun the
idea of absolute excellence or perfection is indicated. This latter sense of transcendence is
what Barth has in rnind when he uses the term in reference to God.
4%I. Mariin Rumscheidt Revelarion and Theology: An anaiysis of the Barth - Humack
correspondence of 1923 (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1972) 4.
4%ma~k,accordhg to Rumscheidt initially saw Barth's dialectic as "a recurrence of a duaiism
which, as in ancient gnosticism, tears G d and the world apart" (Revelationand Theology 58).

'"Cf.Robert P . Orr The Meaning of Transcendence A Heideggenan Reflection, AAR
Dissertation Series 35 (Schotars Press: Ann Arbor, Michigan, 198 I) 8-9.

The perfection or absolute excellence that is ascribed to God by Barth with this use
of the terrn transcendence, lies beyond the sphere of this world. This notion of
transcendence was termed meaningless by logical positivids and analytic philosophers.

The devaiuation of the 'absolute transcendence' of God is also seen in the increasing
secularization of our society. It was Barth's aim to re-establish the meaningfbiness of the
transcendent God for human beings. Oniy a transcendent God cm provide a basis for life.
Only a transcendental view can b ~ theg manifold of existence into oneness that can be
considered foundational. Barth sought for an absolute ground for truth, but adrnitted that
human beings may only possess truth in a relative form.

Barth's understanding of the fiuidamental contrasts is such that there is no way to
move from finitude or hurnanity to etemity or divinity. It is, however, possible for the
divine to reveal itself and rnake its own point of contact in orcler to establish a relationship.
This relationship is the subject of revelation. The point at which revelation occurs, that is
where the various contrasts meet, is, according to Barth, in Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ is
the focal point of revelation and thus the focal point for the relationship between the
human and the divine.
According to Barth "revelation itself creates of itself the necessary point of
contact" (CD 1.1, 28). That point of contact is the Church (the body of Christ), in which
the content of revelation, dogmatics, is made known. God's revelation as Lord is made
manifest in the Church's understanding of the triunity of God. The content of revelation if
it is to be expressed in its most general form, is "God with us":
What does the revelation attested in Holy Scripttire and proclairned in preaching

and sacrament say to me? What is reveaied to me in it? "God with us" is how we
stated generally the content of God's Word (CD. 1.1 :160).
According to Barth, revelation is always concrete and it occurs in tirne. Barth thus
rejects the notion the scnptures contain myth which he characterizes as timeless truth.
Revelation is not timeless truth but is what is said to a particdar person at a particular
time in particular circumstances. Revelation is not speculation, it is not something that
humanity creates, it is not the development of a ~ i t u r acapaci#'
l
but rather is a particular

gift given to a particular people at a particular tirne." Since Revelation cornes down fiom
the divine and enters human reality, human understanding does not ascend f?om human

reality to the divine. Revelation is not achievable through human reason.

Paul Tillich
Tillich's particular understanding of revelation is coloured by his understanding of
God in terms of the ground of Being. Ontology (Cf Systematzc ïheology 1:7 1 ), and
therefore essentialism, plays a leading role in Tillich's thought. His conception of God as

S'WOlfhart Pannenberg in Revelation as History (NewYork: The Macd1a.u Company, 1968)
136- 137, in agreement with Rudolf Bultmann &es quite the opposite approach. "Bultmann has
rightly insisteci that Paul never describes fath as a gtft of the Spirit, but rather tbat the Spirit is
descnbed as the gift received by means of fhith, in that which the gospel proclaims, which for its
own parts belongs to the sphere of the Spirit so long as it relates to the achatologid event. The
paradox that there are persons who will not see this most evident truth does not absolve theology
and proclamation nom the task of strssiag and showing the orduiary, and in no way supeniatural,
truth of God's revelation in the fàte of Jesus. Theology has no reason or excuse to cheapen the
character and value of a truth that is open to general reasonableness."

"Baith thus denies that scripture contahi myth since he regards myth as indicating something
that is true at aii places and for al1 tirne. Cf.CD 1.1 327.

the ground of Being leads him to an understanding of revelation in ternis of a correlation
of the etemal, unchanging ground of Being with finite, changing human reality. In Tillich's
ontological thought, human beings are defhed as beings that are ultimately concerned
about their being and meaning (CE Dymmics of Fairh 106). The nature of the relationship
between the ground of being and the changing temporal is that of Ultirnate Concem". In

this way Tillich b ~ g an
s existential aspect into his essentiaiist ontological approach and
the two formai criteria for every theology become: 1) "The object of theology is what concerns us ultirnately. Only those propositions are theologicai which deal with their object in
so far as it can become a matter of ultimate concem for us" (Systematic Theology 1: 12).
2) "Our ultimate concern is that which determines Our being or not-being. Only those

statements are theological which deai with their object in so far as it can become a matter
of being or not-being for us" (Systemutic 7heology 1:14).
Tillich's thought is related to the classical correlation of essentialisrn (in that he

"One of Tillich's basic assumptions is that the relationship of the contingent to the absolute is
that of uitimate concem. For the contingent human being, ultimate concern takes the fom of
scepticism as the despair of reason ''tryuig autonomously to create a world to tive in" (Tillich,
Systematic Theology 1:85). Scepticism, according to Tillich, is the supreme expression of the
human quest for spintuai autonomy (Cf Thompson, Being and Meaning 53) and scepticism has
its answer in the revelation of the Absolute. The Absolute reveals itself in human ultimate concem
with king and m&g.
Ultirnate concem highiights the existentialist aspect of Tillich's thought.
Existentid doubt plays a vital rote for Tillich and is not to be considered as an antonyrn of
fàith. Rather, existential doubt, as an expression of uitimate concem with truth and with the quest
for the Holy, is constitutive of fàith. Thompson comments about the importance of existential
doubt in Tillich's thought:
Such doubt T i c h argues is a doubt that justifies just as fàith justifies the
believer. Because such doubt 'does not reject every concrete tnith, but is aware of
the element of insecurity in every existential tmth', it expresses both h d t y and
courage: the humiiity that eschews claims to proprietorship of the truth and the
courage that can include doubt about itseK
Ricoeur also stresses the tact that absolute certainty is not possible and that attestation for him
would express both humiIity and courage.

argues for an unchanging ground for existence although the ground is beyond existence)

and existentialism (since the ground of being is of Ultimate Concem). For Tillich the
existentid situation is one of brokemess but through correlation its essentidist foundation
and wholeness is made manifest. Tillich then identifies revelation with saivation (healing)

and states that the "history of revelation and the history of saivation are the same history"
(Systematic neology 1:144). For Tillich, revelation is more dynamic t han it is for Barth,

since it is founded in the evenp of Jesus as the Christ. Tillich states:
Revelation has an unshakable objective foundation in the event of Jesus as the
Christ, and sdvation is based on the sarne event, for this event unites the final

power of salvation with the final tmth of revelation (Systematzc 77zeolog-y 1:146).
Revelation is not some information that one must receive before one can be saved or
reunited with the ground of Being, but rather revelation as an "event" is already
participation in the ground of Being.
Tiliich's view of ultimate concem as constitutive of human existence indicates a
fundamental openness to the divine. This openness knows no religious boundaries, but
Tillich still regards it as founded in the "event" of Jesus Christ. Although Tillich would
include other religions within the event of revelations they are still not valued in and of
themselves. Their value cornes f?om being included in the Christian revelation.
Tillich regards his method of correlation as a true dialectical method of doing
theology. Correlation is not so much between a negative and a positive, but between two

%e use of the word 'event' is cornmon arnong theologians in this context. It would be more
accurate, however, to replace the word 'eventTwith 'action of Gd',thus what is k i n g referred to
is the "action ofG d in Jesus as the Christ".

positives. The existentid questions for theology onginaihg on the horizontal plane are
correlated with the answers provided by revelation fiom the vertical plane. Question and
answer belong together. The questions are not possible without the presupposition of the
answers. Tillich explains:
For in order to be able to ask about God, man must already have
expenenced God as the goal of a possible question. Thus the human
possibility of the questions is no longer purely a human possibility, since it
already contains answers. And without such preliminary half-intelligible
answers and prelirninary questions based thereon, even the ultirnate answer
could not be perceived (Taylor, P a f Tillich, 1 10).
Existentid questions then, are more than just interrogative statements. Rather, they
contain within thernselves a prelirninary understanding (Vorverstdnahis)which constitutes

a fiarnework or horizon (in the sense of a boundary which may be temporal in nature)
which the questioner or interpreter seeks to clarify. A suggestion of the answer, whether it

be very vague or largely erroneous, is thus presupposed in the question." It would then
follow, according to Tillich's reasoning7that questions about a transcendent God
presuppose that God has or has had ontological or historical contact (or both) with human
beings, otherwise human beings would be incapable of forming questions about God.
Revelation is God makuig God's self known to human beings. According to Tillich's

"Cf. Paul Tiich, Biblicai Religion and the searchfor

Ultimate Reality

(Universityof Chicago

Press, 1955), 1 I. "He who asks bas and has not at the same tirne. If man is that king who asks
the question of being7he has and bas not the king for which he asks. He is separated fiom it while
betonging to it."

method of correlation, revelation is possible because there always remains at least a trace
of a mutual relationship between the human situation and the divine. It is this trace of a
mutual relationship that gives human beings the capacity for receiving answers from the

divine and asking questions of the divine'.
Tillich strives to point us beyond the subject-object split in order to effect the
heaiing power of revelation". Subject and object are preceded ontologicaiiy by existence.

That is, subject and object are abstracted fiom existence and have no independent reality

%Barth,on the other han& argues that because of the fidi the image of God has been loa. There
is no trace of that image left. The image is restored ody through revelation. Furthemore, Barth
refused to make human questions normative. Human behgs Mght never dare to ask the critical
questions (Cf. Rumscheidt 151).
57Thenature of the gap between essence and the existentid situation is nirther brought out in
Tillich's ontology and cosmology. Tillich understands the transcendence of the "ground of Being"
in such a way that while the ground of Being transcends human reality it is not unrelated to human
reality. The transcendencc of the ground of Being, God, means that in some way G d is estranged
from human reality. According to Tillich (Cf. Paul Tillich, 'The Two Types of Philosophy of
Religion," in Theology of Cuiiure, 10) there are two different ways of approaching this
estrangement. if God is indeed a stranger (that is, nothuig essential is shared between human behgs
and God) then the encounter with God is accidental, no certainty is possible, only probable
statements can be made about God. Tillich calls this approach the cosmological approach.
On the other hand, if estrangement is overcome in that a person discovers oneself when one
discovers God then one discovers something identicai, yet transcending oneseIf and at the same
thne inseparable fiom the self. This approach to overcMNng estrangement Tillich calls the
ontological method and he argues that this method is basic for every philosophy of religion.
Tiiiich stresses the " e t e d " as foundationd and the temporal situation is the situation in
which human beings receive the eternal üuth (Cf. Systematic Theoiogy, 1:3). Tillich's thought has
been termed 'belief-fiil realism'. For Tillich then, the universals are reality. The universals emerge
in the face of boudas. situations such as ultimate anxiety. despair and meanulglessness. Tiilich
states that on the boundary "aii ideological veils are tom down and selfdeception is no longer
possible, tmth can appear and can be acted upon." T i c h admits, however, that beliefs, to the
extent that they are subject to formulas in words and symbol, are liable to demonic distortion (Cf.
Ian Thompson, Being and Meaning 20). It thus appean that the form of wbat Tillich says is
idealist since God is more hdarnental in the world than any created thing, but the substance of his
thought is realist since the universal grounds the material world. Although Tillich maintains that
the "eternal tnith" is in a polar relationship with the "human situation", his stress seems to lie on
the eternal, the timeless, since this is what he regards as foundatiod. Being itself is the ground of
ail reality.

(Cf Thompson, Being cmdMeaning 29). Ricoeur attests to a realm beyond abject-object
split but this attestation is held out as a hope, as a goal, and there is no direct access from
the temporal side. The indirect way will open up possibilities but wili as it remains on the
temporal level end in agnosticism. Revelation for Ricoeur occurs within the temporal
realm and opens up possibilities for existing within the temporal realm. Revelation is not
meant to heal or rnend the gap between the temporal and atempord but to open up new

possibilities for existing in the temporal with the hope that goodness results in meaning.
According to my reading, Ricoeur would raise several questions for Tillich.
Ricoeur would question Tillich as to why revelation (receiving the extemal
message of New Being) is required since human beings dready participate in the New
Being or the ground of ~ e i n g ?In other words, why does existential separation preclude a
recollection of the New Being? If. indeed, the essential is already in some way present in
the existentid situation, how is it possible for the fiagmented nature of the existential
situation to exist at dl? In other words, would not the presence of the essence preclude
the existential estrangement? The nature then of the gap or separation between essence
and existence must be that of a presence which is at the same tirne not present. Tillich's

task is thus to articulate in a meaninghil way the precise nature of the split, that is the
S8Tillichdiscusses Being in three ways. God is Beùig-itself in the sense of the power of being or
the power to conquer non-being. Human beings are a mixture of essential king and existential
being. Christ is the New Being. The New Being has been sought in two Merait ways. On the one
band it has been sought as king above history, that is, as predorninantly non-historical, on the
other hand it is mght as the aim of history. Christianity is the historicd type of the expectation of
the New Being and it includes the non-historical
In other words, Christianity unites the
historiai type of the expectation of the New Behg with the vertical one (Systeman'c Theology
2:89). Ricoeur's focus is on the histond, Jesus as exemplar of the good in the aim of history. The
human stresses creativity towards this goal. Human existence, if it is grounded in anythmg, is
grounded in creativity, not an atemporal absolute.

m.

essentiai in contrast to the existentid situation and the way in which divine revelation
relates to the finite situation through correlation.
For Ricoeur, Revelation leads to a better selfunderstanding and an understanding
of humanity and of the other bond between the being of humans and the being of dl beings

(Cf Ricoeur, Ersqys 2). The exact nature of the ultimate nature of reality is not so much
in question but is hoped to be goodness or well being. Leaving the nature of ultimate

reality or the divine vague provides space for interreligious dialogue to the extent that the
dialogue partners are willing to lave that nature vague. Yet for many a more defined
nature of ultimate reality is precisely the object of their faith. Interreligious dialogue then is
opened up on the level of hope but on the level of faith confFonts senous obstacles.
Ricoeur's narrative theory has profound implications for the way in which the
process of understandhg (especially self-understanding and revelation) takes place. The
mediation of opposites also calls for a rethinking of the concept of revelation which, as we
have noted, has often been h m e d in concepts of tirne-etemity and the spatial concepts
finite-infinite. The focus of revelation was fiom the etemal/uifinite to the temporal/finite.
Karl Barth, as we have seen, extensively employed the conceptual opposite of finiteinfinite in his attempt to articulate how revelation was possible. One of the questions for
Barth was 'where is the point of contact between the human and divine?' Barth argued
that on the human side there was no point of contact, Paul Tillich, on the other hand,
argued that the point of contact occurred part way as Divine answers to human

questions.5g Tillich argued that there is always a trace of the divine in the human.
A focus on care as the locus for being moves the origin of revelation into the

temporal realm. For Ricoeur, it seems that the point of contact is in the seifwhose focus is
care and is constituted by language which reflects experience. Language is the point of
contact. Language creates. Human beings create themselves and their world through
narrative. Revelation cornes as the self begins to know itself in the face of the other. For
Ricoeur, revelation restores one to a sense of "participation-in or belonging-to an order of
things which precedes Our capacity to oppose ourselves to things taken as objects opposed
to a subject" ( E s q s 101)).In other words, revelation unfolds being anew before us.
Revelation discloses another consciousness to us which precedes us. Ricoeur regards
revelation as occurring through poetic language, which refers not only to poetry but to al1
genres."
'%coeur Essays on Biblical Interpretation (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 96-97
There is another way that 1 also will not follow the way of an existentialism
based on the wretchedness of the hurnan condition, wfiere philosophy provides the
questions and religion the answen. No doubt, an apologetic based on the
wretchedness of existence does satise the existentid conditions imposed by the
level of discourse we attained in our first section. Furthennore, it numbers among
its practitionen such worthy names as Pascal and Tillich. But its apologetic
character is suspect inasmuch as it is apologetic. If God speaks by the prophets,
the philosopher does not have to justiQ His word, but rather to set off the horizon
ofsigolficance where it may be heard. Such work has nothuig to do with
apologetics.

-

-

-or example, revelation through narrative points to events election of Abraham, the Exodus,
the anointing of David, the resurrection of Christ.Events mark an epoch and engender history.
Through narrative an emphasis is placed on the founding event or events as the i m p ~ tmark,
,
or
trace of God's act (Cf. Ersays 79). Prescriptive discourse such as the articulation of the Law
provides the practical dimension of revelation. Wisdom discourse is the intending of that horizon of
meaning where a conception of the world and a conception of action merge into a new and active
quality of suffering. Ricoeur states: "This symbolic order can conjoin cosmos and ethos because it
produces the pathos of actively assumed suffering" (Elssuys 86). Hymnic discourse reveals the
relation between sentiments that are expressed and their object.

The genre in which revelation is cornmunicated has a profound affect on what
revelation is. Ricoeur rejects the idea that revelation is an authoritative, dogmatic
pronouncement from an heteronomous divine. The prophetic model, where the prophet
speaks in the name of God leads to a concept of revelation in terms of dual authorship
where God is the one who dictates the words and the prophet is merely a scribe. The
prophetic model is where the concept of revelation is most often derived and it easily lads
to a view of revelation as authoritative pronouncement fiom beyond mundane existence.
Ricoeur argues, however, that revelation also occurs through historical narrative. In
historical narrative the author is not the most important element. In fact, in historiai
narrative the author fades into the background and the events that are being narrated
appear to narrate themselves. If revelation occurs through hist~ricalnarrative it is no
longer as easy to see it in tems of a heteronomy fiom above but in terms of events that
have had formative and Iasting influence. Ricoeur also sees revelation as occurring
through wisdorn literature where the divine is revealed in the created order and through
suffering which leads to the confession that human beings are not able to grasp the
mystery of God. In hymnic literature revelation occurs as a harmony between the divine
and the human in the depth of the soul. The songs that are Sung express that deep
harmony.
The concept of revelation that Ricoeur holds to contrasts to the cornmon concept
of revelation that caiis for a sacrifice of intellect and the embracing of authoritative d o p a .
The cornmon concept of revelation is ofien contrasted to the philosophical spirit which
stresses the autonomy of consciousness and the exaltation of reason. Ricoeur in his typical

dialectical fashion seeks to mediate these two positions through a concept of revelation
which recognizes that consciousness is constituted by events which precede it and that the
truths of revelation are not dogmatic but suggestive. Revelation, in Ricoeur's
understanding, empioys the concept of testimony and testimony impiies that it wiU always
be necessary to make judgments.

The dialectic that Ricoeur sees operating in revelation is between poetic discourse
on the objective side and the experience of testimony on the subjective side. The truth that
results tkom this dialectic is a truth of manifestation, not of verification. The truth of
verification is truth that requires a wiii to submit. The tmth of manifestation is tmth which
opens up to imagination new and better ways of being. In Ricoeur's concept of revelation
what is being revealed is the world that lies before the text. Considering revelation in this

way breaks down the subjedobject duality which presupposes an autonornous conscious
as subject over a passive predicate? The idea of truth as manifestation invites dialogue for
it l a d s to a better situating of oneself in reaiity.

There is mutuality between the çacred and profane for Ricoeur. The great task of
revelation is seen in terms of bringing concordance out of discordance, it is a creative,
imaginative task. It seems that for Ricoeur. God is the great organizer and human beings
participate in bringing order to the flux of cosrnic time. Revelation helps human beings
find their place in the order which precedes them and this order is reveaied through

61Ricoeurpoints out the traclitional gap between a concept of r e m and revelabon:
ifconsciousness posits itself, it must be the "subject"and the divine must be the
"predicate,"and it can only be through an dienation subsequent to this power of
self-production that G d is projected as the "subject" for whom the human king
becurnes the "predicate" (Essuys 109).

interaction with an other. Ricoeur's view thus puts us in close relationship with others and
promotes a religious view which is not primarily centred on the individual and his or her
own salvation. One is then r d y encouraged to love one's neighbour, for it is through Our
neighbours that we corne to know ourselves and we b k g order to our lives and to the
world. The way in which the other is respected is vitally important to revelation and
ultimately is a matter of faith.

CHAP'IER 3 - SELF AND OTEIER

REFLECTION AND MEANING

Questions about self are uppermost in reiigious thought. How does the self relate
to the absolute? How does the self relate to other selves? What is the origin of the self or

how is the selfconstituted? What is the destiny of the seif?Questions about the self are
also a main concern of Ricoeur's. As we review Ricoeur's approach to the self we will

have in rnind the questions of its possibility for mediating various religious approaches.
Ricoeur's complex approach toward understanding the self and others is one of
reflection and perception. Reflection is a way of knowing the self and perception is the
means of knowing others. Reflection tends to bring into question what at fist glance is
often assumed to be a unity." For example, it is in reflection that notions of autonomy
vis-à-vis body and soul arise. The complexity which arises when reflection on human
existence occurs may be further illustrated with the act of speaking. When words corne
forth fiom my mouth 1 do not wonder who is speaking, 1just know. But if 1 reflect further
on the question of who is speaking problems arise. "1s it 1 as an unchanging unified subject

the Psalms, for example, the poet says "I say to my soul."The act of reflection thus Mpiies
a separation of a unity, an anaIysis of an ùiterior relationship.

who speaks?" or "1s it 1 as the son of my mother and father or 1 as husband of my wife or 1

as father of my children, or 1as writer of a thesis who speaks?' or is it, as the later
Heidegger suggested language that speaks? Upon reflection, then, that which initially
appeared as a simple unity may become very cornplex. Who is the self that this 1 represents
and how does the self reIate to the world?

It is understandable that sometimes the concepts "soul," "1," "subject," "person"
and "self," are used more or less synonymously. However, as we have seen with the terms

"I" and "self', when one r e m s on the nature of human existence a difference in focus is
found for each t e n d 3 The various terms characterize perspectives of human existence. In
ancient Greece the soul was considered primarily as the place of intersection of various
fùnctions, both bodily and psychic. In later Greek thought the intellectual soul came to be
regarded as somehow autonomous from the temporal body and thus took on an aspect of
immortality. With Descartes the idea of separation continued and developed in the context
of a mechanistic view of me. For Descartes the point of intersection between the divine
and human occurs in the '7'' which is separate from the "mechanical" life process. It is
with Descartes that the concept of the modem consciousness is articulated in which the

"I" appears as the one before whom the world is a spectacle. With Kant the concept of a
howing subject arose, the subject being the perspective from which sensory perceptions
are received and synthesized in a particular way according to the intuitions of time and
space. The knowing subject became critical as Kant reversed the focus of interpretation

%ben we consider the concept of person, the focus shifts to the psychic qualities that
characterize a specinc individual. The aspect of personality cornes to the fore and the ways in
wtiich an individual is recogntzed.

toward a search for the security of the cognitionai operations. The consciousness of the
subject became key to knowledge," will and fieedom were excluded nom the realm of
knowledge. The idenîification of the subject with consciousness was undermined by
Freud, Nietzsche and Marx who pointed out that the subject was also constituted by
unconscious or preconscious factors. Marcel and others argued that the self participates in
existence and is not autonornous.
The main concept we will be focussing on is self The word "self' is reflexive and
posits a distance between the "I" and experience. In other words, retlection opens up an
ontological distance between oneseif and lived experience resulting in an aspect of
individuality and autonomy. For Ricoeur this puts the self in a state of dislocation. He
regards the self as not the Cartesian self-constituting"ï' nor the Kantian subject as the
transcendental principle. Rather the self is in a position of seeking to discover the actual

"r'that accompanies al1 representations, and is not in fact the master of consciousness but
is shaped by the world.
Taking into account Eastern and Western perspectives, the self may be understood
in many ways. Selfmay be thought of as being an autonomous distinct unique subject or
"LWThenagain, self may be thought of in terms of personality in a dynamic relationship
dependent on others and affecting others. Perhaps the self is some combination of
autonomous and dependent aspects. Another possibility is that the selfmay be thought of
tenns of Kant's distinction between theoreticai and pfacfical reason, Ricoeur gives pnority to
practicd reason as a recovery of the self on the Ievel of doing (praxis) as opposed to the recovery
of the subject on the level of seeing (tharia). Van Den Hengel observes:
If in perception we encounter a subject who constitutes meaning, after first king
constittuted by meaning, in the world of praxis we are presented with a subject of
praxis which is both source and not source of itseif ( 149).

as an illusion, having no reality and being a phenornenon of deception. Yet another
possibility is that al1 of reality rnay be regarded as self and the task of the self is understood

as comprehending its ail encornpassing nature, discriminating from illusions which iead
one to think of individuaiity.
Clearly religious reflection has resuited in a variety of perspectives regarding the
notion of the self. Reflection may take place either directly or indirectly. Ofien, especially
in mystical thought, religious reflection employs the direct route. First we will consider the

direct way. When a self, by irnmediately positing itself as subject, begins to regard itseif as

an inward reality, stressing autonomy as opposed to its dependence on others, the
question of the nature or ontological status of the self arises. On the one hand the inward

tum may point in the direction of denying the reality of the self On the other hand the
inward tum may attempt to posit the self as the ground or foundation of reality. This
inward tum looks to an inteUectuai type of goods (such as creativity and expressivity) as
opposed to being oriented to goods in extemai reality (such as the goodness of the order

of nature). The self takes on an autonomy from temporal reality and considers itself as an
atemporal whole. As an atemporal ground for reality the question of certainty and the
ontological status of the self is of the utmost importance. The question of what it means to
be a self is directed towards the possibility and manner of the self reiating to othemess.
The certainty of the self is assumed but the certainty of reality, of othemess, is cailed into
question. Direct reflection thus l a d s either to the selfbeing regarded as illusion or to the
self as being reality but the reality of the rest of the world cannot be established. For this
reason, Ricoeur argues that the direct route of reflection to the selfis not satisfactory. He

prefers the indirect route of reflection grounded in temporality.
Ricoeur offers the indirect way of reflection as being more encompassing and
providing a more secure foundation for the self. He approaches the mystery of the seifby

asking "What does it mean to be a self?" Clearly the selfis a way of perceivhg and acting.
The self constitutes a certain perspective from which everything else is "other" and the self
acts in certain ways. The self, then, is regarded as a unique way of relating to what
appears as othemess, categorinng this othemess and even judging it in fundamental ways
and through action to help shape the other. To be a self means having an orientation.
Being oriented means turning towards something, and himing towards something is to
regard that as good (good not only in terms of something to do but also in tems of
something to be6'). To be a self, being oriented is to stnve towards a goal, to act either
towards or away from something. The seifis an acting and suffering self, acting towards a
goal but at the same time afFected by circumstances. For Ricoeur orientation is displayed
through action and feelings. He states: "While we oppose ourselves to objects by means of
the representation, feeling attests Our coaptation, Our eclectic harmonies and disharmonies
with realities whose affective image we cany in ourselves in the f o n of 'good' and 'bad"'

(FafIibleMan 88). In other words, orientation, which is an intrinsic aspect of being, is
manifested by feelings and action. The selfis constituted in terms of its relations with
others and cornes to know itself reflectively through its actions and feelings. The indirect
route to self understanding is through reflection upon the actions of the selfwhich reveal a

"Cf. Charles Taylor, Sources of the SeFThe Making of the Modem Identity (Harvard
University Press, 1989) Part 1 'Idmity and the Good'.

self in search of itselc a self constituting and creating itself
At the heart of the finite self lies both a sadness for existence which corresponds to
negation and nothingness and a passion for existence which corresponds to aftirmation and
being. Ricoeur argues for the primacy of being over nothingness. He admits that
nothingness Lies at the hart of existence, as indeed constituting the c~sadnessyy
(Spinoza) of
existence, but maintains it is not as the first and last reality. For Ricoeur being and
existence are the first reaiity, the prirnary affimiati~n.~
The passion to exist grounds
human acts and thus history. Existence is primordiaily good. Van den Hengel points out:
Ricoeur articulates this foundation of the "1 am", "the being in question of

man's being", particularly subsequent to his anaiysis of Freud, as the desire
and effort to be. Human existence, he says, is both an effort and a desire. It
is an effort - Spinoza's conutus - because existence must be posited only
out of itself. Effort is the positive act whereby we constitute or posit our
existence and being. This affirmation of our existence seeks nothing other
than the duration of existence. We are this constituting affirmation. ...
Desire here has the meaning of Plato's and Freud's eros, ive.,a Iack or need
(163).

While Ricoeur contends that existence is the primary affirmation,the duration of existence
being the goal of existence, the opposite approach based on the assumption that
overcorning existence is the goal of existence is also possible. This opposite approach

66Cf.Ricoeur History and Tmth 30 1. Ricoeur employs Jean Nabert's terni 'primary
affirmation'.

would not negate the dialectic but it would give it a difKerent direction, a direction that is
more comrnon in Eastern thought, a direction towards an undifferentiated type of unity
that precedes existence.

Just as reflection may end up with an illusory self or an absolute self(RicoeurYs
constituted seifmediating these two), so also perception may be oriented towards the
sarne or other. Experience is by nature a duality or multiplicity as opposed to
understanding which is by nature a unity. Understanding seeks to rnake things the same
and thus experience becomes other. Acknowledgement of the Other or others brings out
the realization that human reality is constituted with dxerences. Despite these diff'erences
there remains a quest for unity, for truth, for a centre from which a global understanding
of being may arise. For Ricoeur this quest c m o t take the form of a generai hermeneutics.
A general hermeneutics (because it is general) would entai1 the collapse of the other into

the same and this is what Ricoeur resists. The quest for a centre is an ongoing quest,
which ifit were totally realized would put an end to understanding. The idea of ultimate
unity remains a limit idea which is to be approximated but never reached, i-e. an
asymptote. In this way Ricoeur's thought remains open to ditferent types of ultimate unity.
While Ricoeur's orientation is toward some form of unity he acknowledges the pole of the
other which prevents the attaining of an ultimate unity. For those who would set their
direction towards difference the pole of unity would act as a limit to prevent ultimate
dissipation.
Ricoeur's thought differs fiom those who, in the context of a general hermeneutics
would posit a centre as a unitary cogito which would be capable of assimilating the other

without being changed by it. Ricoeur rejects this approach because this would in efféct
negate the significance of the other. Ricoeur's approach, on the other hand, would be to
acknowledge a multiplicity of others each of which decentred meaning from imrnediate
consciousness. The ongoing appropriation of others expands the conscious, moves it
towards a global unity, which it will, however, never fully achieve. This implies that
consciousness can no longer be taken as the centre from which ali 'others' may be reduced
and included within a totalizing scheme of thought. The totalizing scheme is not given.
Consciousness becomes a task of organization, a locus of assimilation in which each new
'other' assirnilated changes the whole. Consciousness is not a given fiom which to
subsume reality. Mary McAUester's statement in 'Bachelard twenty years on: an
assessment in Revue de littérature comparée (No. 2, 1984) ". .. we can no longer say 'je
pense donc je suis', but rather 'je pense la différence, donc je deviens différent, et étant
différent, je pense d'autres différences"' (169) could be taken as a concise sumrnary of
Ricoeur's reflective approach to the other.
For Ricoeur, reflection yields meaning through an indirect route to the self, thus
reflection is coordinated with a non-idealistic phenomenology. The direct route results in

an absolute self distanced from temporal existence and possibly as a non reconcilable view
with other conceptions of the absolute self based on direct reflection. From the direct
route the self really only finds its meaning in the posited absolute. Ricoeur, however,
insists that there is meaning in the temporal and that through describing and reflecting on
human action this meaning may be found. The indirect route does not negate the direct
route but enriches the concept of the absolute by bringing in other presuppositions and

points of view.
Religious traditions often attempt to give comprehensive accounts of the world
and these accounts serve as an ultimate foundation. Ricoeur, however, views traditions as
a symboiic grate through which the self comprehends itselE In "Le sujet convoqué A
l'école des récits de vocation prophétique" (Revue de l 'Itstitut catholique de Paris OctDec. 1988:83-99)Ricoeur explores some of the implications of viewing tradition as a
symboiic gate. The notion of self he h d s in biblicai tradition is that of "evoked subject".
He states "Avant toute explication ou interprétation, ce terme s'oppose diamétralement à
I'hybris philosophique du soi qui se pose absolument7'(83).Nor does the prophetic cal1
serve as a substitute for the philosophicai absolute self. The person of faith is one who
responds to a cal1 which does not give an absolute guarantee.
Some adherents to biblicai faith, particularly fundamentalists, who hold to a "literal
reading of scnpture" will not share Ricoeur's view of religious traditions as merely a
syrnbolic grid through which the self comprehends itself. For them the biblical tradition is
the tmth and their focus is on the absolute. They do not see tmth as arising on the
temporal level of human action. Their view would be comparable to that of the Cartesian
view where the selfis simply given and there is no room for creativity in the development
of the self The challenge for the fundamentalist view would then be to articulate what
meaning human actions have. The actions of a temporal self that finds its essence on the
atemporal level would not afF"the essence of the self and hence lack meaning. In order
to find rneaning for human action the fùndarnentalist would have to direct the gaze f?om
the atemporal and consider the temporal realm of development and change. At this level

the tradition could be seen as a symboiic grid to better self understanding. The "true" self
understanding that is given through scriptures would be given a greater depth by
understanding which has its ongin on the temporal level.
Ricoeur's approach implies that every tradition and every believer is necessdy
incomplete in and of itselfon the temporal level. The issue of pride naturaily arises but the
more fundamental question is whether or not there is an absolute and unitary reaiity.
Ricoeur's approach would suggest that if there is an absolute and unitary reality it would
be inaccessible on the temporal level. This limit may be hoped for and approximated
indirectly but a c l a h to be grounded in it directly results in an uneasy and narrow
existence.

RICOEUR'S CONCEPT OF ONESELF AS ANOTHER

The recognition of the priority of the practical level is the key factor in Ricoeur's
methodology allowing it to be open to a wide variety of perspectives. In the Rule of

Metaphor (262) Ricoeur, discussing Anstotle's concept of being' states: "The abstract is
in the concrete potentiality; its inherence too is tied to the obscure ground of individual
substances." For Aristotle human acts take pnonty over theoretical knowing6' It is not an
essential structure that is pnor but creative acts. Aristotle was the first to reflect on the
specificity of the human act reached oniy through a reflective method, in which a person
recognizes him or herself as the author of his or her acts."
Ricoeur is particularly influenced by Aristotle's conceptions of creativity, action
and being. Ricoeur is fond of quoting Aristotle's statement that 'being may be expressed

in many waysY6'and the Aristotelian doctrine of the analogical unity of the multiple

"For Aristotle, theoria, that is, contemplation of the unchanging order, b ~ g human
s
beings
close to the divine. The value of theory is in bringing order and value to primordial existence, while
the realm of praxis f o m the ongin of the free and responsible subject. Theory and practice are
thus two ways of relating to the real world, but priority is aven to practice. Act takes pnority over
nature, essence or foim. When act is stressed the notion of creativity anses since human action
effects and creates.

6%f.Charles E. Reagan and David Steward,editon, The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur: An
Antholagy of His Work, (Boston: Beacun Press, 1978) 6 1.
69Aristotlestates 'There are many seases in which a thing may be said to 'be' ..." (Met. N . 2.)
and repeats it in Met. VI.2 and Mer. W .1 . Ricoeur cites this statement frequently i.e. Rule of
Metuphor 260.

meanings of being" is central to his ontology for it precludes a direct route to
understanding being." W
i
t
h the understanding that human action is a fundamental way of
human being, Ricoeur sets out to answer the question "whether the great polysemy of the
term 'being,' according to Aristotle, c m permit us to give new value to the meaning of
being as act and potentiality, securing in this way the analogical unity of acting on a stable
ontological meaning" (Onesey20).Ricoeur follows Aristotle in viewing being in terms of
actuality/potentiality rather than in terms of categones relating to substance and he aiso
follows Aristotie's lead in not abandoning theoria and poiesis. He States: "the kuid of
plurality that Aristotle preserves by leaving Iheoria, prmis. and poiesis side-by-side seems
to me to agree better with the sort of philosophy 1 prefer, one that is not too quick to

unifi the field of human experience fiom on high ..." (OneseV 3 12).
Ricoeur develops Aristotle's ontology by modifjmg its "Heideggerian"
reappropriation (authenticlinauthentic vis-à-vis being-toward-death, which Ricoeur
regards as too direct) by way of Spinoza's conatus (effort to be).
Welcome indeed the thinker who would be able to c

q the "Spinozist"

reappropriation of Anstotelian enewu to a level comparable to that now
held by the "Heideggerian" reappropnations of Aristotelian ontology. For if
Heidegger was able to join together the self and being-in-the-world,
Spinoza - himself of Jewish more than Greek ongin - is the only one to
have been able to articulate the cunatus against the backdrop of being, at

7%s doctrine is the ancestor of the medieval doctrine of the analogy of being.

"Cf.Rule ofMetaphor 25860.

once actual and powerfui, which he calls essentia actuosa (Oneselj 3 17).
Through his alignment with Arïstotle's emphasis on being understood in terms of human
action Ricoeur establishes his position in opposition to an inward tum which developed
fiom Plato's emphasis on ideas and passed through Augustine's thought and from
Augustine t O Descartes.
With Augustine the inward tum was intensified. Taylor States "For Augustine as
for Plato, the vision of cosmic order is the vision of reason, and for both the good for

humans involves their seeing and loving this order" (Sources 128). Augustine, however,
takes the Platonic opposition spirithnatter, higherAower, etemailtemporal,
immutabldchanging and describes them in terms of innerlouter. For Augustine the road to
God is inward. God is the underlying principle of our knowing activity. "So the light of
God is not just 'out there', illuminating the order of being, as it is for Plato; it is also an
'imer' light" (Sotmes 129).
Augustine's tum to the self was a turn to radical reflexivity, and that is
what made the language of inwardness irresistible. The inner light is the
one which shines in Our presence to ourselves; it is the one inseparable
from our being creatures with a fust-person standpoint ( S w c e s 131).
Augustine established the first-person standpoint as fundamental to Our search for
the tmth but his concem was not so rnuch to establish a mind-body dualism as Descartes
later did. Augustine's purpose was to show that God could be found not primarily in the
world but, most importantly, at the very foundations of the person, in the intimacy of seK
presence. Augustine modified the Platonic notion of memory and developed the doctrine

of innate ideas. These imate ideas lie deep within us and guide us as we move f?om our
original self-ignorance and previous self-misdescription to true self-knowledge. Taylor
States: "Cod can be thought of as the most fundamental ordering pnnciple in me. As the
sou1 animates the body, so God does the soul" (Sources 137).
René Descartes (1 596-1650) considered certainty to be of the utmost importance
for comprehending and confidentiy manipdating reality. He sought the design for the ideal
society and the best Life. His thought is oriented around a quest for certainty of existence
by way of an indubitable Archunedean anchor. Descartes's fascination with an indubitable
anchor for knowledge arose in a context in which certainty and the human place in the
universe had been fùndamentally undermined by events such as the Reformation and the
Copemican Revolution. Furthermore Descartes's mathematical briliiance and his interest
in the mechanical arts, architecture and social engineering guided and inspired his quest for
certainty. Descartes wanted to begin his quest for certainty independent of philosophical
and theologicd dogmatic views and of the representations of reality provided by the
senses. He located his Archimedean point in res cogitms. The problem then became to
insure that experiences extemal to the thinking substance were not merely speculation of
that res cogitans. He strove to find the point of contact for the "1 think" and the "1
From his Archimedean foundation it was Descartes's desire to understand reality so that
"Descartes locates the point of contact in a specific part of the brain:
1 remark, in the next place, that the mind does not irnmediately receive the
impression fiom al1 the parts of the body, but only f?om the brain, or perhaps even
fiom one small part of it, viz., that in which the common sense (sensus cornmunis)
is said to be, which as ofkn as it is aEiected in the same way, gives nse to the
same perception in the Mnd, although meanwhile the other parts of the body may
be diversely disposed, as is proved by innumerable experiments, which it is
unnecessary here to enumerate (Meditutions 139).

he "rnight be able clearly to discriminate the right path in life, and proceed in it with
confidence" (Discourse 9). For Descartes the power of the intellect was the starting place
for renewing and improving society. Descartes was seeking to discover the common
blueprint of the human self image (res c o g i t m ) and extemal reaiity (res externia). He
wanted to uncover the one plan that is realized in a multiplicity of elements. Descartes's
procedure resulted in a rethinking of the concept of the human soul, which previously was
thought of in terms of a principle of Me and the world of thought. The function of the soul

as embodying the principle of Me was replaced, for Descartes, by the concept of machine.
It remained for Descartes to comect the world of thought which belongs to the soul to the
world of things. In other words, Descartes strove to understand how and where the res

cogftanscomected with the res extemia.
Descartes began his Discourse on M e t h d with the statement "Good sense [the
power ofjudging aright and of distinguishing truth fiom error] is, of ail things among men,
the most equaily distributed ..." ( Dixourse 3). What diEered among people, according to
Descartes, was the method of thinking they employed and the objects upon which they
thought. He began with the presupposition that the power of judging aright and of
distinguishing truth from error, in other words, thinking, was a unity and was essentiaiiy
the sarne in al1 people. This unity did not account for the variety of personalities but rather
was a universal impersonal substance in which all human beings partook as an essential
aspect of their being. The Cartesian "I", then, was an homogeneous "I" that constituted
any act of human thinking and a disembodied "r' that may exist apart corn corporeality.
Access to this common "I" was gained through reflection.

The reflective method that Descartes ernployed in his attempt to discover the
Archimedean anchor was to subject aii things to the most radical doubt with the airn of
ascertainhg if there was anythmg which remained indubitable. That which remains
indubitable is universal because there can be no possible condition in which it can be
doubted. In order to discover this universai indubitable tmth Descartes tumed to the
individual instance of a person thinking? For Descartes. in a particular act of thinking, the
universal indubitable tnith may be perceived. This perception cornes about not through the
senses which may give deceptive impressions, nor through imagination which rnay
produce unreal combinations but through conception which provides clear and distinct

ideas.
Descartes's quest for cenainty produced a res cqitans (which through Kant and
Schopenhauer would develop into a knowing ~ubject'~),
fûnctioning as the point fiom
which al1 reality was judged. For Descartes, the "I" is clearly an inward reality since this 1
is known through reflection and not perception. On the other hand, extemal reality came
to be viewed wholly in tems of mechanics which left it open to being regarded as neutral

in terms of an orientation by the "I" and as merely an object to be manipulated.
Descartes's philosophy is a "philosophy of the cogiîo" and not yet a philosophy of

"Descartes beiieves that his project is in accordance with scnpture. ui his dedication of
Meditations of m e First Philosophy [66],he cites Romans 1 - "Tharwhich rnay be known of God
is rnunij%stin them we seem to be admonished that al1 which can be known of G d rnay be made
manifest by rasons obtained fiom no other source than the inspection of our own minds."

-

esca cartes does not have in rnind the knowing subject as the subject that receives impressions
and orders them according to its own principles. For Descartes the word subject refers to subject
matter as that which one might be mistaken about. It is his airn not to be subjective, that is to be
reduced to his own prejudices, but to be completely objective.

the subject or the self Ricoeur, in Oneself A s Another, begins with a grammatical
approach in understanding philosophies of the subject and considers the subject
formulated in the first person. On the bais of this approach he considers "philosophies of
the cogito" as equivalent to "philosophy of the subject":
I hold here as paradigrnatic of the philosophies of the subject that the

subject is formulated in the first person - ego cogito - whether the "I" is
defhed as an ernpirical or a transcendental ego, whether the "I" is posited
absolutely (that is, with no reference to an other) or relatively (egology
requiring the intrinsic complement of intersubjectivity). In ail these
instances, the subject is "ï'.That is why 1 am considering here the
expression "philosophies of the subject" as equivalent to "philosophies of
the cogito." (4)
Defhing "philosophy of the cogito' as equivalent to "philosophy of the subject" opens up
the field of study to a wide range of thought but may lead to a less accurate reading of
Descartes. Reading Descartes from the perspective of a philosophy of the subject may lead
to an underestimation of Descartes's intention of understanding the "I" as a place of
mediation between the world of thought and the occasion of things. Ricoeur's view is that
the selfessentially acts as this mediator and that Descartes's thought typifies only one of
the poles. There may be more possibility of mediation in Descartes's thought than Ricoeur
admits. Since Descartes did not focus on the problem of the constitution of the subject or
selfit is questionable whether his thought properly falls under the umbrella of "philosophy
of the subject". Descartes's reflection focuses on the "I" that necessarily arises at the

intersection of res cogitm and res extema, which is simply posited. Descartes's primary
concem was not with the constitution of the subject as the knower or judger of perception
but with what is essential to being human, that is the '7'' as the point of contact between

thinking substance and extended substance. This "ï" as the point of contact has of course
implications for the understanding of the "subject" and the "self" The question of which is
the most fundamental, the "I" or the "self' would depend on the context. For Descartes
the "1" forms a necessary comection between the world of thought and the world of
things and is thus fùndamental, forming an absolute ground for knowing. For Ricoeur the
question focuses on how the self is constituted in a complex way. This complexity
precludes an absolute ground. Descartes emphasizes simpticity and purity, Ricoeur
emphasizes complex relationships.
As a result of Descartes's tum towards understanding the res cogito inwardly and

as a unity, rnind-body dualism becarne a fundamental presupposition for many
phiiosophers. With a mind-body dualism a view of knowledge or the world as
representation became possible, particularly after Kant and with Schopenhauer, and the
accuracy of representations became a central issue. It is with Schopenhauer that the
concept of the subject as the knower of al1 things, clearly emerges. He defines the subject:
That which knows all things and is known by none is the subject. It is
accordingly the supporter of the world, the universal condition of al1 that
appears, of al1 objects, and it is dways presupposed; for whatever exists,
exists only for the subject. Everyone finds himself as this subject, yet only

in so far as he knows, not in so far as he is object of knowledge. But his

body is already object, and therefore f?om this point of view we cal1 it
representation.''
With Hegel the self becomes a central focus in German philosophy. Hegel saw the
process of hiaory as absolute spirit coming to know itself He saw Descartes's Cogito
ergo sum as the real beginning of modem phiiosophy. "With Descartes, thinking begins to

plumb its own depths. Co@ ergo sum are the first words in his system; and it is precisely
these words which express modern philosophy's dwerence fiom ai1 its predecessors"
(Introductionto the Lectures on the History of Philosophy 183). Hegel sees a fundamental

opposition between thinking and being which in earlier Greek philosophy were
unconsciously presupposed to be joined.
The idealistic reading of Descartes, as we have indicated, is not the only possible
reading. For Descartes the "I" is the locus of the direct relation between Being (the thingin-itself in Kantian terms) and thought. Certainty is located and grounded at this junction,
but this junction is not yet the subject that the ideafistic reading, which influences Ricoeur,
assumes.
Nevertheless, beginning with Descartes certainty became the goal for knowing.
Locating the ground of certainty in the knowing "P' lead to the possibility of a dualism
between thought and being or mind and matter, with the mind as receiving and judging
representations of body or matter. This mincilbody dualism has not remained unchaiienged,
of course.

"Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, two volumes, trans. E. Payne
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc. 1969) ,vol. 1: 5.

Freud, Marx and Nietzsche, whom Ricoeur refers to as the rnasters of suspicion,
reacted against ideaiism's equating of the subject with consciousness. They each thought
to show that the locus of reaiity was actually located elsewhere than in the consciousness.
Freud, for example, regarded the subject as that which desire sought. Dreams and neurosis
originated fiom a pre-linguistic realrn of the unconscious or preconscious and thus
indicated that there exists a more primordial subject than that indicated in the conscious.
The conscious subject was not itself the ground of certainty.
The Iinking of certain knowledge with self knowledge not oniy results in a strong
dualism between thinking subject and material body but aiso implies a depreciation of any
understanding which one may possess prior to self understanding. In other words the
certainty of the thinking "I" becomes the first truth as opposed to the existing or extended
self and the existing or extended world. Knowledge of the "I" as existing or extended is
depreciated as doubtfiil at best, as is knowledge of the world.
Knowledge of ourselves as existing and knowledge of the world becarne for
Descartes obstacles that had to be overcome in order to aitain correct knowledge. When
knowledge of the "1 a m and "extemal reality" are bracketed, the pure "1 think" is left as a
foundation. But, as has been noted, for Descartes, absolute certainty requires passing
through a sieve of absolute doubt. This method of proceeding according to requirements
of certainty is termed ralio cognoscendi. It proceeds through analyzing complex concepts
and reducing them to a simple or pure concept, which aione may be indubitable. Clearly
this is a reductionist method and is founded on the prernise that reaiity is fbndarnentaily
simple rather than complex. Ricoeur's view is that "there is no simple idea, simple being, a

monad from which one can start" (FailMe M m 13). He characterizes the human situation
of lacking a simple starting point as the pathétique of rnisery. Descartes's ambition,
however, was to find the simple starting point (which is also the ambition of many
religious views).
When Descartes goes on to subject al1 things to radical doubt and to discover the
indubitable in the act of thinking itself(I think therefore 1 am), the "T" that is thinking is
impersonal, pure, and radically distinct fiom the body and al1 corporeality so that it can be
clearly and distinctly known (i-e. it c m be radically separated from everything that is not
it). This radical rnind-body dualism poses a challenge for Descartes, and for ail who locate
ultimate certainty in radical subjectivism. The problem is to articulate a way in which
extemal reality may be known with certainty. Ifone is not concemed with extemai reality
then the certainty which Descartes has attained is solipsism and is of little interest. But
solipsism certainly was not Descartes's intent. Although 1 may have complete certainty of
the existence of subjectivity 1 am lefi completely in the dark as to the certainty of my
corporeaiity and the certainty of the existence of extemal reality. If in the quest for
certainty one does not wish to remain in solipsism, a way to demonstrate the certainty of
externai reality must be explicated.
Descartes's criterion for certainty included a demand for clear and distinct ideas.
The corporeai self and extemal reality are not pure but complex notions. Any notion that
is complex rnay be doubted since a combination does not necessarily have a real
manifestation. It may exist only as a fiction in the mind, such as a hom and a horse to form
a unicorn. For Descartes extemal reality is known by imagination while pure concepts are

known through conception. He austrates the diffierence between imagination and
perception:

... when 1 imagine a triangle 1 not only conceive that it is a figure
comprehended by three lines, but at the sarne tirne also 1 look upon these
three lines as present by the power and intemal application ofmy mind, and
this is what 1 cal1 Unagining. But if I desire to think of a chiliagon, I indeed
nghtly conceive that it is a figure composed of a thousand sides, as easily
as 1 conceive that a triangle is a figure composed of only three sides; but 1
cannot imagine the thousand sides of a chiliagon as 1 do the three sides of a
triangle, nor, so to speak, view them as present [with the eyes of rny mind]

(Discourse 127).
While conception (the mind turning upon itself and considering the ideas it
possesses) is essential to thinking, that is, thinking could not take place without
conception, imagination requires a special effort of the mind to tum towards a body "and
contemplates in it some object conformed to the idea which it either of itself conceived or
apprehended by sense" (Discourse 128). Imagination for Descartes, is not an essential
aspect of the mind. Imagination, however, helps one to know oneself better and also the
author of the seK Imagination is a key concept for Ricoeur, intimately related to language
(that is, imagination is a way of using language). Ricoeur views reality as a complexity
which is not to be reduced to a simplicity. For Ricoeur a human being is a mediating being
not "between angel and animal; he is intermediate within himseK within his selves. He is
intermediate because he is a mixture, and a mixture because he brings about mediations"

Ricoeur's poetics strives to articulate the seif in terms of a gift of being. For
Ricoeur the cogito which is wounded, which does not coincide with itself is healed by an
'other', but this healing is not a final cure. Ricoeur's poetics attempts to recapture a
philosophical way of speaking that has been forgotten by those who seek to ground the
self in the self positing

In the VoIun~arytmd the Involu~ztaryRicoeur seeks to

resituate the cogito in reality "as a hope Iived out under the act of consent to a necessity
which it neither creates nor dominates" (Scott 28).
Ricoeur's poetics is a project in which the will strives to grasp its own essence.
But the will is precisely this act of self-understanding. The wiU cornes to recognize its
ground in nature which is the locus of a radiai necessity. In recognizing nature as its
ground the possibility opens up of an afbnation and admiration of being which poetry
expresses.
For Ricoeur the healing of the subject is equivalent to salvation. Since healing is an
ongoing process is salvation something that rnay only be hoped for but not fùlly achieved?
On the philosophicai Ievel Ricoeur would hold this to be the case and stubborniy resists
any final mediation. On the level of faith, hope is intensified to belief that salvation may be
achieved. Salvation in many of the world religions is not oniy something to be hoped for
but it is oflen believed that it is possible to "be saved" or to "be enlightened."

'%s we have seen it was Descartes's intention to discover what was essentiaiiy human in the
intersection of the res cogitam and the res extensia. From this point he wanted to discover the best
way to live, which meant acquiring certainty. His intention was not to ground the self as a unique
individual but rather fkom the Y" that necessarily appean at the intersection ofres cogitans and
res extensia to establish the way to live in a world where deception was possible.

hterreligious dialogue would be possible and desirable for bringing healing to the subject
on the philosophical level. It seems that when a commitment of faith is made to a
particular form of the cure a distance between various views is heightened. When the
commitment to a particular form of healing is very strong it may be very difncult for an
individual or a group to engage in dialogue (which involves listening) with others. If one
is sure that one has found "the way" for ultimate healing then dialogue is replaced by
attempts to convert. Listening is eclipsed by propaganda "Truth" becomes a weapon and
defence.
Ricoeur's attempt to maintain a dialogue on the philosophicai level is to approach
truth nom the bottom up. That is, the philosophical level reminds us constantly that any
commitment to an absolute truth may not in fact lead to salvation. The various ideas must
be tried out and tested through expenence. The direct access to Being, as Heidegger
attempts, is not the path for the philosopher but rather for the mystic. For Ricoeur the path
towards healing is a long path which employs attestation. Those who claim to have arrived
at an ultirnate oneness through introspection have taken a short path which cannot be
verified.
For Ricoeur, the Cartesian cogito is both a climax and an origin in terms of an
understanding of the self vis-à-vis nature broadly conceived of as living experience.
Ricoeur observes that the human self'has a characteristic of fieedom which draws out the
various meanings of nature. The Cartesian cogito represents the ultimate point of
reduction or isolation of the self from nature. The successive stages towards this Cartesian
cogito begin as humanity distinguishes itself from nature. In the first stage nature appears

to be opposed by the state, tools and language of humans. In 'Wature and Freedom''
Ricoeur states that "as opposed to the institution nature appears as a 'state' ... prior to any
law."" In this state passions run unchecked, it is a state of fear, violence and war. Tools
bring out the opposition between artefucta and nda~uraiiaand nature is conceived of as
"production according to an intemal p ~ c i p l e "(''Nature and Freedom" 25). When nature
is opposed to discourse it becomes the ensemble of things, of bodies, of existence. In other
words, what zs is opposed to that which is said,'"with its order, its logic and its claim to
tnith" (Wature and Freedorn" 25). This first stage, however, despite its oppositions,

despite what it has removed from the concept of self. still allows for a conneaion with
nature in that there is a "human nature CO-ordinatewith nature, both characterized by
inclination toward a perfected existence" (Tature and Freedom" 26).
A more radical opposition between causality through freedom and natural causality

accordhg to laws constitutes the second stage in the removal of nature from the concept
of the seif. Yet even here this opposition is not complete for the concept of human nature
provides "a continuity between the immutability of the laws of nature or the transcendental
lawfùlness of nature and human order in some sense analogous to it."
The third and most radical stage is the removal of human nature nom the concept
of the self This stage takes place with the Cartesian concept of the cogito and its
inciifference to ail extemal order. The body, the determinations such as son, daughter,
occupations, etc. which from one point of view define what 1 am, are separated from the 1

"Paul Ricoeur, "Nature and Freedom" in David Stewart and Joseph Bien eds. Poiiticai and
Social Essays by Paul Ricoeur (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1974) 24.

am viewed fiom the perspective of the thinking substance. Ricoeur states: "When 1 can
say, '1 am not that which 1 am,' the rupture between the quai of existence and the quid of
essence completes the downfall of the last meaning of 'nature,' that is, the essence, the
imrnutability of the raison d'être, the lawfulness of order" ("Nature and Freedom" 30).
The Cartesian duaiism between res cogitans and res extenm forms the climax in a series of
stages leading to the removal of nature from the pure self Ricoeur states:
Thus, having withdrawn from things, the cogito now withdraws fiom that
which in itself is a thing. Having absented itselffrorn nature, it now absents
itself fiom its own nature and, lacking a nature, surrenders itself to the
throes of seEdetermination. Apure l i s bom at the moment when ail
intemal and extemai nature is negated.
This is the final l i t of the reductive anaiysis and, at the same tirne,
the zero point of nature ("Nature and Freedom" 30).
The accompiishment of this removal of nature fiorn the self is that "the most
unreal, the most impotent of fieedoms" ('Nature and Freedorn" 30) has been won. If from
this point one travels in the other direction eeedom may be made affirmative, real and
effective. What will have been gained in travelling this route is a passing from a first
naïveté understood in terms of oppositions to a deeper understanding of the reciprocal
relation between nature and fieedom.
The first stage in this r e m route is the recovery of the active meaning of being.
Ricoeur argues that to exist is to act. He asks: "Does not being, in the first instance,
signie an a&?' ('C'Nature and Freedom7'3 1). He appeals to the Leibninan notion of

appetition and the Spinozistic notion of effort - conatus. He argues: "Being is act before
it is essence, because it is effort before it is representation or idea" ("Nature and Freedom"
32).

The next stage in the synthesis ofexperience is to show that the real order of
action is not being-there but potency. He appeals to Jean Nabert 's description of the
dialectic of the coming-real of freedorn "as the rrppropriation by the ego of a certainty of
existing which constitutes the ego, but of which it is in many ways dispossessed" ("Nature
and Freedom" 33). He regards Ravaisson as h a k g the most profound insight on the
actualizing of freedom. He cites De L 'Habitude «En toute chose, la Nécessité de la nature
est la chaîne sur laquelle se trame la Liberté. Mais c'est une chaîne mouvante et vivante, la
nécessité du désir, de l'amour et de la grâce.»'' "In al1 things, the necessity of nature is the
warp on which fieedom weaves. But it is a living and moving warp, being the necessity of
desire, love and grace" ("Nature and Freedom" 38).
The third stage challenges the primai opposition between human beings and nature
and argues that the real order of action is not being-there but potency or works. Thus
there is a connection with Aristotle's way of thinking. Ricoeur concludes: "The relation of
mediation between fieedom and nature is more firndamental than the relation of
opposition. Every other answer to the question of the relation between them deals only
with a truncated fieedom which exhausts itself in denying an inert nature" (Freedom md
Nature 43).

These stages open up an important level in which interreligious dialogue rnay take

"Félix Ravaisson De L 'Habirude (Presses Universitaires de France, 1933) 57.
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place. The level where being is conceived of as act and where the focus is not on being
there but potency is precisely the temporal level in which huma. beings Iive and form their
self understanding, indeed their very selves. The self that is constituted on the temporal
level is a mediating seK mediating between the posited absolute self and the shattered self.
This approach to the self then suggests itself as a position £komwhich dialogue could take
place between opposing views of the absolute or the goals of saivation or liberation. This
is iiiustrated by the way Ricoeur mediates between Descartes's and Nietzsche's approach
to self understanding.

in Oneselfas Andher Ricoeur announced that one of his main goals was to show
that

se^' arrived at through refiective meditation is more basic than 'T'which is

imrnediately posited. He appealed for initial support for this thesis to language itself

'' On

the philosophicaI level, Ricoeur considered the positive view of the cogito in Iight of
Descartes's foundational thought and the shattering of this foundational cogiîo by
Nietzsche in order to show that the reflective self stands at an equal distance fiom both
these positions.
Ricoeur observed that Descartes's "philosophy confirms that the crisis of the

cogito is contemporaneous with the positing of the cogito" (Oneself 5). By this he means
that the separation of the cogito from the body is a placing of the cogito in its proper
relation to other objects. In other words?Descartes afEmed a dualism at the foundation of

'% French gramrnar the terrn se is linked to the infinitive which expresses the broadest meaning
of the verb and soi is an omni reflexive personal pronoun. He seems to take the breadth of the
application of se and soi as an indication that the use of the reflexive concept of self has a much
broader base than the use of the first person sïngular pronoun and thus the concept of "self' is
more basic than "I."

knowledge. This dualisrn was radical in nature in accordance with the hyperbolic character
of doubt that Descartes used to derive it. By hyperbolic Descartes referred to a doubt
which is systematic and generalized. This hyperbolic doubt treats "as absolute&faIse what
is merely dmbrfuf7rejects universaiiy as aiwqys deceptive what could have deceived me

someiimes..." (Gueroult, .De Souland God 20). In other words, by beginning with
hyperboiic doubt Ricoeur understands Descartes as being led to the purity of a doubting
subject whose certainty was independent of its own body and al1 physical bodies.
Ricoeur comments: "the '1' who does the doubting and who reflects upon itselfin
the cogiro is just as metaphysical and hyperbolic as is doubt itself with respect to al1
knowledge. It is, in truth, no one" (Onesey6).This "no one7'is not related to any sort of
other, it is no longer anchored in the speech conditions of dialogue and remains a freefioating "I" which doubts what seems to be in order to discover one thing that is certain

and indubitable. Having established the shortcornings of Descartes's positing of the cogito

as foundational it is now time to look a little more closely at the other side, the shattering
of the cogrto.
For Ricoeur, Nietzsche is the master of suspicion who decentres the cogito. Aiong
with Freud and Manq Nietzsche argues that the consciousness of a subject is in fact a false
consciousness. Contrary to Cartesian thought, for the rnasters of suspicion there is no
irnmediate presence of existence and thinking. This means that the subject is not tmly
known through an immediate consciousness, Ricoeur thus refers to it as a wounded
subject. Ricoeur has considered and utiiized Marx's critique in severai of his political

writings. Marx's contribution was to show a false consciousness by way of an

interpretation of reality in terms of economic aiienation. Ricoeur has also written
extensively on Freud and his calling into question the primacy of consciousness by
focussing on dreams and neurotic symptorns. Freud saw within the consciousness an
econornics of instincts and sought to relocate the subject through a therapy of
consciousness.
Ricoeur seeks to heal the subject which has been variously wounded by the
masten of suspicion. In Oneseffas Another Ricoeur does not look so much to Man< and
Freud as the primary critics of the cogrto. Marx and Freud then fade into the background
in Oneselfus Another and Ricoeur's dialectic is concerned with Nietzsche and those

whom he inspired as providing the most fundamental counterpart to Descartes.
Nietzsche's criticism focuses on the level of language which has been a central interest of
Ricoeur in his latest works and is also a key concem for interreligious dialogue. It is also
from Nietzsche that many deconstnictionist and post modern views take their inspiration.
Nietzsche approached the problem of certainty not fiom the point of view of tqing
to discover some pure or simple basis for certainty but to question the various foundations
that certainty had been erected upon, specifically, Christian doctrine with its absolute

moral standards. Nietzsche viewed life as being cornplex. He felt that life's only
justification was purely aesthetic, that is, it was purely a surface phenornenon with no
recoverable or absolute depth. Art for Nietzsche is the realm of illusions which
acknowledged its nature as illusion and is thus more truthful than other reaims which do
not acknowledge illusion as their foundation. He States in his 'Attempt at a Self-Criticism'

of his first published book, n e Birth of Trogedjr

In truth, nothing could be more opposed to the purely aesthetic
interpretation and justification of the world which are taught in this book
than the Christian teaching, which is, and wants to be, on& moral and
which relegates art, every art, to the realm of lies; with its absolute
standards, beginning with the tmtffilness of God, it negates, judges, and
darnns art. ... Christianity was from the beginning, essentially and
fundamentaily, life's nausea and disgust with life (23).
For Nietzsche, life is to be atnrmed apart fiom and even opposed to absoiute
standards. The truly human metaphysical activity was for Nietzsche, not morality but art

as a surface phenomenon with no absolute standards. Nietzsche's position was based on
the prernise that existence is absurd, a flux which swallows up any truth o r rneaning?'

One

might still say that Nietzsche was looking towards a unity or totality, but this unity or
totality would be flux, not ruled by any absolute principies.
It is in individuation that one is driven to look for certainty, to secure one's
distinctness from the flux. Individuation breeds a type of scientific optimism which looks
to absolutes as its saviour. Socrates was the villain who argued that knowledge should be

'"ku-1 Barth, like Ricoeur, recognrzed Nietzsche as articulating an extreme position regarding the
absurdity of life. Barth, however, argued that Nietzsche's view should be passe- over without
argument. For Barth the self does not exist in isoIation rather humanity requires the fellowman.
Nietzsche, however, as Barth reads him, offers an antithetical view in which "1 am, that 1 am for
myself, and neither from nor to others" (CD III-2,229-42 reprinted in James C. O7F1aherty,
Timothy F. Sellner and Robert M. Heiles eds. Sfudies in Nietzsche und the Judaeo-Christian
Tradition 353). Barth sees that for Nietzsche the "other" has no constitutive h c t i o n for his view
of humanity. In Human, Al1 To Human Nietzsche wote "Delight in things, it is said, but what is
reaiiy meant is delight in oneselfthrough the medium of things" (Quoted by Barth in CD ïIï-2).
Here the "1 a m is priviieged but in a way quite different from Descartes. The "1 am" exists not as
a foundation for establishg extemal reality but for recognizing oneself as ultimateiy the only
source - autonomous fiom aii other beings and thus iiiusionary in nature.

nïuned within a teleology of an individual concem - the goal of living happily. The
overvaluing of the individual was the source for ethics (cf Philosophy md Tmth 18).
Pnor to Socrates the concem was not for the happiness of individuals. Rather the Hellenes
were concemed with the correct proportion of unhindered talents and the greatest possible
happiness of the people with the aim of creating great works. It seems to me that what
Nietzsche is saying is that individuation leads to a metaphysical absolute and a quest for
certainty. He argues rather for a view of unity in which the greatest possible happiness of
people is sought through correct proportion of creative talents and thus the ultimate is not
a metaphysical absolute but the state. The greatest happiness is not attained through
striving for preset, illusory metaphysical goals as rhetoricians may try to convince people
to attain but rather through the creative inspiration of poetry.
In "Nietzsche's Lecture Notes on Rhetoric,"*' Nietzsche contrasts rhetoric with

poetry and defines rhetoric as:
the art of transacting a senous business of the understanding as if it were a
free play of the imagination; poetry that of conducting a free play of the
imagination as if it were a serious business of the understanding. Thus the
orator announces a serious business, and for the purpose of entertaining his
audience conducts it as if it were a mere play with ideas. The poet promises
merely an entertaining play with ideas, and yet for the understanding there
insures as much as if the promotion of its business had been his one

8t"?\Tietzsche'sLecture Notes on Rhetonc," trans. Caroie Blair Philosophy and Rhetoric
16(1983).

intention (97).
Nietzsche's preference for poetry over rhetonc stems fiom the intention of
rhetonc. Rhetoric grives to convey an opinion which is to be taken as the truth. Language
does the sarne thing for the very words it uses are actually tropes, rhetorical devices, in
themselves. "But, with respect to their meanings, ail words are tropes in themselves, and
fiom the beginning" ("Lecture Notes" 106). Words have no intrinsic proper meaning,
rather all language is at root figuration or metaphor. Language is not a vehicle which
delivers timeless tmths about t h g s in thernselves. Rather, language artfùlly constmcts a
reality in which people may live. Nietzsche states:
What then is tmth? A movable host of metaphors, metonymies, and
anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of human relations which have been
poetically and rhetorically intensified, transferred, and embellished, and
which, after long usage, seem to a people to be fixed, canonical, and
binding. Tmths are illusions which we have forgotten are illusions; they are
metaphors that have become wom out and have been drained of sensuous
force, coins which have lost their embossing and are now considered as

metal and no longer as coins (Philosophy ami Tmth 84).
Nietzsche's discourse on truth itself, however, may be subject to the paradox of
the liar. If it is, Nietzsche's revelation (apology of Life, Will to power) does not represent

an immediacy which may replace the old Cartesian immediacy of reflection. Rather,
Ricoeur believes, Nietzsche's own philosophy remains at the mercy of a gesture of
deconstruction. Just as figurative language, in C w s e on Rhetoric, "could no longer be

opposed to any son of literal language, the language of the liar no longer has as its
reference a nondeceiâul language, for language as such has corne from the substitutions
and inversions" (Oneself 13).
With Nietzsche's hyperbolic doubt, Descartes's question 'how can 1 find
certainty?' is completely undermined for the "1" itselfwhich asks the question is a
linguistic construction which is based on tropes and thus lies. If the "I" becomes
questionable in this way then the whole imer outer distinction, subjectivity and objectivity
are put in a new light. The act of thinking itself is now seen as an arbitrary abstraction
from a multiplicity of instincts.
Ricoeur explains that Nietzsche's phenomenalism of the inmr world means that
everything that reaches Our consciousness is utterly and completely adjusted, simplified,
schematized, and interpreted. Also for Nietzsche, the extemal world does not constitute

an objectivity in a Kantian sense but is viewed as a phenomenon and is thus adjusted,
simplified, schematized, and interpreted. Ricoeur points out that Nietzsche says "There are
no facts, only interpretations" (Oneself 15). Ricoeur continues:
To assume the phenomenality of the intemal world is to align the
comection of inner experience with extemal "causation," which is also an
illusion that conceals the play of forces under the artifice of order. It is, as
well, to posit an entirely arbitrary unity, that fiction called "thinking," apart
from the bristhg multiplicity of instincts. ... In the exercise of hyperbolic
doubt, which Nietzsche carries to its limit, the "I" does not appear as
inherent to the cogito but as an interpretation of a causal type (1 5 ) .

The subject then is not a unified pure autonomous entity but is rather a multiplicity.
Iflanguage is indeed founded on tropes which are constituted by simplifying and thus
falsifling the muitiplicity of life, there can be no absolute guarantee against doubt.
Language and the constitution of the selfthus become a central focus for Ricoeur's
mediation between the posited "I" of Descartes and the shattered cogito of Nietzsche.
Nietzsche's radical doubt undermines the certainty of thought which occurs in the
medium of language. Since human beings cornmunicate ideas primariiy through language
absolute certainty is not achievable on the level of dialogue. Ricoeur's identification of
Nietzsche's thought as an expression of a fundarnental pole in his dialectic has important
implications for applying his understanding of dialectic to interreligious dialogue. At the
level of dialogue absolute certainty about fundarnental reality cannot be communicated.
Direct mysticai expenences of the absolute may determine one or both partners direction
in a dialogue but through the medium of language a decisive determination of the nature of
fundamental realiîy is not possible. If the fundamentai nature of reality cannot be decisively
determined in the temporaVpracticai realm then the direction of dialectical development

also is not certain. W l e Ricoeur understands that the selfis coming to establish itself in
its actions through a dialectical development it is aiso possible that the self may stnve to
transcend itself or overcome itselfas it moves in the direction of the absolute. Language is
a creative medium in which possible worlds and directions rnay be expressed.
Ricoeur's dialectical approach and his stress on creativity make it possible for hirn
to reaily listen to others as he attempts to creatively appropnate what they have to offer

even if their ultimate direction is opposed to his ownR An approach such as his is
extremely valuable if interreligious dialogue is to occur in any meaningful way. Ricoeur's
stress on creativity is brought out in his understanding of language. For Ricoeur, language
is essential. Ricoeur's fascination with language focuses on its power to open up the
world, indeed to create reality. Ricoeur believes that language as discourse appears as an
open process of mediation between mind and world. A word as a lexical entity has nothing
to do with reality whereas a word in a sentence is a bearer of meaning and shares the
referential fùnction of the whole discourse. Ricoeur states: "When Sprache spricht, then
words themselves CO-operatein the shaping of realit~."'~

Reference and Hope

Ricoeur's hermeneutics which focuses on interpretation of syrnbols and texts
embodies his search for rneaning in human existence, a search which is common to many
religious traditions. Ricoeur argues that symbolic thought is effective in articulating the
meaning of a human subject since it is capable of refemng at once to opposing poles such
as discordance, concordance, or temporal, atemporal. Ricoeur does not believe in
absolutizing either the self (which leads to scepticism) or the text (which leads to
idolatrous credulity). He seeks to acknowledge the limitations of both text and interpreting
'*Taylor (34) states:
Michel Philibert highlights Ricoeur's ethical, values his 'attention créatrice': he
knows how to 'listen' to mers: 'Ricoeur se met au rang de ceux qu'il écoute avec
une attention si réverencieuse et si exigeante qu'elie Ies contraint de se dépasser
eux-mêmes'.

83PaulRicoeur, 'Word, Polysemy, Metaphor: Creativity in Language" in A Ricoeur Reader:
RejZection and lma@nation, ed. Mario I. Valdés (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 1) 70.

self and beiieves that they are interdependent, each correcting the other. Hope for a
complete appropriation of symbolic and textual meanings drives his hermeneutics on but
suspicion that symbols and texts may be misleadhg causes him to proceed with caution.
Ricoeur realizes that texts and symbols cannot bestow absolute knowledge or thefullnesr
of being so his hermeneutic remains continudy under the sign of hope, hope that it is
advancing toward the absolute. Ricoeur thus adopts a vision similar to that of Hegel's
dialectic but f i d y rejects any premature closure upon an Absolute Idea. Ricoeur places
his hope in the God to corne. Ricoeur does not then regard the present as the necessary
unfolding of existence, rather he looks to a vision of the possible fùture. He states:
"f?eedom in the light of hope, expressed in psychological tems is nothing else than this
creative imagination of the possible" (Conflct 408).
Ricoeur's philosophical grasp of freedom takes the form of a dialogue between a
philosophy of reason (Kant and Hegel) and a theology of hope (Moltmann, who sees the
task of a hermeneutics of the Resurrection as reinstating the potential of hope). The first
rational approximation to hope invoives an exploration between thought of the
unconditioned and thought of objeas. The second rational approximation of hope resides
in the connection between morality and happiness, a connection which is necessary but not

yet &en. The third rational approach to hope is that of religion within the limits of reason
alone "What can 1 hope for?"
The postulates express a demand for completiok for totality "which constitutes
practical reason in its essential purity" (Confict 418). Ricoeur states that it is postulated
freedom which we are looking for.

The "postulate" of &dom must henceforth cross through, not only the
night of knowing, with its crisis of the transcendental illusion, but also the
night of power, with its crisis of radical evil. Real freedom c m spring up
only as hope beyond this speculative and practical Good Friday. Nowhere
are we closer to the Christian kerygma: hope is hope of resurrection,
resurrection from the dead (Confiet 422).
Possibility thus becomes for human beings a direction for the discovery of
meaning. In other words, one of the most important tenets that sets the direction for
Ricoeur's philosophical anthropology is that there is a surplus of being to human
existence, and this surplus of being is nothing other than possibility. It would also seem,
however, that an opposite direction is possible. Rather than hope and possibiiity driving a
person on to self fùlfilment the opposite direction would be a letting go of desire, hope
and possibiiity to overcome the self Rather than increasing the meaning of the individual
self an overcoming of the meaning of the individual self would be sought. Dialectical
movement to this end would still apply, only in this instance in the opposite direction to
that of Ricoeur's quest. Although that which drives Ricoeur's diaiectic is a hope for the

fùlness of being, the dialectic which he articulates can also be driven by the reverse
orientation if liberation is to be found by transcending the individual self

Selfhood and Sarneness
Before closing this chapter on self understanding a few words must be said aobut
the problem of identity in modem Western and Eastern philosophical thought. Ricoeur's

approach wiii provide another perspective and way of mediating between two radically
dierent approaches and indeed showing a relationship between them.
The modem problem of identity, for many philosophers, is focussed upon the task
of conceiving of a relationship in which two person stages are considered as one person. It
is often assumed in the modem Western context that whatever relation between person
stages makes them stages of one person would also be able to hold between entities that
are distinct as substances. The modem debate, therefore, t M s in terms fiee fiom the
search for a continuous substance distinct fiom body, rnind and senses which constitutes
the sou1 (which earlier debate centred upon). Even still, the discussion goes on without
being clearly resolved.
Ricoeur argues that the impasse arises from an inadequate conception of identity,
that is, a one- sided view in tenns of sameness or idem. His claim is that there is another
aspect to identity which he cails self-hood or ipsite.
Sameness can be thought of numerically or qualitatively. As m e r i c a l identity, its
contrary is pluraiity. It is with sameness as m e r i c d identity that recognition becomes
the important aspect of cognition, for it is the same thing which is being recognized over
and over again. Qualitative identity as extreme resernblance, is not focussed on oneness
but on interchangeableness. Ricoeur States:

we Say that x andy are wearing the same suit -- that is, clothes that are so
similar that they are interchangeable with no noticeable difference. To this
second component corresponds the operation of substitution without
semantic loss, salva veritate (1 16).

Although numerical and qualitative identity are not reducible to each other, Ricoeur, in his
typicdy dialectical way of thinking, conceives of them as being linked with a common
temporal factor. It is the passing of time that creates doubt so that re-identification of the
series of the numerically same is required and this re-identification may employ the
criterion of extreme resemblance in its presumption of numerical identity. The cnterion of
similitude becomes less and less reliable with the passing of t h e . Ricoeur cites the t d s of
war criminds which deal with the problem of identification after a long period. Another
criterion is therefore cailed for as a third component of the notion of identity, that of

"unintemrptedcontimritybetween the first and the last stage in the development of what
we consider to be the same individuai" (Onesey 1 17). Development from an acom to a
tree would be an example of this type of continuity but the differences that are apparent at
the various stages illustrate that time is a factor of dissemblance, of divergence, of
difference.
The threat time represents for identity is not entirely dissipateci unless we can
posit, at the base of similitude and of the uninterrupted continuity, a principle of

permanence in time. This will be, for example, the invariable structure of a tool, aii
of whose parts will gradually have been replaced. This is also the case, of supreme
interest to us, of the permanence of the genetic code of a biologic individual; what
remains here is the organization of a combinatory system. The idea of stmcture,
opposed to that of event, replies to this criterion of identity, the strongest one that

can be applied (Oneseif 1 17).
The structure remains the same. Change happens to a structural relational invariant

that does not change. It is this relationai invariant that is the subject of search for those
concerned with the problematic of persod identity in the context of sameness. When the
question of identity is raised in the context of the issue ofpennanence in time the analytic
theories consider only idem identity.
The search for the idem identity results in an answer that is appropriate to the
question ''Mat am I?" The "What 1 am" is not a person but rather is the schema of the
category of substance. As a structure it is atemporal, the schema is whal endures through
tirne. Ricoeur, however, argues that there is also an answer to the question "Who am I?"
This is the question that pertains to a person - to a self. The question of "Who am I?" is
answered in terms of chmacter and keeping one 's word. Character and keeping one S
word are not reducible, the one to the other, yet they are mutuaily interdependent as
aspects of the permanence of persons. In other words, the permanence which belongs to
persons can be recognized in each of these concepts yet the concepts are different.
Ricoeur States:
My hypothesis is that the polarity of these two models of permanence with
respect to persons results from the fact that the permanence of character
expresses the almost complete mutual overlapping of the problematic of
idem and i p e , while faithfiilness to oneself in keeping one's word marks
the extreme gap between the permanence of the self and that of the same

and so attests fÙUy to the irreducibility of the two problematics one to the
other (Onesey i 18).

Under the new question of "Who am I?" character corresponds to the quest for
sameness, idem, in an almoa complete mutual overlapping with the schema of selfhood
(ipse) that endures through time. Character, however, is brought into a reciprocal
relationship with keeping one's word as a f o m of seifhood fieeing itself fiom sameness.
The polarities of idem identity and ipse identity are brought together @ut not reduced the
one to the other) in narrative identity.
Here Ricoeur defines character as the set of distinctive marks which permit the reidentitication of a human individual as being the same. The sameness of a person is
designated emblematically in terms of numencai identity, qualitative identity, uninterrupted
continuity and permanence in time.
Ricoeur has dealt with the concept of character at several stages in his career. In

R e Voluntav and the Invohntcny, Ricoeur, on the theoretical plane, regarded character
as a finite, unchosen perspective through which one accepts values, an essentiai aspect of a
person dong with the unconscious and being dive. Character then could be described as
fate that constitutes a person and to which a person consents. In FaIZibIe Man, on the
plane of practice, character as perspective and opening was on the side of the finite in its
non-coincidence with the infinite, constituting the fault in human existence. It was a
"Iirnited openness of our field of motivation taken as a whole" (60)." Now in Oneselfas
Another he situates character in the problematic of identity, and reinterprets it in terms of
acquired dispositions. Here the aspect of the irnmutability of character will be closely

"Ricoeur defines chracter as: "... la perspective singulière selon laquelie toute valeur apparaît;
loin de pouvoir être changé, le caractère est a chaque instant la formule originale de mon
efficacité." (L'Unité, 1 O)

scrutinized.
Character, 1 would Say today, designates the set of lasting dispositions by
which a person is recognized. In this way character is able to constitute the
limit point where the problematic of ipse becomes indiscemible fiom that
of idem, and where one is inciined not to distinguish them from one
another. It is therefore important to ask ourselves about the temporal
dimension of the disposition, which will later set character back upon the
path of the narrativization of personal identity (12 1).
Ricoeur first considers the disposition known as habit since it brings out an aspect
of temporaiity. Habits have a history since they are formed and then sedimentated so as to
cover over the innovation of formation. In sedimentation Ricoeur sees the overlapping of
@se by idem.

This overlapping, however, does not abolish the difference separating the
two problematics: precisely as second nature, my character is me, myself,
ipse; but this @se announces itseif as idem (1 2 1 ) .
Habits, as lasting dispositions, are known as Raits which are distinctive signs
constituting character. They originate with the self but are crystallized into a continuity of
the same. It is possible, however, for the two poles of identity (ipse and idem) to be in
accordance with one another and this occurs in the notion of disposition known as
acqirired identzjications.

With acquired identz~catiomthe enduring same is constituted by that which is
recognized exterior to the person. These others may be such things as values, noms,

ideals, rnodels, and heroes to which one through evaluative preference develops an
element of loyaity. That which was exterior thus becomes internalized. This loyalty takes

on an aspect of maintaining the seif and is thus fidelity. The others then fonn the basis for
which self recognition occurs. Ricoeur concludes:

By means of this stability, borrowed from acquired habits and
identifications - in other words, fiom dispositions - character assures at
once numerical identity, qualitative identity, unintermpted continuity across
change, and fuially, permanence in time which defines sameness (Onesey
122).

For Ricoeur, character is the "what" of the "Who," and in being this "what" it is
disthguished £tom the "what" extemal to the "who." The distinction of the "what" of the
"who" from the extemal 'what" lies in the aspect of the what" of the "who" having a
history. In the process of sedirnentation the "what" of the "who" has been contracted and
this contraction can be unfolded through narrative.
When idem and ipse no longer overlap and are entirely dissociated fiom one
another so that seifhood is no longer based in sameness the mode1 of keeping one's word
in faithfulness is employed. Ricoeur States:
1 see in this keeping the emblematic figure of an entity which is the polar

opposite of that depicted by the emblematic figure of character. Keeping
one's word expresses a se&onstuncy which cannot be inscnbed, as
c h m e r was, within the dimension of something in generai but solely
within the dimension of "Who?"(Oneself 123).

The ethical nature of promise justifies it being M

y held to despite the desire to

change. This ethical justification thus develops a modality of permanence in tirne
independent of the permanence of character. Keeping one's word is thus able to aand in
polar opposition to permanence of character and is the point at which selfhood and
sarneness c a s e to coincide. Between these polar opposites resides an interval of seme,
which must have a temporal mediation (narrative identity) since the polarity is oriented
around two models of permanence in tirne. Ricoeur States:
we will not be surprised to see narrative identity oscillate between two
limits: a lower lirnit, where permanence in time expresses the confusion of

idem and ipse; and an upper limit, where the @se poses the question of its
identity without the aid and support of the idem (Oneself 124).
Apart from narrative mediation, Ricoeur believes that the question of personal

identity is cast into paralyzing paradoxes as Locke and Hume demonstrated. John Locke
linked personal identity to memory and held to a singular idea of the identity of a thing
with itself:
When therefore we demand whether anything be the same or no, it refers
always to something that existed such a time in such a place, which it was

certain at that instant, was the same with itself (An Essay conceming
Human Understanding New York : World Publishing, 1964, 207).
For Locke, the oak tree which grows has a permanence in its organization which
involves no substantialism but for personal identity the "sarneness with itseif" is ascnbed
to instantaneous rejection. The instant of reflection is extended via memory. Thus, two

person stages are the same person if one contains mernories of experiences that belong to

the other. Ricoeur charges that Locke is here trying to substitute selfhood defined in terms
of reflection for sarneness which implies permanence in organization. Clearly sarneness in
organization is something that may be detected by an extemal observer and thus is thought
of as the corporal criterion of sameness, whereas reflection is strictly an intemal event and
is thought of as the psychological criterion of sarneness. (One should note that for Ricoeur
idem and ipse play a role in both sets of criterion.) Locke's contribution to the question of
identity then is chiefly in introducing the concept of a mental criterion which will be
opposed to the extemal criterion which looks for an observable permanence of
organization. Now the question becomes which criterion is decisive, but they seem to be
equaiiy plausible.
One way to get out of (or deeper into this apona as Ricoeur argues) was proposed
by Joseph Butler. He argues that what is recognized in mernory is a substantial endunng
self John A Taber ["The MTmimsa theory of self-recognition" Philosophy Eiut & West
40(1) 1990 35-57] argues that Butler's view is in accordance with the MTmimsii theory

of self-recognition. In this theory memory reveals (not presupposes) a single subject of
expenence that both had the rernembered experience and now remembers it. Here then is a
direct appeal to a certain intuition which seeks to prove a permanent self, a soulsubstance. This appeal to intuition is precisely what Ricoeur critiques in the Western
tradition especially with Descartes who posits a self which exists apart from the temporal
body. Ricoeur's indirect method of detours through psychoanalysis, structuralism, etc is
his way to show the inadequacy of this method of direct intuition. Furthemore the direct

posithg of a unitary self is open to severe ditFcuIties as he Uustrates by hypothetical cases
such as that of
a prince whose memory is transplanted into the body of a cobbler; does the
latter become the prince whom he rememben having been, or does he
remain the cobbler whom other people continue to observe? (Oneself
126).

The case remains undecidable for one must stili choose between two opposing criteria of
identity (physical or mental) which are equdly plausible.
For Hume sameness is the oniy mode1 of identity but he assigns degrees of identity
depending on the extent and suddemess of mutations. Hume's principle, as an empiricist,

is that every idea requires an impression. In ternis of the self, however, Hume finds no
invariable expression and concludes that the self is an illusion. Hume attributes the illusion
of the self to imagination and belief Ricoeur explains:
To imagination is attributed the facuIty of moving easily fiom one
experience to another if'their dserence is slight and gradual, and thus of
transfonning diversity into identity. Belief serves here as a relay, filling in
the deficiencies of the impression (Oneself 127).
Hume's argument that the self is an illusion, however, is paradoxical, for he
presupposes in the argument the selfhe denies. He claims that he cm never catch the self
apart from a perception whether it be heat or cold, light or shade. However, when it is
asked who is it that is sturnbhg, o b s e ~ n gand
, not finding, it becomes evident that the
self has reappeared. Clearly if the goal is to overcome the self, to realize the self as an

illusion, it is something that may be aimed at as a dialectical goal but it is not something
that is demonstrable to temporal experience. Through the concepts of idem and ipse
Ricoeur skilfully shows how opposing approaches to the self are actually interdependent.
The implications for interreligious dialogue are obvious. A participant in dialogue can

leam from and deepen his or her own understanding of self by considering the perspectives
of the other, perspectives which prove to be interrelated on the temporal level.

In this chapter we have considered important dialecticaf features in Ricoeur's
understanding of the self. Opposing approaches, such as Descartes's positing of the self
and Nietzsche's shattering of the self are shown to have a point of intersection. Even
approaches such as sarneness as opposed to selfhood are s h o w to be interdependent.
Ricoeur's mediation of these fùndamentally different perspectives fûrther commends his
methodology as a ground for interreligious dialogue.

CHAPTER 4 - A PHILOSOPHICAL GROUND FOR INTERRELIGIOUS
DIALOGUE

A possibility for a philosophical ground of interreligious dialogue which is

applicable to fundamentally dEerent understandings of ultimate reality would be one that
provides a more basic perspective than the different views which it grounds. Since
religious views are grounded in understandings of ultimate reality they, themselves, claim
to be the most basic ground and are that which grounds and are not grounded in anythg
else. It would thus seem to be impossible to find a ground on the level of ultimate reality
that could encompass opposing views of ultimate reality. Rather than looking for a ground
that encompasses various views of ultimate reality it would be more profitable to look for

a perspective which feels the pull of various stand-points and does not make a claim to be
ultimate reality. Temporal existence is just that -- standing outside the sphere of ultimate
reality in a realm of ambiguity.
Religious thought has explicit or implicit ontological presuppositions which are
central to its nature. This ontological understanding may be directly linked to the
understanding of the absolute (i.e. ~aiikara'sbelief that Àtman is Brahrnan). With
opposing understandings of the absolute it is unlikely that cornmon ground could be found
on the ontological level. However, if one looks at ontology on a temporal level -- a level
where the human being is stmgghng to find its absolute nature, there appears an ontology
which cannot claim to be a full blown ontology revealing the absolute or findamental

nature of being. A partial ontology looks at the level of existence where human beings are

struggling to find their absolute nature, a level where practical needs bind people together
or set them in opposition to one another. A partial ontology which reveals a self struggling
for its true being is an ontology that would be common to al1 religions.
The partial ontology that Ricoeur develops and sets on the level of temporality
provides a way to ground interreligious dialogue in an ontology without commining to a
particular metaphysical view. Ricoeur demonstrates that on the temporal level thought and
action are polar in nature with a dialectical movement toward an absolute. Since there is a
diaieaical movement Ricoeur's ontology remains partial. The partial nature of the
ontology opens up a space in the temporal realm for development in dEerent and even
opposing directions towards different conceptions of the absolute. My thesis is that it is
this space that grounds interreligious dialogue. In this 6nal chapter we will compare the
space required by interreligious dialogue with the space that Ricoeur's diaiecticd
philosophy opens up.
Ricoeur has shown that temporal existence is intrinsicdy dialecticai and that the
seifis constituted and understood through dialectics. Dialectical interaction can occur in a
number of ways between outright hostility and fiendly interchange with mutual
e ~ c h m e n tViolent
.
confrontation hm been the way of dialectical development for much

of human history. In recent years it has brought humanity to the bruik of extinction as was
illustrated with the Cuba missile cnsis and the cold war which brought the famous
doomsday clock perilously close to midnight. In the interests of swing lives and advancing
the weii being of citizens of various cultures and faiths interreligious dialogue should be

promoted as the preferred and dominant form of dialectical development.
In accordance with the goal of this chapter (that is, to show how Ricoeur's

dialectical phenomenological hermeneutics can provide a philosophicd underpinning for
the practice of interreligious dialogue) a definition of dialogue in general and then
interreligious dialogue in particular foUowed by a consideration of particular problems in
interreligious dialogue will folIow. From these descriptions we will extract what appear to
be essential elements in interreligious dialogue. A bnef look at the presence and place of
these elements in Biblical and Upanisadic literature will hopefuliy accomplish three things:
i) reveal these elements in the traditions; ii) reveal points of contact through which

interreligious dialogue may be conducted; and Ci) cl@ the limits of interreligious
dialogue. The relationship between temporal understanding and the absolute will be
illustrated by comparing three very dEerent orientations to the absolute al1 claiming to be
based on the same scriptures, the Upanisads. The hermeneutical approach that is taken
towards the scnptures will be shown to be dependent upon the view of the absolute that
each tradition upholds. While the metaphysical nature of the absolute is beyond the realm
of empincal ventication and logicai determination the area of hermeneutics (the realm of
temporal understanding) may be profitably discussed to come to a c h e r understanding of
one's own views and the views of others. In other words, self understanding on the
temporal level is grounded in a partial ontology. The conclusion that will be drawn from
this is that Ricoeur's concept of oneselfas another offers itselfas a suitable ground for
interreligious dialogue.

INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
Dialogue is commonly desaibed as a conversation, an exchange of ideas with the
goal of reachhg a mutual understanding or harmony. Those who are engaged in dialogue
are in a quest for tmth. Wilhelm Dupré writes "Whether it is carefiee curiosity or hard
necessity which motivates us to extend the scope of knowledge and to deepen the sense of
understanding, in the end it is the tmth of - and in- either one which decides on the worth
and the validity of our achievements" (A bsolute Thth and Conjectural I ' h t s 323). A
quest for tmth irnplies that the truth is something the participants in the dialogue are
approaching and have not yet completely grasped. Tmth is more the atmosphere in which
dialogue may occur than a fixed point or view that may be comprehended. In an
atmosphere of truth and openness difFerent orientations may be considered and tested in
various ways as an aspect of real, deep dialogue.
Dialogue is a way of expanding self understanding and knowledge. Through
presenting one's own views and listening to the views of another dialogue partners hope
to be e ~ c h e d
with a greater self understanding and a greater understanding of the other.
The greater self understanding comes through gaining information previously unknown or
considering view points previously overlooked. The new information and viewpoints
challenge the existing self understanding and add to that self understanding or perhaps
change the direction of self understanding somewhat. Dialogue also e ~ c h e self
s
understanding by presenting the challenge to articulate that self understanding in different
contexts bringing about a clarification ofone's position in those contexts. The different
contexts help the self to understand its limits, that is, where the self ends and the other

begins. Self understanding is also enriched through encountering diverse expressions of
wisdom in other cultures and religions. Understanding the way another tradition is dealhg
with common problems may inspire new approaches and insights to one's own problems.
Encountering this wisdom and dEerent ways of achieving goals results in dialogue
partners discovering common commitments and values that motivate changes in life for
the common good.
In recognizing self understanding, knowledge and hmony as goals of dialogue
Iirnits are set as to what dialogue is and what it is not. Dialogue is not polemics. The
process of dialogue does not have the goal of destroying the views of an opponent, rather
dialogue presupposes that there is some real value to the views of another, sornething that
will be worthwhile to consider as one discovers more about one's own view. In a simiIar
vein, dialogue does not have as its ultimate goal the conversion of the other. Dialogue is
content to acknowledge the existence of other Mews that may not be ultimately subsumed
under one's own. This leads to the presupposition that no one view is complete in and of
itself. As finite human beings we do not possess a perspective fiom which we c m grasp in
its entirety the absolute truth. Dialogue is not apologetics. It does not engage in an
exphnation of itself with the view of defending and j u s m g its position in a hostile
environment. Rather than taking a defensive stance the partners in dialogue seek to gain a
clear selfunderstanding with the help of other views. This presupposes a non threatening
environment and a wiilingness to change or modify one's views according to what is
learned.
Dialogue involves taking oneself and the other seriously. It involves recognizing

the real value of a dinerent perspective. Acknowledging the value of other perspectives
suggests an understanding of the interconnectedness of human life and this further
suggests the view that human beings are ontologically in communion. "Man is a social
being. Already ontologically he is communion, relationship, fellowship with others.
Koinonia is an intrinsic dimension of the person. There is no 'person' apart nom

communion with others. Man discovers himself, realizes himself ody in meeting with
others. And the deeper the meeting, the more man finds himself and blossoms into a
'person' ." (Abhishiktananda N.A. B.E. W.D. 3). This is not an entirely new understanding
of personhood, Aristotle pointed towards it in Book 1, ii of the Poiztzcs (Sinclair
translation, Penguin edition, 1986, 59-61):
It follows that the state belongs to the class of objects which exist by
nature, and that man is by nature a political animal. Any one who by his
nature and not simply by ill-luck has no state is either too bad or too good,
either subhuman or superhumam-he is like the war-mad man condemned in
Homer's words as having no farnily, no law, no home; for he who is such
by nature is mad on war: he is a non-cooperator like an isolated piece in a
game of draughts....For the real difference between man and other animals
is that humans alone have the perception of good and evil, just and unjust,
etc. It is the sharing of a common view in these matters that makes a
household and a state.

Furthermore, the state has priority over the household and over any

individual arnong us. For the whole m u a be prior to the parts. Separate
hand or foot from the whole body, and they will no longer be hand or foot
except in name, as one might speak o f a 'hand' or 'foot' sculptured in
Stone.. ..
Certainly Aristotle was arguing that the best life can be reached only within
comrnunity but it is not clear that he would go so far as to say that community is an
intrinsic or necessary aspect of personhood. In Western thought there has been a tendency
to regard the rational and logical as independent and prior to comrnunity. An ontological
grounding of a person in comrnunity has not generally been assumed in Western thought,
rather the autonomy of the individual and rationality have been a major f o c ~ s . ~ '
Discussion continues over the issue of the relationship of the individual to the
community as is illustrated by the views of Demda, who might be considered as a radical
individualist contending that the best life cm be found apart from comrnunity and
Gadamer, who places a high value on community. Gadamer's thought focuses on the
practicai temporal reaim (effective histoncal consciousness) which is the realm where the
interdependence of people is clearly realized8' and is also the realm in which dialogue
takes place. Derrida, it seems to me, strives to advance a position which takes its point of
departure from the realm of physical time and autonomous events where al1 can be

"Eastern thought may be more receptive to a view that comrnunity is an ontological aspect of
personhood through its Mliarity with nondualist orientations. A stress on non-duaiism opens up
the possibhty to extend personal boundhes beyond the individual and this extension of personal
boundaries fits in well with the idea of personality continuiag over many embodiments or personal
identity being linked with extendeci f h i l y and cast (cf. Fort The Selfand Ifs States 8-9).

MInfants,for example, require the care and nurture of others if they are to survive.

regarded as the play of dierence and the value of tradition is diminished". The debate
between Gadamer and Derrida8*illustrates the fact that dialogue is bound to a temporal
perspective which recognhes the intercomectedness of life while dserence a h e s fiom
the atemporal sphere. In the Gadamer-Demda encornter, Gadarner is striving for understanding
through a dialecticd exchange in which a fusion of horizons is the goal. AU that is repuired of the
participants in the dialogue is that there be good will, a wihgness to understand the other. This
fusion of horizons is not an atemporal abstraction but is a temporal or ever chaoging horizon. Even

still, as a fusion of horizons it is a levelling out of difference. Because understanding is a levelling
out of diffierence, Demda does not want understanding to occur. Derrida does not regard thought

as a unity. Derrida argues that hermeneutics bas a track that makes it metaphysid. The
metaphysicd is an attempt by life to lave out Me. The metaphysical strives to keep away fiom the
biologid. Because of the different approaches, Demda and Gadamer did not successfiilly engage
in a dialogue. Rather there was a missing - like two dif3erent languages being spoken - each not
comprehending the other. Gadamer and Demda did not enter into dialogue since Derrida

rejected the temporal level as a medium for discussion and chose to only defend his "faith"
position which regards reality as flux with no hope of permanence and therefore no
oppominity for self understanding.
Ricoeur in OneseuAs Another shows that the seif as narrative identity is
constituted in relation to others. He thus extends Aristotle's thought that the good life can
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For Demda,differential space, not temporahty, becomes the source for a multiplicity. In other
words, multiplicity is not grounded in temporalify which constitutes the unity of past, present and
future, but in space which ailows an absolute difference, an autonomy of one entity to another.

"Cf. Diane P. Michelfelder and Richard E. Palmer, Dialogue and Deconstruction: The
Gadamer-Derrida Encounter (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1989).

only be found in community and provides a detailed argument to show that cornrnunity,
the other, is an ontological aspect of person, however, he shows that only an incomplete
or partial ontology of the self is possible and that dialogue or dialectic plays a fiindamental
role in that ontology. This support for dialogue as a fimdamental aspect of the constitution
of the self'opens up a space for interreligious diaiogue in ali religions, even those which

seek to overcome the tendencies to understand the self as a reality. The fact that Ricoeur
insists that only a partial ontological grasping of the selfis possible Ieaves room for views
which desire to move in the opposite direction of the constitution of the self Since self
understanding is an essential aspect of aU reflection religions are necessarily involved in
diaiogue. Ricoeur views the self'as a mediating being dialogue incarnate as it were, and
this means that diaiogue is an intrinsic aspect of religion which seeks self understanding.
The self becomes manifest through the process of dialogue between same and other. There
is an ongoing dialectic conceming the Limits of self and objectivity, the finite and the
infinite. These are central issues in religious life. From a temporal perspective it is clear
that interreligious dialogue is a necessary aspect of religious life.
Interreligious dialogue may take place at various levels. On the level of the
individual, religious understanding may be a private concem and thus people could enter
into "interreligious dialogue" with other individuais even within the sarne tradition. On the
corporate level religious traditions may maintain an independence from other traditions

and relate to others primarily as competition and thus have very little or very shdow
interreligious dialogue. Some traditions may see themselves as basicaliy independent firom
other traditions but recognize that some common areas are shared and enter into

interreligious dialogue at the level of rnutual respect. Some other traditions rnay see
themselves as having a lot in common with dsering traditions, discover common ground
and work harrnoniously together to achieve mutual objectives. Some traditions may
discover in other traditions a spirituai unity and realize that the differences are only surface
phenomena and then go on to conduct interreligious dialogue on the spintual level.
The practical necessity for interreligious dialogue is becorning clearer. As Our
world becomes smaller through technology and ease of transportation, as our cultures
become more and more intermked, better ways of interacting with others are necessitated.
Every culture is sustained by some religious or ideological centre. In the past dialogue
aimed at self understanding and generally occuned between individuals with similar
ideologies or religious beliefs. Contact with different religious or ideological beliefs was
more on an apologetic or polemical level. The other was often regarded as enemy as is
witnessed to by thousands of years of contlict and mutual denigration. Dialogue allows
for the other to be regarded with a kind of equality and difises the violent reaction to the

other. Now we are entering a new era in which dialogue is expanding to the

religiously/ideologically/culturailyother. The goal is no longer to demonstrate supenority
of one view over another but that of harmony between different perspectives.
Interreligious dialogue is increasingly seen as a necessary step towards world
peace. Steven C. Rockefeller, in Spirif and Nmre (168-9) states:

In this new ecological age of developing global community and interfaith
dialogue, the world religions face what is perhaps the greatest challenge
that they have ever encountered. Each is inspired by a unique vision of the

divine and has a distinct cultural identity. At the same time, each perceives
the divine as the source of unity and peace. The challenge is to preserve
their reiigious and cultural uniqueness without letting it operate as a cause
of narrow and divisive sectarianism that contradicts the vision of divine
unity and peace. It is a question of whether the healing light of religious
vision will overcorne the social and ideologicd issues that underlie much of
the confiict between religions.

In the Stockhofm Intemutionai Peace Research I d t u t e Yembook, (1993) it is reponed
that 40 out of 4 1 of the world's violent conflicts and wars in 1991 were intrastatekivil
conflicts or interna1 wars, many of which involved different cultures with digerent
religions. Clearly there is still a need for peacefùl exchange between cultures and religions.
It is not only the lofty goal of world peace that raises the necessity and urgency for
increased interreligious dialogue but, in an increasingly technological and interrelated
world cornmon concems arise for faith communities. How will specific religious values be
transmitted to following generations as technology spreads throughout the world and
pressure arises for a more materialistic orientation to life? How c m young people be
educated to respect the faith of others when it differs fiom their own? How can we
commit ourselves to the service of humanity, to every person and to the whole person, on
the basis of Our f ~ t h Interreligious
?
dialogue appears as a way to help corne up with
answers to these practicd questions.
Interreligious dialogue is taking place on many levels of human interaction in both
formal and informal ways. A few of the interreligious dialogue organizations currently in

operation are: a) nationai and international "Interreligious Dialogue Network" of the

Jmmal of Ecumenical Studies, b) Nonh American Interfaith Network, c) Interreligio, d)
World Conference on Religion and Peace, e) Temple of Understanding, f ) International
Association for Religious Freedom, g) World Congress of Faiths, h) Centro Pro Unione, i)
National Conference (formerly National Conference of Christians and Jews). The intemet,
which can serve as an instrument to bring people from diferent cultures together provides
various forms for interreligious dialogue such as The Global Ethics Forum
(g-ethic@vm.temple.edu).
1 see Ricoeur's diaiectic as contributing to the development of a philosophy of

dialogue which accommodates every sort of diversity and point of view, bringing them
together in the context of temporality. Ricoeur's phenornenologicai hermeneutics invites
dialogue as a method of interpretation and self understanding. 1 believe that Ricoeur has
exemplified through his own writings a genuine respect for the other and a genuine
leaming from the other. The openness and respect reflected in Ricoeur's work arise out of
his phenomenological hermeneuticai method and his dialecticai understanding of reality.
The comprehensiveness, openness and respect in his work comrnend it to be considered as

a philosophical ground for interreligious dialogue.

SPECLAL PROBLEMS IN INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
Interreligious dialogue faces special challenges in terms of i) the absolute nature of
the object of faith, ii) the daim of faith to be universal in scope and iii) the dogma of faith
which sets limits as to what is inside the faith and what is outside.

Most reflective religious traditions have an aspect of rnysticism where the believer
attains a oneness with the absolute. The transcendental, mystical absolute, however, i s
understood in different ways? In Ricoeur's theistic Christian background mysticism ofien
conceives of this union with God in a way that the one united with God retains some
individual attributes but is nevertheless brought into harmony with the oneness of God. In
other theistic or non-theistic approaches the "absolute" or "other" may be seen as
absorbing the individual attributes. DifEerent understandings of this "oneness" reflect
diierent understandings of the absolute. How is one to know what ultimate reality is really
like? Our fundamental visions of ultimate reality tend to affect Our thinking about our
expenences and our practical experience forms a point of deparfure for Our thinking about
the absolute. Clearly then, expenence does not act as an undoubtable guide because the
thought that tests the experience determines its value. Nevertheless, thought apart fiom
expenence can go in almost any direction, and thus needs guidance. The vast variety of
experiences and the various ways the absolute may be conceived puts us in the humble
position of being open to many different possibilities. The various possibilities may be
judged and discussed according to any cnteria one choses, for our purposes we chose the
notion of well being and wholeness. The success of interreligious dialogue is measured by
its ability to enhance well being and wholeness.
Ifinterreligious dialogue, which results in a genuine understanding of the other and
a deeper understanding of the self, is to take place it would be necessary to respect the

89Sornetraditions hoId that tbe absolute is existence others claim that the absolute is non
existence and others claim that it is neither existence nor non existence. Some claim the absolute is
personal others impersonal. Some daim the absolute is one others rnany.

fiindamentaüy dflerent views and be open to leaming what the questions and depth of
other views say to one's own presuppositions. Michael Bames C h m m Identiry &
Religiars PIuraIism structures his work around two principles ""opemessto the other and

faitffihess to one's own" (4). He points out that the temptation in interreligious dialogue
is to "regard the other religion as at best a pale reflection of my superior religion, or at
worst, the work of the devii" (6). On the other hand, if one does not maintain a
faithfiilness to one's own one may be set adrift in a sea of relativism and indifference to alI
religions. Understanding oneselfin the face of the other involves taking seriously both
poles in the openness/fathfiiiness diaiectic. This understanding, however, profits oniy on
the level of experience and language. Perhaps if one has reached the level of oneness with
the divine such understanding is no longer necessary. For practicai purposes of getting
dong in the world and for comrnunicating the depth of religious insight dialogue is
necessary and desirable. For this reason 1 believe Ricoeur is right to hold the dialogue as
open ended, not corning to a conclusion, but enabling us to live together in greater
harmony, peace and mutuai understanding. Although it is essential to have direction in
one's faith as an orientation to the absolute, for the practicai purposes of dialogue it is
necessary not to assert or insist that others grasp the absolute in the same way.
1 believe that Ricoeur's dialectical approach is valuable in that it refuses to un@

or level out the dserences of individuals and traditions. Ricoeur makes it clear that
although on one level differences may be ineconcilabie on another level there is room for
discussion. Fear of being absorbed by an other is one of the strongest bamers to
interreligious dialogue and this fear is also the inspiration for violence. If dialogue is to be

successful there must be mutual respect for each other and an attempt to minimize
violence.

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
From the description of dialogue and the special problems religion brings to
dialogue several factors present thernselves as being necessary for the practice of
intemeiigious dialogue: i) there must be a quest for tmth which irnplies that there is a
recognition that one perspective cannot grasp an absolute truth at least on the temporal
level; ii) a quest for increased self understanding through dialogue irnplies that complete
self understanding is not immediately and completely given to the dialogue partners;" iii)
there must be an understanding that there is an intrinsic, irreducible value to others; iv)
knowledge of the absolute, which is not gained through dialogue but comes as an
imrnediate revelation, is an area to be respected but should be humbly presented as a hope,

as an articulation of the direction one is travelling.
The task is to show that Ricoeur's dialectical approach to reality provides a
ground for these elements. AU these elements appear as key moments of Ricoeur's
thought and are grounded in his henneneuticd ontological approach. A reflection on the
way in which these elements are present in Biblical and Upanisadic literature wiil help to
indicate the universal nature of these henneneuticd features. It will also be noted that
various conceptions of the absolute are possible even in traditions working tiom the same

%e temporal self is in a state of development, thus only a partial ontological view of the self is
appropriate. From the temporal point of view it appears that the self is in a state of constituting
itself.

te*. Thus a look at three different interpretations of the absolute which are based on
Upanisadic literature will help to show the place of dialogue and hermeneutics within
traditions and help us to gain a perspective on how dialogue has sharpened and developed
various senses of self understanding and relation to the absolute.

RICOEUR'S HERMENEUTICS AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
Revelation or illumination holds out the goal of knowing what lies beyond or at the
hidden depth of temporal human existence. On the level of faith human existence is viewed
from the perspective of the absolute. The absolute is what is adored and longed for in the
various levels of human existence. An orientation towards the absolute allows for the
ordering and setting of levels in the human experience of moving toward the absolute. As
was just pointed out, the nature of the absolute is not agreed upon by aii human beings.

From the temporal perspective, apart nom revelation, we have no way of telling for sure
what the absolute is like since our thought is pulled in difEerent directions. On the temporal
level Our orientations to the absolute are within an attitude of hope -- hope that Our
orientations will lead to tmth.
The role of theology, the role of revelation, as Ricoeur has argued, is suggestive
rather than authoritative. Acknowledging revelation as suggestive appears to be a more
honest, yet humbling position for theology. The hostile manner of interreligious
encounters in the past is due to a mixture of hubris and fear of being overpowered
inteliectudy or physically by an other. Cenainiy the adoption of a more humble approach,
the approach of interreligious dialogue, would appear as a step towards peace and better

weii-being for all.
One consequence of Ricoeur's approach is the recognition that the temporal
philosophical level of human existence is the arena for dialogue, even interreligious
dialogue which deals with the absolute and atemporal reality. If people from difEerent faith
perspectives recognize in Ricoeur's approach to dialogue an accurate description of what
takes place in dialogue and they acknowledge the limits of dialogue then a space opens up
in which a deep dialogue leading to greater self understanding between participants is
encouraged.
A ground for interreligious dialogue can be uncovered fiom Ricoeur's dialectical

understanding of time and self The discordant nature of time and his understanding that
only a partial ontology of the selfmay be obtained show why our reasoning and dialogue

can ody approximate the absolute. In other words, dialogue is firmly situated in the
temporal reaim and fiom the perspective of the temporal realm there is no certainty
possible in terms of comprehending the absolute. In the temporal realm human thought is
puiied in opposite directions at once: towards the one and towards the many, towards
discordance and concordance, towards the same and other. The temporai situation
grounds many levels of discourse, reveals the human being as a mediating being. Through
symbols, myths, metaphors and narratives the human temporal dialectical self constitutes
itself, understands itselfànd understands the other. Through these linguistic tools possible
horizons of meaning are opened up, human action is interpreted as a route to meaning, the
hurnan being is recognized as being in a situation of desire and hope. The temporal
situation is the stage or ground on which interreligious dialogue can take place. Levels of

discourse, the polyvalent nature of language, agnosticism, hope and desire are
acknowledged in the sacred writings of various traditions. Rather than tiy to show the
presence of these features in all traditions 1 will offer a few examples f?om Biblical and
Upanisadic scriptures.

Levels of Discourse

In his reply to David Stewart's essay "Ricoeur on Religious Language" (Hahn
444) Ricoeur emphasizes the importance in his work of ordering philosophical discourse.

He States: "1 am thinking here of two things: of course the manner of arguing by a
descriptive reflective, or speculative path (Hume does not argue like Spinoza, and so
forth), but in a subtler fashion, the manner in which the philosopher hierarchizes the
thematic concepts. The major concepts of a given philosophical discourse are not, in fact,
on the sarne level." The recognition of various levels of discourse indicates various levels
of self understanding. One level of self understanding connects to another level through

aporias which appear at a certain level and require another level for a response. Ricoeur
showed in The Rule of Metqhor that on the semiotic Ievel the question of reference
could not be addressed but on the semantic level the question of reference became
important. On the serniotic level selfunderstanding would find its meaning within a closed
system of signs and thus a strong emphasis on the individual and autonomy. On the
semantic level an aspect of transcendence is opened up for self understanding.
Various levels of selfunderstanding arise f?om Biblical literature in regard to the
difEerent genres. Ricoeur brings this out clearly in his lecture "Le sujet convoqué: A

l'école des récits de vocation prophétique." For example, the selfevoked through
prophetic narrative is the self as an exception, tom from his desire. Wkdom literature, the
Psalrns and Gospel accounts wiil al1 evoke a different level of self understanding. Various
levels of self understandmg are also found in the Upanisads. The M&#Ukya Upanisad, for
example, articulates the gross, subtle and causal aspects of the Supreme Self
corresponding to four states of consciousness, wakefùlness, dream, dreamless sleep, and
transcendental consciousness.

The Polyvalent Nature of Language
The polyvalent nature of language situates the human interpreter behveen a
reference to the creation of self and the dissolution of self This is particularly brought out

in the context of cosmological time which tends towards the dissolution of self and
psychological time which tends towards the creation of self Cosmological time tends
towards the dissolution of the self by situating the self on the level of sameness (idem).
The uniform moments of time level out meaning. Psychological time creates an extension
g
of the moment through memory, attention and intention and allows for an o r d e ~ of
events and the creation of meaning. Language reflects the ambiguous situation of existing
between ultimate chaos and ultimate order. In order to refiect this ambiguity words,
symbols, phrases, metaphors and narratives must be capable of refemng to opposite
directions at once. The ambiguity which gives rise to the polyvalent nature of language is
attested to through ancient creation myths found in Ancient Near Eastern texts as well as

in Biblical and Upanisadic literature.
The weii known Akkadian Creation Epic E m a elish depicts a struggle between

cosmic order and chaos. The poem begùis:
When on high the heaven had not been named, Firm ground below had not
been cailed by narne, Naught but primordial Apsu, their begetter (And)
Mummu-Timat, she who bore them aii, Their waters commingling as a
single body; No reed hut had been matted, no marsh land had appeared,
When no gods whatever had been brought into being, Uncalled by name,
their destinies undetermined - Then it was that the gods were formed
within them [E.A. Speiser, "The Creation Epic," in Anczent Near Eastern

Tex& ed. by James Bennet Pritchard (Pnnceton: Pnnceton University
Press, 1955) 60-6 11.
An initial state of undserentiatedness is indicated in the description "Their waters
commingling as a single-body" and fiom this single body the differentiated gods and world
come into existence. Note that before the creation of the gods their destinies had not been
determined. Creation then, as bringing out distinctions and then setting up an order may
imply the setting of destinies. Before the created order there is a rningling, a conhsion. In
other words a separating or distinguishing is required to overcome chaos. To the extent
that chaos is overcome directions are set. The created order strives for a unity in terms of
harmony, nevertheless the differentiated elernents rnay engage in battles to preserve their
integrity or assert their sovereignty.
The story of creation in Genesis chapter 1 shows order arishg out of chaos
through the word. "In the beginning God Created the heavens and the earth. Now the
earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of

God was h o v e ~ gover the waters. And God said, 'Let there be light' .... God speaking

brings light out of darkness, order out of chaos.

In the Aitareya Upanisad the creation of the world starts out kom a oneness and
creation is seen as divers@ arising nom that oneness.
The self, verily was (dl) this, one only, in the beginning. Nothing else
whatsoever winked. He thought, 'let me now create the worlds.' he created
these worlds, water, light rays, death and the waters. ... He thought, 'Here
then are the worlds. Let me now create the guardians of the worlds.' From
the waters themselves, he drew forth the person and gave him a shape"
(I
1:,
1.3).

Again, thought, expressed in words, is the means of creation. Creation, though is not so

much a bringing about of new order out of chaos as a creation of multiplicity out of an
absolute order or oneness. Creation then is seen as a movement towards chaos. The
ambiguity or polyvalent nature of language can be seen as arising with the creation itself.
Temporal reality is essentially arnbiguous and this is clearly acknowledged in Biblical and
Upanisadic literature and reflected in language itself

Agnosticism
The feature of agnosticism helps to characterize the temporal level of human
existence not ody for Western thought but also Eastern. Throughout his career Ricoeur

was very careful not to mix faith and reason (philosophy). In his "Intellectual
Autobiography" (Hahn 13) he States: "My p r i m q concem, which has never wavered, not

to rnix genres together has instead drawn me closer to the notion of a phiiosophy without
any absolute .... Any reflection on the status of a subject who is summoned and called to

self-scrutiny must, therefore, be sought in my efforts at biblical exegesis." At the end of
that autobiography he confesses: "Finally, 1 do not regret the agnostic tum of the final
lines [of OneseljAs Ano~her],in which 1 state that 1 cannot Say as a philosopher where the
voice of conscience comes from -that ultimate expression of othemess that haunts
selfhood!"(S3). The ultimate other, the state of salvation which human beings strive for
remains a mystery.
Agnosticism as to the state of sdvation is also admitted by St. Paul quoting Isaiah
644: "No eye has seen, no ear has heard, no mind has conceived what God has prepared

for those who love km" 1 Cor. 219. Although Paul had a strong faith in God he reaiized
that his understanding was only partial due to the physical ways of knowing. The Katha

Upmi$ad H.3.12 States: " Not by speech, not by mind, not by sight can he be
apprehended. How can he be comprehended except by him who says, 'He i s Y ? ' hthe
Subila Upmzwd (XI.1) it is written: "In the Supreme there is neither existence nor non-

existence nor existence and non-existence. This is the doctrine leading to iiberation." It is
ody through faith t hat the supreme self, beyond temporal reality, which grounds existence
and non-existence and is not either existence or non-existence, may be known. Both

Biblical and Upanisadic writers teste to the inability of human beings to grasp the
ultirnate reality through sensible ways of knowing. On the temporal level this implies an
agnosticism. Various things that are heard, seen or thought may point in two directions at
once, toward an inner reality or an external reality, toward a permanent realm or an

Unpermanent. As a temporal being we are mediating between the two and even though we
may be faced in one direction the puil of the other prevents a fun grasping of it. In both the
Biblical and Upanisadic traditions temporal limitations are acknowledged. Ricoeur's
approach would indicate that recognition of this limitation is a step toward opening the
way to deep dialogue.

Desire
in earlier Greek thought ëpog, as the human reaching for fùlnlment was celebrated

and was a central religious concept. Philosophical thought reflected a shift in focus nom
physical to spiritual desire Ethelbert Stauffer (TDNT I:35) sums up the importance of
É p q to Greek thought:

In every age the Greeks Sung glowing hyrnns to sensually joyous and
daemonic E p q , the god who is compelled by none but compels dl. This
god played a great role in the cult, became in philosophy fiom the time of

Plato the epitome of uttennost hffilrnent and elevation of life, and was
completely sublirnated and spiritualized in the mysticism of Plotinus to
signiQ desire for union with the Ev. ... AU the forces of heaven and earth
are forces of second rank compared with the one and only supreme power
of eros. No choice is Ieft, nor will, nor freedom, to the man who is seized
by its tyrannical omnipotence, and he fkds supreme bliss in being mastered

by ite9'

Whiie Stadfer's cornrnents capture some of the dangers of the

tradition it is not a

full representation of the depth of the tradition. The e ' p q tradition not only captures the
fieedom of the "self' but also explodes the "seif" and thus liberates one toward a more
authentic understanding of selfhood.

In the New Testament, the word Cpw does not appear (clearly an attempt to
distance Christian faith from 'pagan' religions). The New Testament writers wanted to
stress God's love for human beings, God's love for the whole world (Jn 3: 16) as opposed
to self love (Bpoç). God's seltless love for people and the selfless love of people for one
another, love that focuses on giving, Qy&xq,was the type of love the New Testament
writers advocated. What might be thought of as the kind of love that cornes easier to most
people, the love that loves to give in order to receive, a love that seeks self filfilment and

''Stauffer (36) further adurnbrates the spiritualizationof é p q in Greek thought:
But the intoxication sought by the Greek in eros is not necessarily sensual.
Already in the Greek mysteries, as so often in mysticism, erotic concepts are
spiritudixxi in many ways as images and symbols for the enCounter wiîh the
suprasensual. Plato works in this direction, devoing a whole dialogue to eros. For
him, too, eros is an ecstasy which transports man beyond rationality, which has its
source in an elemental need, and which tinally issues in creative inspiration. ...
Similady, Aristotle fiees it from the merely experiential and understands it as a
cosmic fiindon. It is the power of attraction in virtue of which the original
principle maintains ail k i n g in order and movement: ~ w é82
i i>< Efipevov.
This loving which inwardly holds the world together has nothing more to do with
intoxication. It is an act which is strictly volitional in charader.
... The mysticai understanding of eros recurs in Plohus, in whom it h d s its
futlest expression. For hirn the true eros, the meaning of d l love, is the impulsion
of the sou1 beyond the world of sense and reason to the 6rrepBal6v and
Uxepo~bv,beyond al1 limitationsto the point of coincidence ... die original f o m
of erotic religion is sensuai intoxication and the supreme form ecstasy.

is thus self-centred, Epw, was repressed.
The expulsion of desire ( E p q ) from the main stream of Christian thought did not
last long however. Augustine, the great synthesizer of Hebraic and Greek thought,
through Carifas syntheszs brought E p q into the main stream of Christian thought,
restoring a dialectic of giving and receiving." Prior to Augustine, however, the longing
and desiring of Christians was expressed as hope (which we wili look at next). Desire
appears as a fundamentai element of the Christian faith, despite the atternpts to repress it.
Desire (kana)" is also a fùndamental aspect of Eastern Religions and enjoys an
equally ambivalent position as Epy does in the West. Joanna Macy in her article 'The
Dialectics of Desire' (Numen. Vol. XW: 145-160) shows the centrality and dialectical
nature of desire in Eastern thought. K h a plays a centrai role in creation and is celebrated
both in lore and in worship, but it is aiso set forth as the chief impediment to selfrealization..
Macy cites the Vedic hymn RV 10:129 "Covered by void, that which was coming
into being, That one was born through the power of heat (tapas). Desire (kama), then, at

=Anders Nygren Agape And Eros (London: SPCK, 195 7) who unsuccessfully argued against the
synthetic understanding of love acknowledges that Augustine was the one to be credited with
bringing the E p q stream into mainstream Christian thought:
[Augustine Lived] on the fiontier of two separate religious worlds, those of
Hellenistic Eros and primitive Christian Agape, and his significance lies chiefly in
the fàct that these woriak reaily meet in his person andfarm a spiritual unity.
Nahirally, Augustine does not stand alone as regards this synthesis; some of the
foremost men of the h l y Church were mcupied with the very same problem. But
none succeeded like Augustine (45 1).
"Desire is a concept which may be expresseû in a multitude of ways in Eastern thought. We are
oniy looking at the word k 5 m in the preseat context but it should be kept in mind that there are
several other ways in which desire may be expressed.

first was evolved, Which was the 6 r t seed of muid (manas)" (146). Here desire is seen as
preceding the formation of the mind itself. Throughout the creation myths the role of
desire is centrai. Desire is that which gives form, differentiates, produces multiplicity and
movement. Macy points out that "even in the Upanisads where desire is largely seen in a
negative Iight as a hindrance to the soui, it is stili, in the early literahire, accorded a
cosrnogonic fùnction7' (147). She cites the Brhad-âraayaka Upanisad 1.4.1-3, 17:
In the beginning this (world) was only the self, in the shape of a person.

Looking around he saw nothing else than the self. He £kt said, "1 am."
Therefore arose the narne of L.. He verily had no delight. Therefore he who
is alone has no delight. He desired a second. ... Therefore to this day a man
[desires the same things -- d e , sons, wealth]. So long as he does not
obtain each of these he considers himself to be incomplete.
Although desire denotes a sense of incompleteness, it is not here viewed as evii. The need
that desire makes known, however, can only be met on the spirihiai plane. Later Vedanta
philosophers, such as Saiikara and Ramhuja, focus more on the ground of creation and
not how or why the creation came into being and thus rarely refer to the creative aspect of
desire.
Precisely due to its creative power, the power to multiply and make manifest, k%a
becomes the enemy of those who seek freedorn in the One. This freedom is the main
therne of the Upanisads and desire from that perspective must be eluded for it binds people
to the objects of their desire. What is being sought in this instance is not more of life but
release tiom life. Macy points out that:

For ail its recognition of the dangers of desire, the Hindu tradition, in the
last andysis and in contrast (by and large) to Buddhism, does not senously
propose that desire can be swept aside. For al1 its drive to back-track to the
formiess unhy that was before desire, Hinduism does not pretend to
annihilate it. Perhaps that is because the Hïndu respect for desire is too
strong. Thanks to Shiva, the affirmation is made - and reiterated in many
ways -- that desire is with us, in us, and of us and cannot be escaped (155).
Desire, either as the creative force of being or as the impediment to enlightenrnent plays a
central and indispensable role in Eastern thought.
Desire is central to Ricoeur's dialectic. His archeological anthropology reveaied
desire as an effort to overcome self division. He realizes that the desire to overcome selfdivision is consciousness desiring itself through the mediation of the other. Ricoeur
understands human beings as essentially desire. As we have seen he was strongiy
infIuenced by John Nabert's originary experience which posits the desire to be as the
fundamental originary dynamic of human existence.
Hope

Responding to Protarchus's statement conceming writings and paintings, Socrates
comments: "You mean to imply that aii these representations are hopes about the future,
and that mankind are filled with hopes in every stage of existence?" (Philebus 39e). What
is being atFrmed is that human existence is determined in the present by perception, in the
past by memory and in the fùture by expectation. Hope is oriented to future possibilities.
Hope looks to the end or goal of human existence.

The Old Testament P s a h ofien direct one to hope in God for deliverance and
help. Hope is grounded in God's love and righteousness and not in selfrighteousness
(32.3 3 :13), riches (Ps. 5 1:7) or idols (Hab. 2: 18). The messianic expectation was a

corporate fom of the fuIfihent of hope for Israelites but it aiso contained a negative side,
that of judgment. Salvation was not something that was certain, hope retains an element of
uncertainty. The New Testament view of hope is in tine with the Old Testament. Hope is
ünked with tmst in God and leaves an elernent of uncertainty as is seen in Rom. 8:24 "For
in this hope we were saved. But hope that is seen is no hope at dl. Who hopes for what he

already has?" Hope indicates an element of humility in the acknowledgement that what is
hoped for is not yet grasped. Hope sets the direction for thought and action.
In the C h a o g y a Upcmisad hope is seen as springing from the self (W.26.1
"For him who sees this, who thinks this and who understands this, life-breath springs from
the self, hope from the sell; memory from the self, ether fYom the self.."). Hope is seen as

an aspect of the self. In order to realize the transcendental potentialities of the self a
student learns fkom the teachings of the guru. The expectation of the student may not be
so much for the fulfilment of the seif but for the overcoming of the individual self and the
liberation into the one self.
From the Biblical perspective hope appears as an eschatological corporate
expectation, fiom the Upanisadic perspective hope may be seen more as an intenor
individual retum to the true origin. Hope, as we have seen, is a central element of
Ricoeur's dialectic and his hope orientation is more in line with Western thinking as the
fûlfilment of the self. As a structural element, however, the important thing is not the

specifk orientation of hope but its funaion of diiecting the dialectic in a specific direction,
towards a particular end.

VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS TOWARD THE ABSOLUTE
In Hindu thought three dEerent approaches to fundamentai reality, each clairning
to be grounded in the Upanisads, stand out. Advaita (Monism), brilliantly set f o ~ by
h
hdkara in the 8th cent.; ViSistadvaita (qualified Monism), which becarne we11 known
through R a m h j a in the 1 1th cent.; and Dvaita @uaIism), which was founded by
Madhva in the 13th cent. Advaita and Dvaita thought approach the extremes of the
opposition between monism and duaiism. Visi@âdvaitathought looks to a monism but
recognizes real attributes of the one reaiity. Adherents to these three basic positions
formulate, express and distinguish their teachings in dialogue with one another.

Sankara

In most cultures belief in divinity as the embodiment of goodness, tmth and
knowledge provides coherence for life. This is no less true in Indian tradition. Visou or
Siva would become manifest through avatGas to restore the world to its moral order at
times when the world was on the brink of destruction through sin and ignorance. Natalia
Isayeva in &ikaru And Indian Phzlosophy points out that "many orthodox Hindus still
believe that one of the mat%m of Siva was Saiikara, the philosopher and religious figure

of the early mediaeval period" (2).

Born at Kaladi (known today as Kalandi) probably around 686 C.E.,% but possibly

as late as 788 C.E., Saiikara's accompiishments in his 32 years of life are nothing short of
astounding. He founded ten monastic orders and many monasteries, his literary works
number over 400 and he travelied throughout South India, teaching and engaging in lively
polernics. Sadcara's philosophical position, Advaita Vedanta, was the corner stone of
what he perceived to be his task of reconciling various Hindu sects and "introducing the
s o - c a l l e d p a n ~ c @ ~ ~ mthe
z qsimultaneous
~~
worship of Gmeia, SÜrya, Visou, Siva, and
Devi, explahhg that ail deities were but different forms of the one Brahman, the invisible
Supreme Being" (Klostermaier 55). This reflects the orthodox position in Hindu thought
of the unity of al1 being. Natalia Isayeve comments: "It is Saikara's preachhg and
philosophic activity that, in the eyes of orthodox tradition, accounts for the ultimate
ousting of Buddhism from India in about the eighth century AD, and the revival of
Brahmanism" (2). With $&ara, then, one may witness a drawing together or solidifjmg
of a tradition within certain bounds by establishing an opposition, despite some striking
similarities, with another tradition (Buddhism). Saxikara's methodology was thoroughly
dialectical, engaging and defeating opponents in public debate, and his principle of unity
became clarified through his debate. With Saiikara we see that his dialectics were
necessitated by the presence of other traditions, which lead him to rethink, reshape and
explore the depths of his own onhodox position.95
%Forexample, Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood translaton of Shankara 's
CrestJovel of Discrimination: Viveh-Chuddha~i(henceforth abbreviated VCM) 1.
' m e dialectical nature of major religions is clearly seen when the ongin of the tradition is
considerd Klaus Klostennaier cornments in Liberation &ivation, Selfrealization "Historically,
however, the 'established religions' of today had been themselves successfùl rebellions against an

A good way to understand the h a r t of Saiütara's thought would be to sumrnarize

his teachings in the Crest-Jéwel of Discrimination: Viveka-ChdSnar;tLIt begins with the
disciple (hikara) wrestling with questions, questions which reflect his ignorance or
delusion. He seeks clarification assuming that the guru has the answers and that when the
questions have been clarified they wiIi vanish and the disciple wiU attain oneness with
Brahrnan, which is Reality. For Saiikara, knowledge or discrimination is the key to
enlightenment, questions being like obstacles to be overcome on the path to direct
perception. The Upanisads contain answers which seek to satisQ the intellect at the
subjedobject level regarding the various questions and implications which arise fiom the
assertion that Brahman is the real and world-appearance is M W .When direct perception
occurs the questions on the subjedobject level disappear and the scriptures are no longer
necessary. The validity of the answers to the questions cannot be affirmed on the
subjedobject level. It is only in enlightenment that the truth is realized. The sceptic may
then ask "is enlightenment itself not an illusion?" To this question h i k a r a rnight respond

'Ask your questions, be sceptical towards the delusions of the universe, become a disciple
if you can and judge for yourself when you reach enlightenment.'
The disciple seeks revelation of "direct perception of the Atman itself, continuous
union with Brahman, final liberation" through knowledge of the scriptures (32). The
disciple knows, however, that scriptural knowledge is just a stepping Stone on the way to

establishment of their tirne. Buddha's way has always been considered as a Protestantism rebelling
against orthodox Brahminism. The major Hindu schools of today, especially the various Vedantaschools, arose in protest against 'establishments' of their days. Christianity was considered in the
days of its founder a rebeIlious movement breaking away fiom the fkith and traditions of Abraham
and Moses" (5 1).

the duect perception that "Brahman is real: the universe is unreal"(35).%Success in
attahing final liberation "depends chiefly upon the qualifications of the seeker"(34) who is
engaged in the struggle to overcome delusion through (cf 33-36):
1) discrimination between the etemal and the non-etemal;

2) a cornmitment to the eternal by renunciation of action and its effects;

3) trmquility, selj-onirool, rnen~ctipoise,forbearunce, ffaith and serf-surrender
(iiplied by renunciation);
4) longing for liberation.

Saiikara recommends, as the supreme means of liberation (36-37), that one find an

Uumhed teacher to show the way of devotion, the search for the reality of one's own
Atrnan. The disciple begins by asking basic questions about that which is to be
discriminated, such as 'How does one reach liberation?', 'What should the disciple's goal
be?'(38), 'What is the nature and origin of bandage?' 'How is freedom possible?' "What
is the nonAtman? What is the supreme Atman? How can one discriminate between
them?" (39). The answers to these questions centre around the dispeUing of ignorance
which is assurned universal and congenital and the realization of Brahman. "When a man
has been bitten by the snake of ignorance he can only be cured by the realization of
Brahman. What use are Vedas or scriptures, charms or herbs?" (41). The senses, Satikara
believes. are servants of delusion and thus ignorance. Saxikara states: "The deer, the elephant, the moth,

the fish and the bee -- each of these goes to its death under the fascination of one single

%hhkara states 'Therefore, let him who would know the Atman wbkh is the Reality practice
discrimination. But first he must approach a teacher who is a perfkct knower of Brahman, and
whose compassion is as vast as the ocean itseif" (34).

sense out of the five. What then, must be the fate that awaits a man who is under the
fkscination of ail five senses?" (43-44). The senses, which are an intrinsic aspect of the
body, are deceiving and direct one away fiom Atman which is pure consciousness. The
task of the disciple is to realize that the body is not the Atman. hikara asks: 'This body
is the 'physical covering' . ... It is a sense-objet, which can be perceived, like a jar. How

can it be the Atman -- the expenencer of dl experiences?" (57). $&ara asserts that
Àtman is of another nature than the body and as the abiding reality it is self evident.
Although Atman appears to be the individuai self, this is a delusion. This l a d s to the
question: "Therefore this mistake about the individual soul's identity must be etemal, and
its wanderings through birth, death and rebirth must continue forever. Then how c m there
be any liberation?' (64). The answer lies in the fact that the Atman is forever unattached."
Ifsensory experience is not r d , what is lefi. "How, then, cm there be an existence which
the wise man may redize as one with his Atman?" (67). The response to this is that: "The
Atman is its own witness, since it is conscious of itself The Atman is no other than
Brahman" (68). The Atman, or Brahman, is thus beyond the subjedobject dichotomy. In
the subjedobject scheme of things, the knower or the subject seeks evidence that can be
ventied regarding the object. The Atman or Brahman, however, requires no verification.
How does one go beyond the subjedobject dichotomy? Or, in Sarikara's words,
"What can break the bondage and misery of this worid?" (69). Sarikara argues, through
the anaiogy of a jar made of clay, that the substance, the clay, remains essentiaily clay and

mBy its nature, the Àtman is forever unattache4 beyond action and formiess. Its identity with
objects is imaginasl, not real. We say 'the sky is blue'. Has the sky any colour?" (64).

that the form of the jar has no independent existence. "The reality is the clay itseif' (70).
Sarikara concludes: "The universe does not exist apart from the h a n . Our perception of
it as having an independent existence is false, like our perception of blueness in the sky.
How can a superimposed attribute have any existence, apart from its substratum? It is only
Our delusion which causes this misconception of the underlying reality." To mistake the
form for the reality is a delusion, like a drearn Sadcara explains: bbBecauseof delusion, you
may mistake one thing for another. But, when you know its real nature, then that nature
alone exists, there is nothing else but that. When the dream breaks, the dream-universe has
vanished. Does it appear, when you wake, that you are other than yourself?" (75). To
realize that the ego, as a form, is only a superimposition upon Brahman and that Brahman
is the only reality, Iiberates fiom the ignorance promoted by sense experience and thus
"When a man has realiied his
even liberates from the cycle of death and rebirth (Samsika)).
oneness with Brahman, how can he harbour any seed of death and rebirth?" (90). One
should therefore be devoted to Brahman, to control the senses. One wiil then realize that
there is no abiding value for the things of this world. "What use is there in the things of
this world? They are empty of happiness" (96). There is only one reality and it cannot be
divided (1 00). When the ignorance which produces multiplicity is overcome, then one will

no longer continue to do deeds of evil and one will be freed fiom aii attachment. "When
the heart's h o t of ignorance is cut right through, a man is freed fiom aii craving for
matenal objects. When this has happened, is there anything in the world which can
possibly cause him to feel any attachent?' (103). Even actions before illumination
cannot affect the Atman. "It is foolish, even, to think that the accumulated causes due to

past actions can affect the body. How can this body be real when it has only an illusory
existence? How can something die which has never been bom? How can actions or their
effects affect what is unreal?" (1 10).
hikara's questions thus focus on the universe which appears as illusion and hides
the true oneness of reality. What one should be continudly questioning with the help of a

guru and the Vedas (until one reaches enlightenment) is the apparent multiplicity of the
universe. It is knowledge, discrimination, which is the chief way to liberation.
On the question of the nature of the physical universe, which has been a matter of
debate throughout the history of Hindu thought, we have seen that Saikara champions the
monistic position which argues that the phenomenal world of objects and events arises as a

form of ignorance [superimposition (adhyÜsa), projection or assumption (adhyZropa),
inversion (viparyaya), error (viparyasa), delusion (bhranti), infàtuation (moha), rnist aken
conception (mzlhya-prrtyaya), darkness (tamas) and wrong apprehension (anyathügraharia)] of the one reality - the seK For Saiikara what is ultimately real is only that
which neither changes nor ceases to exist (CE Crest Jewel7). This does not mean that
there is no reality to temporal existence. Ramachandra Rao explains:
It is generaiiy imagined that he dismisses the world as a phantasm, as a
mere dream, as an illusion. Nothing can be farther than the tmth. If that
indeed was his stand, he had little reason to combat fiercely the Buddhist
position. ... Samkara not only accepted the phenomenal reaiity of the
world, but even admitted the role of Godhead (Tsvara) in its emergence,
subsistence and dissolution. ... Samkara regards the normal sources of

correct knowledge with regard to the world we live in as valid

(Consciarsness in Advaita 65).
Saxikara holds that there are two levels of truth. On the one level, the state of ignorance
seems to correspond to what we rnight describe in Ricoeunan terminology as being in a
state of non-coincidence of the selfwith the self. The other level, ultimate reality, lies
behind and grounds the state of ignorance.
Sarikara focussed his attention on the ultimate reality as that which is ultimately
important. That which is subject to change, is not, for Saikara, the ultimate reality. Thus
the universe of experience and things constitutes a lower level of reality than Brahman absolute existence. Brahman, the one thing that never leaves us, that is not subject to
change, is deep consciousness.

Sarikara holds that the world both "is and is not" (Crest Jewel8). On the
phenomenal level the world is experienced as existing but fiorn the point of view of one
who is illurnined the phenornenal world is not experienced and ceases to exist. Eveqday
consciousness, the consciousness that is necessary to get by in the world and communicate
with others, is, fiom the perspective of one who is illumined, ignorance. The ignorance is
not reaiizing the oneness of Brahman, not realizing that the finite world is merely a
superimposition upon Brahman. "Brahman remains etemdy infinite and unchanged. It is
not transformed into this universe. It simply q p e m s as this universe to us, in Our
ignorance. We superimpose the apparent world upon Brabman, just as we sometirnes
superimpose a snake upon a coi1 of ropey'(Crest Jewel12).
Brahrnan is subject and cm never be anything but subject. There is an immediate

awareness of Brahman as the inner self but Brahman is never apparent to Our everyday
sense perception. The imer selfis never an object of sense perception. From the
perspective of temporal existence there must be an agnosticism as to the ultimate nature of
the self Immediate awareness of Brahman as the inner self removes the self fiom its
temporal situation of being a distinct identity among other distinct identities and b ~ g its
into an atemporal oneness when individuality is overcome. It is in ignorance that human
beings superimpose the idea of private individuality upon the immediate awareness of

Brahman. It is superimposition of the ego-idea upon Existence that leads to the clairn for
individuaiity everywhere (cf Crest Jewef 14). Overcoming the illusion of individuality is a
movement toward the "real" and this movement provides the direction for ethical
goodness. "Ifwe recognize Our brotherhood with our fellow-men; if we try to deal
honestly, trutffilly, charitably with them; if, politically and econornicdy, we work for
equal rights, equal justice and the abolition of barriers of race and class and creed, then we
are in fact giving the lie to the ego-idea and moving toward awareness of the universai,
non-individual Existence" (Crest Jewel25). Ethical guidance for Advaita Vedanta thought
is to be drawn from the oneness of Brahman. Ethical thought thus arises through an
orientation to the absolute. It is this orientation that aiiows for a hieruchking of the
temporal. Saxikara's thought moves towards a monistic ontology which in its fullness
would not be concemed with an ethics but on the practical level h i k a r a sees ethics as a
movement towards an awareness of Brahman.
h i k a r a adopts a radical hermeneutics of suspicion. Things are not as they appear
to be. Movement towards the true selfoccurs through discrimination or judging what is

real. Saiikara assumes the real mua be permanent but cannot find permanence in the world
of appearance. The real must ground the appearance in a way that the real is lefl
unaffected by change. In holding this view hikara must bring out a deeper meaning in
Upanisadic texts which on the surface indicate a plurality in ultimate reality. In Chapter 1
section 3.1 of the Katha U p i s a d , for example, two selves, the individual and the
universai are said to enst on the level of the Supreme.
There are two selves that drink the h i t of Karma in the world of good
deeds. Both are lodged in the secret place (of the heart), the chef seat of
the Supreme. The knowen of Brahman speak of them as shade and light as
aiso (the householders) who maintain the five sacrificial fires and those too
who perform the triple Naciketas fire.
On the surface this text points to r d qualities which would indicate that plurality is
compatible with the real. Madhva, as Radhakrishnan (622) notes, "finds support in this
verse for his doctrine of the entire disparateness of the individuai and the universal souls."

Sarikara and RamZnuja argue that what is encountered here is a loose usage of chattri'?yayaSarikara's task is to explain his orientation to the non-dual character of Brahman as
aione constituting ultimate Reality as opposed to the appearance of multiplicity and
change in the non-sentient world. He can demonstrate the reasonableness of his view fkom
the premise that only the permanent is real but he cannot demonstrate that this premise is
tme in a non tautological manner. His hermeneutics of suspicion which seeks to
deconstruct the illusions of appearance has a counterpart in experïence which is

continually manifeshg change and dserence. Saxikara ultimately locates consciousness in
Brahman and Brahrnan is self-validating (as opposed to everything else which needs
validating). When the immediate understanding of the self as Brahman is attained there is
no longer a need for scripture.
The achowledgement of two levels of truth and reality is one of the ways in which
Ricoeur's dialectical approach may be linked up with Advaita Vedànta thought. Advaita
philosophers acknowledge two levels, the phenomenai and the etemal. The phenomenal
self would correspond to the seifas Ego, determined by space, time, birth, death,
environment, body, senses, language. Ricoeur's work on the phenomenal level has the a h
of constituting the self, while Vedktic thought has the goal of overcoming the selfand
immediately realizing the unchanging ground, that is, to understand the self as
Atman/Brahman. Although they are for the most part pointed in opposite directions their
operation on the phenomenal level is dialecticai in nature and both sides of the dialectic
need to be understood to arrive at a better understanding of the constitution of the
temporal self or to deconstruct the individuality of the temporal self

Ramanuja
About three centuries after Saiikara, Ramhuja (1 0 17- 1 137 C.E.)brought dBerent
questions and presuppositions to the Vedas which resulted in a vexy dEerent conception
and the way to reach
of what Brahman was like, the nature of ne~cience,'~

98Ramhujastates:

Consciousness, we maintah, though an inherent attribute of the individual is
subject to reai contraction and expansion by the force of karma. ... If the nature of

enlightenment." Indeed he sees Brahman as one but he also sees multiplicity as a part of
~rahman.'"''"The knowledge of the 'one' will lead to the knowledge of all."'O' His
concern focuses on the relation of Brahman to the individual self on the one hand, and to
the non-sentient world on the other. In his discussion of the U'@mi$adsin VS Ramaouja
explains his views in contrast wiîh others, partidarly ~aiikara.Swami Adidevananda, in
his foreword to Ved&haSanjgrahu of Sri Ramanuj5cSrya explains:

S r i Ramanuja recognizes that the passages declaring distinction between

nescience is to veil, nescience, the agency that veils, must be, as urged before,
destructive of the essential nature of consciousness itself. According to us karma,
in the fom of nescience, brings about the contraction of the consciousness that is
an etemal attribute of the substantive nature of the atman. By virtue of this
contraction arises the wrong attitude to the sell: taking it for gods, men, or any
other empirical creature. (Ved&tlhosamgraha of & ï ~ i k i h j k p 3 / a ,trans. S.S.
Raghavachar [abbreviated VSJ (Mysore: Sri Ramaknshna Ashrama, 1956) $5 1).
He goes on to argue "nescience itseif cannot be considered the fùudamentai and original defect, at
the root of d illusion." (953).
%huja
argues especially against ~aiikara'sbelief that undifferentiated consciousness alone
is Brahman and that the whole univene apart fkom Brahman is meal. (Cf. Ki',63 and $4647.) It
is not the illusion of differentiated reality that is to be overcome through knowledge that provides
the way for liberation. Rather, individual souls, deluded into identification with their M e s are
ernancipated only through surrender to the supreme Lord. (Cf499).
'%e, the supreme Che, is unique, transcending in character every other entity, because his
nature is opposed to all evil and is of the sole nature of supreme bliss. He is the abode of countiess
auspicious attributes unsurpasseci in their perfection. He is Bhagavan N-yaga, the highest Spirit.
He is presented by the entire Vedanta, through variations of tenninology as the 'Sou1 of A'.
'Highest Brahman', 'Highest Light', 'Highest Reality', 'Highest Self and 'Being'. Such is the
nature of the inuer controller. The Vedas devoted to the exposition of his glory, expound the fact
that he controls aii entities, sentient as well as non-sentient, as their indwetling self. (Theydo it in
two ways): (1) They describe them as his 'power', 'part', 'splendeur', 'form', 'body' and
'or@sm' and through such other term. (2) They a h affirm the oneness of these entities with
him. [KY, g2.1

'*'KY, $8. Non-,tient
entities aquire names and f o m ody b u s e Brahman is there soul.
(Cf4 10.) "NI t e m are denotative of the highest Self, which is qualifiai by inanimate nature and
individual selves." (4 16).

Brahman, the world and the selç and those afnrming Brahman to be the
same in the causal as weU as effected aspects, do not in any way contradict
the mediating passages which declare that the individual selves and the
world form the body of Brahman, and they in their causal aate do not

admit the distinction of names and foms while in the effected state they
possess distinct character. 1 0 2
Râmhuja himself explains the nature of Brahman, stressing Brahman's attibut es

which can only be real if dflerentiation is in some way comprehended by Brahman:
The highest Brahman is punty, bliss and knowledge in substance. Its
grandeur is inconceivable. It is resplendent with countless auspicious
attributes, Iike the will that irresistibly reaiizes itself, in surpassing
perfection. It is imrnutable in nature. Still, out of its causal state, in which
the sentient and non-sentient beings form its body in their subtle condition,
undifferentiated in name and form, it, through its own will passes in sheer
sport into the state of the effect, by one of its aspects, and cornes to
possess the limitless and diversified world of moving and non-moving
beings as its own configuration. With this idea in his minci he proceeds to
propound how knowledge of Brahman lads to knowledge of d l . As a
preliminary step in exposition, he demonstrates the identity of cause and

'OLiv. The three ünes of thought in the Upanisads which Ramànuja recognizes are: 1)
anaiytical texts which declare the distinction of world, self and Brahrnan; 2 ) rnediating texts which
present Brahman as the inner seif of dl entities; 3) synthetic passages which proclaim the uni@ of
Brahman with the world. (cf iii).

effect, a principle quite obvious to common experience (VS 59)Ramànuja thus argues for the reaiity of the world in its effected state Prahman is
"The real of the realsm(VS §43)], while Satikara argued that this empirical or effected state
was illusion (mi&i9103and that there were two levels of tnith. Ramanuja argues that there

is a reai rnultipli~it~'~
@vara, who is the Supreme Reality, cit which are the individual
selves (iiim) and acit, the matter] in the oneness of Brahman while Saiikara argues that
Brahman is one with no multiplicity. On the one hand $&ara's

view contradicts the

human expenence of multipli~ity'~~
and must thus explain away the appearance of reality
by appealing to a higher knowiedge. Sarikara's concem focuses on the belief that absolute

unity grounds the truth. Ramanuja's view on the other hand, is easier to reconcile with the

multiplicity of the world but must somehow then explain how Brahman is stiU one and
that there is only one truth. The non-duai character of Brahman constitutes ultimate
reality, yet fiom this non-duaiity there are a variety of attributes. The mystery for
Ramanuja then involves being able to reconcile the many and one in a single concept
which transcends reason and experience, mind and matter, the subjedobject realm.
RàmZnuja States:

'"Ramanuja recognizes tbat h i k a r a argument is to the effect that "ail illusion rats upon the
substratum of reality."(YS, $40) but he argues that this is impossible to maiRtain(f41).

'%f.

YS $47:
Brahman has as the instruments of its mighty sport and as forrning its own parts
an infinite number of individual souls bound as weii as fiee and also the physicai
univene, which latter has the power of passing through evolutions marvellous and
boundless. Brahman is the inner ruler of the finite selves and the non-sentient
mature.

10SRamanujaargues that ''there is no proof for an undifferenteci reality" on the b a i s of reaxin
and scriphires. (KY $29). The perceived dinérdation of reality is thus r d .

The mystery of the divine is fùrther praised, 'Who can comprehend that

incomprehensible form of Brahman, which being one, is many and being

many, is one'. ... He dwells in the transcendent realrn as spoken of in the
Vedic passages, 'Who knows him as treasured in the cavem of the highest
sky' and 'In that imperishable and highest sky' (VS $106).
For Ramanuja the struggie between unity and plurality involves finding a superrational (not an irrational) way to understand the apparently contradicting statements in
the Vedas as well as the difficulties of deciding on the b a i s of reason and experience the
nature of Brahman. He relies on the valid knowledge of sense perception, the tmth of
revelation found in the Vedas and the validity of reason and intuition and seeks to
harrnonize them.
It may be asked, ' M a t is your final position? Do you uphold unity or
pluraiity or both unity and plurality? Which of these three forms the
substance of the VedSnta on your interpretation?' We reply that we uphold
al1 the three as they are ail affirrned in the Veda. We uphold unity because

Brahman alone exists with ail other entities as his modes. We uphold both
unity and plurality, as the one Brahman himselfhas al1 the physical and

spiritual entities as his modes and thus exists qualified by a pluraiity. We
uphold plurality as the three entities - the individual selves, the world and
the supreme Lord -- are mutually distinct in their substantive nature and
attributes and there is no mutual transposition of their charactenstics (VS,
$1 17).

Thus, while Satikara argues only for the aream of thought in the Upanisads that
ultimate reality is one and undserentiated but that there are two levels of truth, Ramànuja
upholds that there are three streams of thought in the Upanisads, unity, plurality and both
but only one level of truth, one reality?" This one reality has at the sarne time subjective
(cit) and objective (acit)characteristics since it afnrrns the reality of the extemai world

and of extemai relations but also defines reality as a mental or spiritual constmction.
Although the relationship between cit and acit is unitary and eternai, that is, they do not
have independent existence, they may be disthguished logicdy. Ramhuja refers to thîs as
CO-ordinatepredication.
Thus even here, in the case of the aphorism, 'That thou art', Brahman the
cause of the universe, being the self of the jiva, as its imer d e r , involves
no contradiction whatever. It is such unification of the import of terms in
their naturai significance that is brought out in CO-ordinatepredication
(samanadhikaranya). The reference to the identity of the pure substratum,
through the rejection of the nahiral sipificame of the cosrdinate terms, is
not the meaning of CO-ordinatepredication. The experts on such matters
define it thus: 'The signification of an identicai entity by several terms
which are applied to that entity on different grounds is CO-ordinate
'%s
one differentiated reaiity is capable of comprehending both perfection and imperfection.
Ramanuja states:
...the sarne God is fidi of perfeaon in one part of his being and in another part he
is equdy fùii of imperféctions. Both are q d y parts of Gd.(VS Q 76.)
The question would arise as to how he, f?ee fkom evil and change and abounding in
al1 auspicious excellences, could be one with the world which is mixeci up with
evil. The position is explained in the text itself, 'He is the sou1 of al1 beings. He
bas the universe as his forrn, as he is irnperishable'. (VS 8 161.)

predication' ( M a h a b ~ u'O7) .
It seems then that Brahman, the supreme Sat or Existence, is essentially a

"relational ~ n i t y " of
' ~ body
~
and s ~ u l .It' is
~ this
~ relational unity that is both the efficient

'07VS, 924. Cf. also $82:
Co-ordinate predication is the application of two terms to a single entity through
connotation of its two modes. On our view ceordinate predication is given its
straight and prïmary significance. To explain: In the passage aErrning identity
'Thatthou art', the tenn 'th&' signifies Brahman, as the cause of the world, as the
abode of all perfections. By the term 'thou' dso, denotative of the individual self,
Brahman itseif is signifiai as the b e r d e r of the fiva, as possessed of it as its
body, as existing within thej7va as its self and as possessing the fiva as its mode.
Saiikara understands this well-known rnahfizikya 'That thou art" or Thou art that" quite
merently. Yoshitsugu Sawai "Ramanuja's Hemeneutics of the Upanisads in Cornparison with
hidcara's interpretation," Journal oflndian Philosophy 19(1991):94 explains:
! h i h m argua that this mahairikya encapsulates the essence of the whole sutil
namely, the identity of brahman and atman. hikara's Upadeasahasi explains
the word 'That" in the mahuvakya as meauing brahman, Le., Being (sut).The
word "art" (asi) means that 'That" and 'Thou" have the same referent (fuiyunidama). Since the word 'Thou" is used in comection (yogu) with the word
''That," the word ''Thou" must also refer to brahman. This sentence is regardeci by
$ankara as asserting the identity of brahman and atman, and thus the ultimate
existence of a single attributeless Being in the universe.
108Cf.VS, § 13. Ramanuja anirms on the bais of scripture '%nt Brahman is the self of the world
in terms of the relation of soul and body." 8 236:
The suprerne Brahman, whose will becornes irresistibly realized, resolved by
hùnself to take up many modes and thought, 'let me becorne many'. In him were
submerged the great elements in their subtle form, comprishg the sum total of
non-sentient nature. The aggregate of individual selves was also submerged in him.
The Supreme bought them to manifestation through Werentiation. Out of the
subtle elements he created the great gross etements. He caused the individual
selves to enter them as principles of their animation, He then brought into being
the whoIe of this gross world out of those elements, anirnated by the conscious
principleç, through mutual permutations and combinations. Then the supreme
Brahman entered into al1 those entities as their ultùnate sou]. Thus he exists in the
date of effect as the supreme Selfwith all existence constituting his body. He
exists characterized by these as his modes.

W' $95
This is the fiuidamenta1 relationship between the Supreme and the universe of
individual selves and physical entities. It is the relationship of soul and body, the
inseparable relationship of the supporter and the supporteci, that of the controller
and the controiied, and that of the principal entity and subsidiq entity. T'kt

and the material cause of the entire cosmos.'10This of course spawns many questions, one
of which is 'If Brahrnan is the matenai cause of the universe, and to be the matenal cause
implies change, how then can Brahman be changeless and flawless?' (CE VS, 588).
Ramànuja responds:
(Brahman) inclusive of individual selves and the universe is maintained to
be the cause as a whole. If h u a is admitted to transform himself into the
individual se& the aphorism, 'The selfis not onginated, because the
scripture denies origination of the self and also because the scriptural texts
speak of the etemity of the self' is contradicted. The ascription of partiaiity
and cruelty to kvara is repudiated on the ground of the beginninglessness

of the individual selves and the responsibility of their karma for the
inequalities and suffenngs of individuais. The aphorisms comected with
this issue are, 'Partiality and cruelty are not to be ascribed to Brahman,
because of the dependence on karma', and 'If it be said, "There is no

karma, as there was no differentiation" we deny that supposition on the
ground of beginninglessness; it is reasonable and so found in actuality'. It is

which takes possession of another entity entireIy as the latter's support, controller
and principal, is cailed the sou1 of thai latter entity. That which, in its entirety,
depends upon, is controUed by and subserves another and is therefore its
inseparable mode, is called the body of the latter. Such is the reIation between the
individuai self and the body. Such king the relationship, the supreme Selc h a k g
dl as its body, is denoted by al1 terms.
"°Cf. ES, 8912, 88-93 & 097. Yoshitsugu Sawai, Journal oflndian Philosophy 19(199 1):90
states that ''hhkam.. also calls brahmn the substantial and efficient causes of the world, though
he limits this characterbtion to the saguna-brahmn [includes the world of the individual f i t e
souls and finite matter] and emphasizes the singularity of nirguna-brahman [the oniy ultirnately
existent being, nonduai, impersonal, inexpressible and relationless]."

pointed out that if the individual self were to be non-etemal, there would
be actions, unproductive of fhits and expenences of fniits of action,
uncaused by action (VS, $89).
Ramanuja's questions focus more on cause and effect and how the one (Brahrnan)
causes the world in ail its variety. His concem is with how Brahman is related to the
world. His questions are directed not so much with a view to overcoming ignorance but to
realizing the rnultiplicity of the one. Saikara, on the other hand, is concemed with how
Brahman is tiee Corn and in no way dependent on the world. AU the appearances are not a
part of Brahman but they indicate at least that Brahman is there as the underlying
reality.'''
In both Sankara's and Ramiinuja's attempt to show the way to the ground of
Reality they are confronted with some very ditncult questions. In order to maintain the
oneness of reality Saiikara must explain the appearance of reality as illusion and employs
the concept of superirnp~sition.~~~
Ramànuja on the other hand is not willing to regard the
appearance of reality as essentially illusion but then his task is to show that the ground of
reality is one and yet includes rnultiplicity. He employs the concept of CO-ordinate

predication. Both of these systems of thought focus around an unchanging ground of
reality. Assumptions must be made as how to reconcile reason a d o r experience to the
absolute ground. If one accepts the appropriate assumptions related to each of these

'"T.R.V.Murîi, Studies in Indian Thought "The Two Definitions of Brahman in the Advaira",
77 uses the anaiogy of a crow perching on the house-top. The crow serves to mark a particular
house from among several others but is not a permanent fixhire of the house.

" 2 ~ u jargues
a
against the concept of superimposition in YS $29 and $59.

views, each view may appear as possibilities. Ramânuja recognized this in respect to an
opposing view. He states:
But Brahrnan indivisible, non-composite and changeless, becomes on this
theory, subject to the evil of conjunction with an infinite number of limiting
conditions without any determinate locaiization of effects. There is no way
of escaping this consequence. The theory is only for the consumption of the
believers and can withaand no open minded inquiry. The wise, learned in
the philosophical sciences, do not have any esteem for i P 3

Ramnuja's and Saiikara's basic assumption that there is a non-composite,
changeless and indivisible Brahman are not unquestionable even from within VedZnta
tradition as we will soon see with Madhva.
Ramiinuja recognizes three lines of thought in the Upanisads: 1) analytical texts
expounding the difference between the world, self and Brahman 2) mediating texts which
expound Brahrnan as the i ~ e self
r of all entities and 3) synthetic passages which proclaim

'13VS, 973. Cf. also Murti, Two Defnitionr. 73-74. Murti points out how advaitism se& to
justie its starting points by proceeding fiom the appearance to the r d , a process of discovery or
recovery. This process is s d a r that which the early Heidegger advocated except Heidegger's
conception of Being itself is not n e c e s d y that of a ground. Heidegger argues that phenomenology
is the ody way of access to ontology. He states wartin Heidegger, Being and Time (New York:
Harper & Row, 1962)' 601 '60nlyas phenomenology. is ontologypossible. In the
phenornenologid conception of 'phenomenon' what one has in mind as that which shows itself is
the Being of entities, its meaning, its modifications and derivatives." Heidegger goes on to explain
(60) 'Wehind' the phenomena of phenomenology there is essentially nothing else; on the other
band, what is to become a phenomenon can be hidden. And just because the phenomena are
proxirnally and for the most part not given, there is need for phenomenology. Covered-upness is the
counterconcept to 'phenomenon'." A heologian such as Paul Tillich has employed much of
Heidegger's thought in arguing for the 'ground of being' but on the other hanci, the humanistic
thinker, Hans Georg Gadamer has developed Heidegger's thought in a direction which points away
f?om an absolute ground, and Jacques Derrida's radical hermeneutics develops the later
Heidegger's thought against sny sort of ground for reaiity.

the unity of Brahrnan with the world. Râm2nuja surnrnarizes his teachings in Vediüz~a

D@dIJ:
Of the three ultimate entities known to philosophy, the sentient individual
soul is essentiaily different fTom non-sentient matter, and God, who forms
the supreme soul of the universe is absolute, dEerent fiom the individual
soul by vimre of its being free from al1 impefiections and having the
auspicious qualities as well as by its pervasion in al1 things that exist and by
its being the support, the ground and substance of d l existence. The
essential dserence thus existing between matter, soul and God are intrinsic

and natural. God, who is the same as the supreme Brahman, is the cause of
the Universe: and the Universe, which is made up of matter and soul, is the
effect produced by Him. Matter and soul form the body of God: and this
body is capable of existing in a subtle as weil as in a gross condition. God
with his subtle body constitutes the universe in its causal condition: and
with His gross body He forms the created universe itself The individual
soul enters into matter and thereby makes it live: and similarly God enters
into matter and souls and &es them their powers and their peculiar
characteristics. The universe without God is exactly analogous to matter
without soul, and in the world as we know it, ad things are what they are,
because God has penetrated into them and rules and guides them al1 from
within, so much so that al1 things are representative of Him and al1 words

"4Quoted in RiiinAuja 's Teoching In His û w n Worck, M.Yamunacharya 54.
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denote Hirn in the main.

In attempting to hold a position between two opposing poles, Ramiinuja attempts to
maintain a position of mediation between polar opposites. Unlike Ricoeur, however, he
argues that the mediator (self) is given or posited by the creatof l5 and has the task of
discovering its true nature (in this way Ramhuja's thought is close to Descartes's
thought). Ricoeur's ontological understanding of the temporal selfis that it is in a process
of self-creation and is not simply posited or discovered.
The dialogue between monism and Ramanuja's modzed monism focuses on
scripture. A discussion takes place on the way scripture is read. It is not on the level of
experience which may be verifiable or fdsifiable that decisions take place as to how one
reads scnpture but is at the level of faith that one's orientation is set. The scriptures can
point in dBerent directions at once because of the polyvalent nature of language. The
object of the discussion may be not so much to convince the partner to adopt a different
faith perspective but to open up new ways of looking at the truth one believes one has
gained. Ricoeur's perspective is helpful because it makes clear the necessity of dialogue
and the role it plays in forming consciousness of the tradition and at the sarne time places
lirnits on power of dialogue (Le. laves dialogue on the level of temporality but does not
determine the ultimate, etemal or infinite). In other words, Ricoeur's dialectical

115Yamunacharya
explains Ramanuja's concept of the self:
The Jïva is the finite selfof the individual soul. It is distinct from the body the
sense organs mind and vital breath. The fiva is as eternal as Brahman. When we
speak of Brahman creating the fivas what is meant is that they are projected into
IIlilILifestation. The Jlva, prior to this d é s t a t i o n , Lies inactive iike a bird wbose
wings have not yet grown. God awakens it fiom its torpidity and sets it on a career
of creative activity (99).

understanding helps us to recognize that faith decisions are on a non temporal level and
this indicates what may and may not be accomplished through dialogue.
Polemicists often approach debate with the intention of overthrowing the view of
an opponent or j u s t i m g one's own position. This type of debate then may bring out

fundamental presuppositions, (Le. how scripture is to be read) and discussion about what
counts as evidence but it does not necessarily lead to a real dialogue. It is possible for each
side to firmiy believe that it has the most comprehensive and satisfying concept (this is
necessary ifthe tradition one holds to is able to situate one weli in the reality of one's own
situation), yet this assurance is enhanced, deepened or modified through the challenge of
debate.
Occasionally through debate or dialogue, one discussion partner cornes to embrace
the view of the other and reject the fundamental presuppositions once held. One might
wonder if this has more to do with the ski11 of the debater and/or changing situations of
the one being converted, than with better content of belief, since, fkom the practical level
the faith stance can not be falsified or confirrned. Nevertheless, when one embraces a
different belief it is presumably because he or she feels that this new belief wiii better
situate him or her in reality. The decision probably rests more on feelings, a sense of
beauty of the whole which grounds reality than on any objective criteria.
Since Ramihuja's view has some similarities with Christian theism a brief

cornparison is in order. Raminuja believes that the one god who is creator and d e r of the

universe is only known by revelation through ~criptures"~.
Ramanuja states "Brahman,
being raised above al1 contact with the senses, is not an object of perception and the other
means of proof, but to be known through scripture only"(S.Bh.I.1.3). His particular
theistic thought has many similarities with other theistic systems including Christianity.

Carman comments:
Ramanuja's conception of religious knowledge is representative of those of

a large number of theologians belonging to various theistic schools. He
aIfirms the reality of the created world and the capacity of imperfect men to
apprehend its material correctiy through both perception and inference.
With a mind clarified by the knowledge of God given through Scripture,
one recognizes that this real world around us is a part of the glory of God.
The world adoms God's nature as a bejewelled garment adoms a king.
Indeed, Ramanuja maintains, the finite universe is the "body" of the infinite
Lord; God is the world's imer seif and its underlying reality. Yet
knowledge of the Lord who is the cause of this rnagnificent universe is to
be gained, not by observing the universe and reflecting on it, whether on its
order or on its finitude, but by accepting what tmstwonhy Scriptures state
conceming the Lord, Scriptures passed down and interpreted by a
tmstworthy h e of learned and virtuous teachers (263).

''6Ramànujaplaces a high value on testimony as a means towards authentic knowledge. For
Ramanuuja the Upanisads are the diable witnesses. Ramanuja's thought is close to monism and in
western terms could be said to be pulled toward the Cartesian pole of thinking substance. Ricoeur
in his philosophicai considerations regards tesbmony in a more generai sense and does not go into
as much detail as Ramanuja in what constitutes a credible testimony.

The kinship of Ràmanuja's theistic thought with other theistic religions does not
imply that dialogue comes easily between them. Carman compares Barth's notion of
revelation with Ramii.nuja's:
The peculiar difticulty obstmcting communication between adherents of

different religions of grace is that they dl belong to "religions of
revelation" and to "religions of the tnie name of God." This is true of
Hindu theistic movements, both Vaisnava and Saiva, and of Amida
Buddhism (Jodo-shu and Shin-shu in Japan) as weii as of Chnstianity.
There are many other religious movements, not emphasizing a doctrine of
divine grace, that also base themselves on specific Divine revelations. The
very particularity of the theistic conception of deity leads many besides
Barth to the conclusion that striking sirnilarities between theistic

rnovements are of no theological importance, since what is decisive is the
unique Divine Name disclosed in the unique revelation to the unique
community of those whom the Lord has chosen for His own (269).
Again the problem of particularity arises and although there is the desire that the
tmth revealed in the particular religion be show to be universal tmth a barrier arises
which claims its legitimacy fiom the realrn of Divine revelation. This is where Ricoeur's
dialectical approach comes in. Ricoeur's dialectical understanding shows the necessity of
dialogue even for religions of revelation and at the same time shows that the tmth which
they hold as decisive and unique is not necessarily undermined by the dialogue but is
e ~ c h e dThe
. decisive theological level is not the level of dialogue but in seeking to

understand revelation or immediate awareness of the absolute temporal beings l e m fi-om
each other.
In the Christian theological tradition the Roman CathoIic Church has taught that
something of God's nature may be known through reason. Other Christian traditions, such

as Lutheranism and Calvinism have generaiiy taught that Scnpture is the sole source of the
knowledge of God. Through the light of scriptures one can recognize God's glory in the
creation but apart fkom God's graciousness in giving the scriptures knowledge of God
remains hidden. Ricoeur's aim is not direct knowledge of God but knowledge of self This
is obtained indirectly through experience, through the other. For Ràmhuja knowledge of
self is knowledge of God. Knowledge of Gocilself cornes only through scnpture yet
scripture is understood through dialogue with others. Dialogue and dialectic are involved
in coming to a deeper understanding of the self and God. Ricoeur's understanding of the

levels of dialogue and dialectic shows how dialogue with others is helpfùl, even necessary,

in coming to a better understanding of self and God even when Scripture is regarded as
the sole source for knowledge of God. It is through dialogue that the source can be better
understood.

Mad hva
Ananda T l h a ( 1238- 1317 CE), widely known as Madhva, founded the doctrine
comrnonly known as Dvaita but also referred to as either Bheda (difference), Tattva
(redity), or Biriiba-pratibimba (splendour and its refiection). He taught that there are five
etemal dserences that constitute the universe. These difEerences are between: i) the

individual soui @va) and the Creator @vara); ü) prakrti (matter) and %vara; iii) various

fivas;iv) pralqti and jTva; v) various prakrti. The name Dvaita is loosely translated as
dualisrn but the word dualisrn in the Western context contains some implications that are
not applicable to the Dvaita doctrine. Sharma explains:
Dualism, as understood in Western philosophy, is a "theory which admits
two independent and mutualiy irreducible substances". In Indian
philosophy, the Sariikhya Dualism would answer to this definition. But the
'Dualismy of Madhva, while adrnitting two mutually irreducible principles

as constituting Reality as a whole, regards only one of them, viz. God, as
Independent and the other as dependent. God or the Supreme Being is the
ONE AND ONLY INDEPENDENT PRINCIPLE and ail finite reality
comprising the Praui, Punisas, Kàla, Karma, Svabhiiva etc., is dependent
(Para-tantra). This concept of two orders of reality (tutivtzs)vit.,
"Svatantray' and "Paratantra", is the keynote of Madhva's philosophy
(History 1).
As a youth Madhva did not accept many of the Ahaita teachings of his guru.

Even Ramhuja's theistic teachings did not go far enough towards the fundamentai duality
of 7hara and j7'vZbmn;prakrti and TsVara;and individualjTvas and various inanimate
objects that he saw reflected in the scriptures. Madhva regarded the effects of Advaita
philosophy as detnmentai to the Hindu community. Abandoning the realism of the Vedas
for the world-negating Advaita philosophy resulted in the loss of the person as a real agent
in the world shaping the future (cf Sharma Madhvu 's 2). Furthemore "divided ailegiance

between Saguna and Nirguna is not conducive to sincerity of thought or belief It could
give no consolation to be told in carnera that the God one is asked to worship, meditate
upon, love and surrender oneseif to is 'after dl, imaginary' and is to be 'transcended' by a
supra-rational state of consciousness that has no subject-object relation" (Sharma
M&a

's 17).

Another factor that no doubt motivated him towards a strong dualism was the
invasion of monotheistic Islam which would not be absorbed into Hinduism. He held
strongly to his own opinions and used not only words but the sword to defeat opponents.
Madhva's ontology is summed up in his statement "There are two orders of reality -the
Independent and the dependent" (Tattvaviveko 1 quoted in Sharma M d v a S 27).
Madhva views Moksa as achieved through the realization of dependence on the
Supreme. l7
The relationship of the two reals with the one and only independent substance
(Supreme Being, Svatantra -- free) on the one side and everything else (Paratantra) is
asyrnetrical. The asyrnetry of this relationship is what allows Madhva to reconcile the
opposing trend in the Upanisads, the one towards a 'Monistic ideai' and the other towards
redism. Madhva explains the language of transcendental monism which is encountered in
the Upanisads as indicating the pnmacy of the Supreme and not to the Supreme's
character as an acosmistic whole as Advaita thought contends.
Sharma (History 22) explains the situation with regard to the different trends in

cWhosoeverreaiizes al1 f i t e d t y to be essentially dependent on the Supreme is released
fiom S a m S h " ( T ~ t t v ~ v equoted
ka
in Sharma Madhvu S 32).

Scriptures as follows:

Indian commentaton pledged to the belief in the infallibility of the
Scriptures, have, naturdy, assurned that the Upanisads have but one
system to propound, one doctrine to teach. On this assumption, they have
proceeded to u*

the divergent and ofien hopelessly irreconcilable

utterances of the Upanisads into a single system. The Advaita of hdcara,
the ViSistiidvaita of Ràmhuja and the Dvaita of Madhva, are ali the
outcome of such attempts. Each one takes his stand on texts or groups of
texts that appear to hun to represent and agree with the tmth arrived at by
him d e r deep independent reflection on the problerns of philosophy, -

the question of the degree and extent of spintual satisfjmgness, and the
logico-metaphysical finality of one or more of the primary data of
experience, in al1 their completeness - the Ego, Matter and God,

- and

the degree of philosophical prominence to be assigned to one or more of
them, in any bdanced metaphysical theory. Each one starts with a
preestablished outline before him arrived at by intensive thinking and
correlates the various groups of texts so as to fit in with such an outline.
Each one takes his stand on texts which appear to him to represent the
highest tmth (arrived at on grounds of independent ratiocination and
general view of the texts) and these he tries to harmonise with those less
favorable to his position and explain (away) the rest which go against his
views.

Madhva seeks for a single system, a metaphysical viewpoint tiom which the scriptures
may be exposited in a coherent manner. He tries to establish his viewpoint, an
asymmetrical dualism on the level of the etemal. He pictures an etemal dialectic between
the finite and the innnite, the dependent and the fkee. There is no dialectical movement
towards an absolute since the dialectic is itself absolute. There are clearly similarities with
Ricoeur's dialectical hermeneutical approach, however, the fact that Madhva considen the
dialectic as operating on the etemai level it becomes one more metaphysical view which
must be mediated on the temporal level.

CaAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION

Various fundamental beliefs in wodd religion often stand diarnetrically opposed
and it would seem if h i f i l dialogue, dialogue which expands the self and helps the self to
be better situated in reaiity is to take place, both sides mua have a space in which they can
be heard. Ricoeur's success in engaging opposites and bringing about a kind of mediation
in which both opposing voices are heard and respected and self understanding is deepened
is the success that is sought for in interreligious dialogue. His mediation is made possible
by his underlying dialectical hermeneutical philosophy. The space for dialogue that

Ricoeur's philosophical approach opens up is the kind of space required for interreligious
dialogue and it is this space which acts as the ground on which interreligious dialogue can
take place.
Ricoeur's dialectical understanding of temporal reality provides a philosophical
ground for interreligious dialogue which is shown to operate not on the level of the
absolute but remains on the level of hope, a level of hurnility and openness. The level of
hope is the level on which people are joumeying, are listening to one another, searching
for possibilities and searching for a better way to live and a better way to engage the
challenges of the present. The level of committed faith is where religious traditions
generdy strive to maintain their integrity. Adherents feel assured that their view of
fundamentai reality must be absolute and order d of reality. It is this feeling that keeps
tradition alive. It is this feeling that both encourages and hinders interreligious dialogue.

Groundig interreligious dialogue dong the h e s of Ricoeur's dialectical understanding
helps us to see how faith and hope can be discussed on dierent levels even though they
belong together.
Ricoeur's methodology opens up a space in which various views of ultimate reality
may be acknowledged, as we have seen in the Christian and Hindu traditions. People with
fundamentally dBerent conceptions of the ultimate ranging £tom absolute unity to
absolute difEerence, or on the temporal level, those seeking unity and those finding their
individuality, can learn fiom each other and deepen self understanding and understanding
of others. In both the Eastern and Western traditions there are poles, and understanding in
one direction means resisting or acting against influences in the other. The space which
Ricoeur opens up is the space in which the various Mews intersect one another, the space
of practical living. This space does not contradict or deny the insights gained from a
mystical experience of the absolute but is the space in which that experience may be
expressed, interpreted and understood. Experiences interpretations and understandings
are didectical in nature and thus are not on the level of the absolute.
Ricoeur's methodology makes it possible for people in the West to learn from
people in the East (and vice versa) what it means to be a self and what the deep questions

are. Christians, for example, in a search for their individual self may be brought to a deeper
realization of what it means to be in community and to find one's identity in community.
There is a direction in the West not to loose the self to the oneness of community but to
maintain the integrity of the individual seK Meaning is often sought through clinging to
the individual self and a close group of others. In close relations with others (love of

spouse, children, farnily, country) meaning is found in others. There is an attempt to draw
the others into the realm of the individual selfso that they are regarded as my spouse, my
children, my farnily, my country. To make sacrifices for loved ones does not necessarily
result in a loss of selfbut in an expanded self Aithough the height of love may be thought
of as giving one's Life for another, the reaiization that loved ones are an expansion of the
individual self, means that this ultimate expression of love is not necessarily seen as a loss
of self.
Although Ricoeur's thought arises out of a thoroughiy Westem context his
diaiectical thinking calls out for a consideration of the self from the opposite direction, that
of overcoming the individual self. This is where Ricoeur could l e m corn Advaita Vedhta
thought. In an attempt to find greater wholeness and well being' Advaita Vedanta thought
is able to bring to light an approach to the self which inspires deeper questions about the
ultimate value of the individual self. On the other hand, Ricoeur's dialectical methodology
would help Advaita Vediinta thought in its consideration of the value of the temporal level
and in the day to day Life of getting dong with one another and understanding one another.
One area in which Ricoeur's methodology would open a space of dialogue
between Westem and Viistiidvaita thought would be around the theme of creativity and
the etemai nature of the self Both dialogue partnen would be questioned as to the

relation of a constituted self on the temporal level to an etemal true self on the level of
ultimate reality. These questions would drive each side to a greater self understanding.
In relation to Ricoeur's methodology Dvaita thought opens up the area of
discussion of the ontological status of temporality and duaiism. Ricoeur's contribution to

interreligious dialogue at this point is his refusa1 to m .discussions of philosophy with

faith. Interreligious dialogue can profitably take place at the Ievel of temporaiity as
opposed to the Ievel of the absolute. Ricoeur shows that there are limits to discussion, his
agnosticism at the end of Oneself A s Another gives a clear indication that the absolute

h limits of dialogue a better
unknown cannot be captured at the level of dialogue. W ~ t the
understanding of the self and its place in reality may be obtained.
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